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FACULTY OF LAW
Office of the Dean

Sir Arthur Currie, K.C.M.G. ,
Principal of McGill University, 

Montreal , Que»

Dear Principal,
In a casual conversation with you last May, 

I ventured to suggest certain proposals_which I had in mind 
as a result of my two years experience in McGill and which 
may possibly oe of some interest to the University. I alsoSTEtsu SS:,-»ss skk.ïiïïiîs.k:.
if indeed you should think them worth consideration.

I am now venturing to write to you at some

E5S:rS:ei&y=ft:*:^u
nized, the academic details may be easily and almost immediately 
set in working order in McGill.

The University faculties in which I am chiefly 
interested are the newly organized faculty of Graduate Study 
and Research and the Faculty of Law. The relationship between 
these two faculties may not seem very intimate at first bpt 
only a little reflection is needed to show that this relation
ship is really much more intimate than is generally recognize 
University legal education, intended, as it is, for intensive 
applied professional uses of a serious public service ne ' >.
ought to belong to the very hipest degree and grade of thorough., 
impartial, scholarly training that any university can afford, t 
offer. The better class of schools in tiie United States have 
long recognized this fact both in principle and practice.
Cornell, Columbia and several others have long since placed tnei 
law schools on a strictly graduate basis.

Harvard

The importance of graduate work cannot be. 
over-estimated at McGill. Bold and decided.effort in this direc
tion is more essential to the future of McGill then in »ny other 
Canadian University. The reasons why this is true are numerous 
and obvious. Most of the other recognized universities of Canada 
are more or less Provincial in character and most of them are 
supported altogether or almost altogether by funds derived from 
the Provincial Exchequer. Bach of them, therefore, has a large 
Provincial constituency of its own,and it is only natural that
university students in the different Provinces should attend 
their own institutions, unless they he ambitious enough to desire
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a srrade of university education distinctly higher and better than 
their home institutions are able to offer. This is obviously, too, 
made all the more probable by the fact that travelling expenses, 
university fees, and the general cost of living are much higher - 
in some cases a hundred percent higher - in Montreal than in the 
localities where the several Provincial institutions are located.

On the other hand, it is usually distinctly difficult for 
these state supported institutions to set a high standard of univer
sity education. Everyone who wishes to attend, whether adeauately 
prepared to attend or not, claims the right to attend an institution 
supported out of public funds. Any attempt to create a university 
so supported for the benefit of the select ambitious scholar is 
firmly and hotly resented by the general public. The results are 
always in such cases a marked tendency to lower the standard tests, 
popular outline lecturing to large unwieldy classes, numerous ex
pensive ventures into easy popular subjects and departments of study 
falsely supposed to be of greater utility than the standard essen
tial subjects, coupled, as these tendencies always are, with rapidly 
increasing budgets chargeable to land, buildings, equipment, adminis
tration, maintenance and general overhead expense accounts. In some 
of these institutions, I will venture to say that of my personal 
knowledge more than three-nuarters of student enrolment is far 
below standard grade. In some of them, large masses of students 
are admitted to special courses and to various groups of short 
popular courses without being renuired to possess even an elemen
tary school education.

Please notice that I am not finding fault with these in
stitutions. On the contrary, they are doing, I believe, exactly 
what it is their clear duty to do. They are doing, in other words, 
for higher and further education what the free public school system 
of this continent has already done for secondary and elementary 
education. Nevertheless, every educationist knows that the stan
dard of work done in the free compulsory public school is distinctly 
below the standard which obtain^ in the better class of private 
school in Europe and New England. ' The free public school aims at 
the adeouate education of the average, indifferent human unit. It 
aims at an average and.therefore, of necessity, hits a low average. 
The point is that there is always a place in every community for 
an institution prepared to recognize the claims of the young man 

or woman of exceptional promise. But of that no more at present.

Compare McGill. McGill is not a Provincial University,
It has virtually no pre-empted teupitory of its own. Its constituency 
is smaller and daily growing smaller, owing to the pressure of 
French influence on the North and the growth of many progressive 
institutions of higher education in English speaking provinces, East 
and West and South. McGill must be Federal and National or nothing. 
If it cannot expand outward, it must expand upward, or stand still, 
or possibly go under. The conclusion is clear; it is alike the 
duty and the destiny of McGill to stand stoutly by the claims of 
thorough scholarship and more especially, as I shall show later, by 
the claims of Exceptional scholarship and thorough training in 
relation to subjects of distinctively Canadian national interest and 
importance. Nothing really stands in the way of this undertaking.
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Supported as she is by funds derived from the munificence of private 
persons keenly interested personally in the claims of higher educa
tion, McGill may set her standards as high as she chooses and no one 
can complain. Higher standards and,if necessary, fewer numbers, 
should, I suggest, be the general direction of McGill policy in the 
future.
decided action in the direction of advanced post-graduate education 
should be undertaken at McGill as soon as possible.

! That is the main reason why, as I have said, bold and

There are, however, several subjects and departments of 
study in which McGill cannot reasonably expect to undertake post
graduate work at present. Some of these subjects are the following,

Classics, Philosophy, Ancient and Continental European History 
English Literature , and possibly ure Mathematics , Wxlerns, and 
some branches of Pure Science of a highly theoretical, speculative 

pensive character. In these subjects of world-wide significance and European origin, McGill cannot really hope to complete 
successfully at present with the more liberally endowed and better 
enuiuped universities of Europe and the United States. And it 
must not be forgotten - as it all too often is - that it is most 
apalling fraud to induce any student.especially any student of 
sufficient promise to undertake post-graduate work, to attend a 
university, knowing well that better opportunities for his work 
exist in any other available institution. In these subjects, it 
would, I suggest, be better for McGill to devote all her energies 
to the task of maintaining a high and, if possible, a very high 
standard of undergraduate work and then to send her distinguished graduates abroad for their post-graduate training, j^ere, as 
everywhere, the claims of tie student are paramount and ultimate 
and no honest institution can possibly overlook that fact.

viz:

There are, however, some other subjects, which I have 
already referred to as subjects of distinctly Canadian interest 
and importance, which just because they arise out of conditions 
peculiarly Canadian and ought to be in close touch with distinctive
ly Canadian problems, «fe-4-eh can only be successfully carried to 
completion in our home universities. The subjects to which I 
refer are Canadian, British and Imperial History, including the 
History of the United States, Economics, Political Science, Govern
ment and Law, and I will add Education and Psychology, because there 
is always an educational and psychological factor in every subject 
of human study and in every pursuit of human interest. Generally 
speaking, it is impossible to obtain specially trained men from 
abroad to undertake these subjects I have just named. I know of 
more than one university in Canada which has been waiting for 
several years past tomake appointments.in these departments and 
which have not been made because men up to the standard have not 
been forthcoming. Why should not McGill undertake to meet this 
demand? Besides there is the whole field of the civil and diplo
matic service. I am told, for example, that the now projected 
Canadian Department of External Affairs at Washington will soon 
call for a v*iole corps of men, and they should be men, everybody 
knows, of the very finest and thorough training for their work 
that any institution of learning in Canada can possibly produce.

■



Only last cime, too, we listened to a most interesting appeal at 
the University Conference in Winnipeg, calling for overseas recruits 
for the Imperial Colonial services in other parts of the Empire. 
Everybody knows that our nubile services everywhere at home are in 
constant nressing need of trained Qualified men. Finally although 
more remotely, no university can afford to overlook the claims of 
Platform, Parliament and Press, and last but not least the Bar and 
the Bench. Why should not McGill venture out into this larger field? 
open ior men ox superior education, let me turn now to legal educa
tion.

University legal education in Canada is in a deplorable 
position and McGill is no exception. Hitherto the McGill law School 
has belonged uo the type which I have else#iere called the Collateral 
type, that is to say, it has been devoted to the task of coaching 
local law clerks in classes,or perhaps I should say in class forma
tion, ior the purpose of admission to the local bar. In other
1°*^' f? has engaged in doing for the profession what the
profession is bound by contract to do for its own clerks mhio is
SVSV™™? fS00iA0™? Tirtaally everywhere In Camda. IrAk- 
ly I have never thought that a university should recognize this

Srsn^ng a degree. _Three years of lectures done after hours 
of „the reouirements for any other degree. Even an

i S f0P f(?ur years of fnll time study and an arts 
always an amateur thing compared with a degree intended

, t ^■’°fevS1 onal us s* Eurth ermore, as long as the number
of le c aires, the hours jDf 1 cturing, the subjects of study, the
Srr^^and.eXtent of.the examina-tions and the membership of the 

°r i examiners are determined by the profession, there is really 
no room left tor university independence, personal influence and
progress, -chis aspect of the present system seems to me to be all 
but fatal .

r ,, ,Aecen* ventures in McGill I fear are not going to succeed, 
l say this not because our ideas are unsound, but because we are 
not, i uhink, going about them in the right way. We are to some 
extent at least attempting to build up two law schools, a civil 
law school and a common law school, when one good school is really 
beyond our resources. Furthermore, there exists here, as in all 
the Canadian universities, the fundamental cleavage between the 
claims of education and the claims of professional practice, one 
faction emphasizing the necessity of a preliminary arts degree and 
through comprehensive courses in the supposedly more educative sub
jects, such as Constitutional History, Constitutional Law, Inter
national Law, Roman Law, Obligations, General Jurisprudence, etc., 
and the other emphasizing the claims of office attendance, close 
contact with the local profession and heavier courses in the 
supposedly more practical subjects, such as Company Organization 
The Administration of Estates, Local Statué Law, Office and Court 

Procedure, etc. The result is an almost complete break down at the 
center, ending in the frequently pitiful confusion of the .student. 
Some decision on this issue, it seems to me, must be reached if 
are to proceed any further with university legal education here 
or elsewhere in Canada.

we

Bir Arthur Currie —4.
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The real ouest ion is what cana university really 
sî£n pert while, I believe,

do for
the education of the lawyer? For my 
that Court Procedure, for example, may be made just as interesting 
and just as educative as any other subject» 
a university law School can teach the student 
last analysis practice must be learned by practice.

I do not believe that
to practice. Gn the 

The most tha t
the university can do is to so teach and train the student that 
he may reasonably expect to begin to practice as soon as possible 
with marked distinction and success, provided always he possesses 
the necessary powers of assiduity and application. I am not 

referring now in any way to the old hackneyed, stupid distinction 
between training and instruction. Both are necessary and abundant 
opportunity for independent study and reflection is much more im
portant than either. In any case, no proud profession can possibly 
afford to overlook the claims of sound and finished scholarship, 
and the chief duty of a university is, I should say, to see that 
these claims are handsomely recognized. In any case, so far as 
the work on the Common law side at McGill is concerned, it is 
absurd to suppose that we can teach the student all the details 
of local statute law and procedure in the numerous jurisdictions 
from which they enrol and in which they expect to practice in the 
future. Their home schools cannot do that. The only real point 
is that the home school is in a little better position to pretend 
to do so than McGill. The best that we can do for these students, 
then, is to offer them a sound, comprehensive, thorough, scholarly 
course preparatory to the further study and practice of law at 
home. How eaiiy this can be done, even with our present meagre 
equipment, I shall show later on.

I have always held that the law student should have two 
years cf full-time office practice before coming up for admission 
or call, and I am inclined to think that the profession will agree 
with me in this almost unanimously. I do not think either that the 
university summer vacation is worth haggling over. Whether these 
two years are put in consecutively or not, or whether they are 
taken before or after a full-time three years study course in the 
University Law School, is a matter of indifference, be they two 
full years of honest, diligent, responsible, preliminary practice. 
That.it seems to me,is the only way in which we can recognize the 
the obviously sound claims of those who believe in practical train
ing. 3ut two years of office practice puts a compulsory degree in 
arts completely out of court. Pour years in Arts, three years in 
Law, and two years of office practice, nine years in all - the way 

Ihe whole course is too miscellaneous and scatter
brained. Lo other profession calls for so long a period of desul
tory miscellaneous work. Something must be done to forshorten and 
intensify. What is needed is not so much more arts education, as 
more sound, comprehensive advanced education in the law itself.
After all, this sorry screed composed of high and noble ideas, let 
me now offer my practical suggestions, 
following:-

is too long.

These suggestions are the

That the group of departments which I have described as1.



. Standard coursées, that is, courses of two or three hours 
stitutional^Lnw^RoZan^aw1 |d^ced’ d£ International Law Con-

Hailway Law', be added to the oourses^o^gtady 
section and that ,

ding Banking and 
arts covering this

of M A ?T6Mi9i Graduate and Sxsmev courses leading to the degrees

force and equipment we could successfully undertake this'work" al
though one or two outstanding appointments might *
two or three years time. be necessary in

?..

3.

Political Science, Government and Law be consolidated 
closely correlated university section, and for that into a single 

purpose, that:-

The present course in Law could continue as it is.5. So f=r

3.

utility fn Z^’and ttoe! Soisnoe- 8,14 llke sta4ie* °f re00euiZed 
pure law. years of full time intensive study of

case of promising adults over twenty-I would also in the 
Financial or C^rcîlï ImdlT °f
iLtîrfâ 1stad0n^s registered for the LL.*B. course would be
-Pn-r +.>,a a n t AkA ’ and adl dîie better class of students registered

course, would be encouraged to take this five 
. .. A 1 am inclined to think that this five
nv the two years of office practice meets 
legal profession better than

in lieu of the preliminary two years

for the B.C.L. 
training. year

year course followed 
the reouirementa of the 

any other course on this continent.
4. T5 , . By properly shaping their courses,

d.A. aiming at^Law would be able to complete 
Ln.B. and B.C.L. degrees in two further 
both degrees in six

students taking the 
their work for the 

years of study, thus takingyears.

1. it would enable McGill to feature studies leafli no- tn 
Canadian services, both in her undergraduate work and in the newlv 
projected faculty of specialized graduate studies md thus to last 
the great demand »ich I outlined"in the first pah of ïhis îetterî

^our years course leading to the decree n-F u a oimîncrcr'h noS ;LtKB,SaLSrBST,S?l4“tB ”U14 ablf to'^e'special

pï«ces9of*îîowinaath>h8?'î «h4 whlon has' been tried in
his fourth vï«r?f m S^Uaeiit 1t0 take his first year in Law as 
ments in^rtShlSit ™ 1R* 1 dhink» wholly unfair to the deoart- 
™ork in Arts and 1Î0 student can ho special or honour
Arts. 1TSt year in Law hiring his final year in

?..

The
some

would obtain?-088 suggestlons were a4o"ted, the following results

t
Sir Arthur Currie ----6.
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as International and Constitutional Law are concerned, I should he 
nuite vailing to give the few lectures required by the Bar Associa
tion gratuitously. Indeed, I think that I could prepare the students 
for these examinations better by a short course of elementary coach
ing lectures than I could in the more comprehensive courses which I 

now trying to give and which will be made much more comprehensive 
if these suggestions are adopted.
am

I need not add in closing that you are at liberty to make 
what use you will of this extended memorandum. Doubtless Dean 
Greenshields will be interested, and, if it affected the Law School
alone, I should submit it through him. Dean Laing, Professors 
Basil Williams, Leacock, Hemrae-ton and my colleague. Smith, may 
be interested. The faculty of vLaw will have to be consulted should 
you think the memorandum worthy of their consideration. Possibly 
the whole thing might be laid on the table for discussion at a 3oint 
meeting of the Law Club of which Judge Howard is secretary and all 
others interested who might care to attend. I am hopeful that the 
Board of Governors with their more comprehensive sense on all matters 
of a public service character will appreciate at once what I am 
driving at.
approval, I suppose that they would ultimately have to take the form 
of a resolution by Corner ation coupled with a recommendation to the 
Board that it provide the necessary ways and means and make the 
necessary appointments as soon as possible. A convocation pronounce
ment , especially upon the public service features of the scheme, 
would, I feel, meet at once with wide-spread public approval and 
applause.

Should the suggestions meet with general preliminary

As I have already said, I am sorry to trouble you with 
this long memorandum, but I do not know how you can prevent it 
unless you are walling to issue an edict commanding your subordinate 
officers to abstain from thinking seriously about university matters 
during the summer vacation months.

Yours very sincerely,

«►
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Montreal, December 20th, 1923.

Sir Arthur W. Currie, G.C.M.G., K.C.B 
Principal and Vice-Chancellor, 

McGill University, 
Montreal.

• •

Dear Sir Arthur,

The special committee appointed at a meeting 
of the Faculty of law held on the 27th September last, to 
enquire into and report upon certain questions affecting the 
policy and work of the Faculty of Law and having special 
reference to the subjects of instruction and degrees granted, 
have met and considered the questions which have been 
mitted to them, but, inasmuch as all the members of the 
committee are not in entire agreement, the undersigned beg 
to submit the following report, which they understand 
be followed by an expression of the views of the 
members of the committee.

sub-

will
remaining

1. LL.B. course. The committee have carefully 
considered the problem raised by the small registration of 
students for this course.

In view of the legislation at present in 
force in the other provinces of Canada which does not re
cognize this course as the equivalent of a common-law course 
of study in those provinces accompanied by office attendance, 
it seems manifest that the present course leading to an 11.B. 
degree cannot be made sufficiently attractive to induce stu
dents from other parts of Canada to attend in sufficient 
numbers the instruction offered by McGill on this subject. It 
is not surprising to us that this should be so, because, in 
the first place, a faculty which purports to cover the whole

h./ à
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field of the common law with a necessarily limited staff 
successfully compete with such institutions as> can ne

Columbia, Harvard, Winnipeg or Toronto, where a considerable 
number of instructors - some of them recognized specialists - 
devote their time to the teaching of common-law subjects; and

gA* secondly, because of the enormous disadvantage under which
' a common-law school will labour if it is established and

maintained in a province in which the common law is not 
practised in the courts. It would seem about as difficult 1 
to successfully maintain a school of common law in a locality

'/Sjx
/ JII where there are no common-law courts as it would be to maj 

^tain a medical faculty where no hospitals existed and no * 
clinical facilities were available.

Even, therefore, if the staff of such a
y school could be very largely increased, so as to compare with 

that of law schools in the United States and in the other 
provinces of Canada, there would still exist the great dis
advantage resulting from the absence of a common-law atmos-

While we are convinced that somephere in this province, 
instruction in common law would prove useful to the lawyers
in this province who are in constant communication with 
those in the other parts of Canada, and while we would there
fore regard with favour the maintenance of a limited course 
of lectures on comparative law in the different parts of the 
Dominion, we think that the more ambitious scheme of founding 
and maintaining in McGill a national law school which would 

k equip students for practice in all the provinces of Canada 
is, for the present at least, doomed to failure.
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For these reasons, we have no hesitation 
in recommending the discontinuance of the LL.B. degree and 
the course leading thereto.

2. Enlargement of the curriculum. It has been
suggested that the present curriculum leading to the degree 
of B.C.L. is unduly rigid and offers no opportunities for
those students who do not intend to devote themselves to the
practice of law hut desire to be equipped for public 
It is therefore suggested that additional

life.
and more advanced

teaching should be provided in such subjects as constitutional 
law, comparative constitutional law, public international law 
and diplomacy, and private international law, 
al facilities should be given to students to

and that option- 
elect these sub

regularjects instead of some of those prescribed in the
course.

However desirable it undoubtedly is to broaden 
the instruction given in the faculty of law, 
us doubtful whether any of the regular students

it appears to
proceeding

to the degree of B.C.L. could be induced to take these ad
ditional lectures as optional subjects, inasmuch 
programme of studies imposed upon the law student 
to be sufficiently heavy to take up the whole of his 
time, having regard to the time he must at

as the
appears 

available
present necessarily 

spend in a law office concurrently with his academic studies. 
To what extent such advanced studies would appeal to other
students, we are unable to say. 
of the number of

Her can we form an estimate 
persons who would be attracted if such ad

vanced studies formed the subject of a postgraduate course.

PI

m
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The experiment might he made for a year or 
two in order to test the demand for such instruction and
the faculty could then decide whether this extension work 
should he continued or not.

Full-time and part-time professors. Opinions3.
are very much divided upon this subject, and the undersigned 
hesitate to express any very strong opinion as to the ad
visability of increasing to any considerable extent the 
number of full-time professors.

It is generally considered that there should 
be some of the professors who devote their whole time to 
instruction, and there are some subjects, like Roman law, 
international law, constitutional law, comparative law

andand public law, which are usually^efficiently taught by 
men who are not engaged in active practice. On the other 
hand, we would think it to be a distinct disadvantage if 
the number of full-time professors should be largely in
creased and the faculty should thus become divorced from 
the active practitioners, upon whom a great many students
look as perhaps more authoritative exponents of the law

It must, of course, not be foras it actually exists, 
gotten that the study of law has not for its main object
the creation of a theoretical system of jurisprudence, 
but the application of the rules of law to actually 
existing disputes and the administration of justice.

There is also the practical consideration 
resulting from the difficulty of offering remuneration 
sufficient to induce competent men of wide experience

yy ** -)Z •'
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at the Bar to accept positions as full-time professors. 
For this reason, it would always he difficult to have a
faculty composed of a large number of full-time 
whose knowledge and experience

professors
would make their teaching 

part-timevaluable. It is manifestly better to have
professors whose competence is undoubted, 
they may deliver but

even though
a limited number of lectures, than

to have a large number of full-time professors, some of
whom, at least, would be men of little experience at the
Bar and others, men who have been failures.

4. Academic study and off-îre» 
the present state of the law,
clerkship in an office from students

attendance. in
which requires three 

who intend to
years1

practise in this province, it seems impossible to 
out the suggestion which has been
should give the

carry
made that the students 

greater part, if not the whole, of their
attention to their academic studies, office attendance
being given a definitely subordinate place during the
period of the university sessions, 
by law to give

The student is obliged
a reasonable amount of his time to office

attendance, and the practitioner to whom he is articled 
conscientiously certify his attendancecannot unless

While it might possibly 
could pursue his academic studies

it has been real and substantial, 
be better if the student
for three years and then devote one year's intensive study 
to Office work, It le Idle to hope that the student will 
prolong his course of studies beyond the three years 
established by law.

Until, therefore, the law on this subject 
is changed, we think that it is out of the question to
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ask the students to discontinue or practically discontinue
their office attendance.

Yours very truly,
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faculty of Law,

McGill University,
Montreal , 12th October, 195?.

Sir Arthur Currie, G.C.M.G., 
Principal,

McGill University.

Lear Principal,

At the meeting of this faculty on the 

10th October^ the following resolution was unanimously passed 

on the motion of Mr. Justice Martin, seconded by myself: -

"That the attention of the Governors be called to 
the fact that results from the establishment of 
a Common Law course at McGill have not proved 
satisfactory in point of view of attendance, and 
having regard to the expense of teaching such 
course as compared with the revenue derived there
from, the question of continuing such course after 
present students have graduated should be con
sidered and determined."

It may assist the Governors in considering 

the policy to be adopted if I bring the following facts to 

their notice.

The teaching of Common Law at McGill began 

No special staff was available for the purpose, 

Dean lee himself giving such instruction as was possible. 

Naturally very little could be done under such conditions.

in 1918.

Two students took the examinations in 1919, one of whom failed.

In 1919 I wa.s myself added to the staff and 

an extension of the teaching became possible, though we were 

still unable to meet the requirements of a complete common law 

curriculum. In 1920 three students took the examinations for 

the second year, and nine for the first.

year students must have been admitted on advanced standing, 

but I can find no record of this.)

(Two of the second

In 1920 Professor Mackay joined us, and it 

now became possible to organise a complete curriculum. The 

arrangements for the session of 1920-21 were necessarily 

provisional, since Professor Mackay wa.s not appointed until 

after the session had begun. In 1921 nineteen students took 
the sessional examination. Of these six passed in the third

year, four second, and eight first. (Several of the third

rS
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year had been advanced on account of military service). 

year student failed.

The organised curriculum took effect for the first time

This year is also marked by the raising of our 

standard of admission, by the extension of the session to thirty 

teaching weeks, by our election to the Association of American Law- 

Schools, and by the recognition of our degrees by the State of Lew 

McGill was the first and is still the only law school in 

Cana.da to comply with all the conditions for election and recog-

Hineteen students took the examinations in

One first

in September, 1921.

York.

nition respectively.

1922 - five third year, eight second, and six first. Of these two

failed, one in the second year, and one in the first.

For the present session we have a registration of fifteen 

students, - seven in the third year, five in the second, and three 

in the first, as well as one partial student who proposes to enter 

later in the ordinary way.

Previously to this, only one graduate student had registered for 

common law in the Faculty.

Previous to last year common law students received the

Since 1921 they have received the degree of LL.B., 

thus di stinguishing them from the civilians and at the same time 

conforming to the general practice of law schools on this continent.

In this connection I should point out, to avoid any 

possible confusion, that another LL.B. course, consisting of two years 

in Arts and two in Law, was introduced in 1918. 

this experiment was not successful, and it came to an end with the 

graduating class of 1922.

Of the students now in the Faculty, I find that they propose

Ontario (3), Hova Scotia (2), Manitoba (1), 

Alberta (1), Newfoundland (1), West Indies (1), Hew York (1), 

Pennsylvania (1), Palestine (2), two being undecided.

The graduates of this course are also now very widely 

scattered, and several of them are practising at the bar in various 

.jurisdictions.

All the three new students are B.A.’s.

degree of 3.C.L.

For various reasons

to practise as follows:-
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I now pass to the charge which the

Our staff of fourteen teachers is at

course imposes on
the university. 

organised as follows:-
present

-«hole Time Pflrt Time
Professors
Assistant Professors 
lecturers

Of these the t?n whole-time professors are both 

-he cost varies somewhat from year to

-°r the present session I estimate 

receive hi,000. or

common lawyers.

ing to the distribution of work.

-1tl25,125, of which the common law teachers will 

43.8;v.

year accord-

Of the lectures given by the latter during the 

session 25.9,s are on subjects prescribed by the Quebec 

tions and are attended by B.C.L. students, 

similarly attend many of the lectures given by the

current

Bs.r regula

ble 11.B. students

civilian teachers.
Ai6er allowing for withdrawals the total number of

regular students in the present session amounts to 53 for the B.C.l.
course and 15 for the 11.B., the latter being therefore 2.?P/o of the 
whole. Cne partial student is studying common law. 

there are five graduates entered for the 11.M.
In addition. 

Of these two are
working on common law topics, and three on commercial law, which 

is common ground to both systems.

If you will allow me to prolong this letter a little 

a word or two of general comment, 

course was started with a view to 
supplying a professional training for students proceeding 

3ar. There were only three constituencies from which such students 

could come»- Canada, the United States, 

these the provincial bar societies in Canada have shown thanselves 

chiefly concerned to erect protective fences 

schools and to penalize 

to study outside his 

have met in the United States with 

sympathetic encouragement, both from the

more, I should like to add

The common law

to the

and the West Indies. Of

around their own law 

so far as possible any student who attempts 

In marked contrast to this we 

the utmost courtesy and

great law schools and from

own province.

mmSt
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At the same time the differences between 

Canadian and American law in many important matters are so far-reach

ing that we cannot reasonably expect to attract any large number of

With regard to the West Indies we made inquiries 

in 1920 as to their possible attitude, but there does not seem to 

be much likelihood of the authorities there departing from their 

present practice of sending students to be called to ihe bar in

On the whole, therefore, it would appear that we are not 

likely in the immediate future to attract very many students of 

the ordinary professional type.

'Without committing myself to every detail, I should

the state bar authorities.

American students.

England.

like to express my general agreement with the constructive proposals 

outlined in Professor Maokay* s letter to yourself. I do not agree

with him in thinking that v/e are at present unable to offer a good

professional course, and in this our students would confirm my view. 

At the same time I think tha.t we should frame the LL.B. course 

chiefly with an eye to those *o aim at entering the public service 

and other activities, which we can do without failing to meet the 

needs of the purely professional student. The curricula of the law 

schools in Prance are all framed upon "these lines and they attract 

many students of the type whom Professor Mackay has in view, 

must avoid making a course which is a mixture of Arts and Law: that 

was the essential defect of the LL.B. curriculum of 1918. 

scheme should contemplate at least three years given wholly to the 

study of law, but with the weight laid upon the cultural rather than 

on the technical side of legal study.

course should emphasize such subjects as constitutional and inter-

We

Our

That is to say, the new

national lav/, diplomacy, legislation, etc., and give less time to 

procedure, real property law, and other purely technical me.tters.

I am sorry to have written at such length, but it 

saves time in the end to deal with the whole 

I would add that I do not wish 

own to stand in the way of 

to hold myself entirely at the disposal

question in one letter.

sny personal rights or interest of my 

any proposed reconstruction, end I desire 

of the University.

Sincerely yours,

;•
••mv;1-
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^ ' Of-cy*ee Of c tu xv it: to In bBOOl -u
the aceaaptlen that thv etudent is do voting 
hie entire Usw to hie Suivuraity work end 
jo-enearo is te he applied through the 
arrangement of Isotopes* «ta», to pro real 
©£•;ioo «•.ttendatiee.*

Up to the prnmn% the eallf «ft the students' time hero 
been etioh that it Me boon impossible to expoet fro*» then 
snaofc reeding or independent study, and in tfliir pi rimti the
Xestursre haw been forced to ad-pt the method, justly 
criticised in your report for 19S3-84, of atténués "to 
propore & aeries of leotares upon a given ssbleet, including 
in those le#tare» a complete saamary of the knowledge which 
they think aoaeciary to the student and they examine him as 
to his knowledge of the eSIttont! of t air eerier of lectures •* 

four report gees on to say:

, u2he method Shiah a&ket study oollateral to '
loo tares seems to b« exactly the reveyee of that 
which Bhonli b* followed* '&» «rtUsary object of

e.ï;a*Étlon, not %fc* p«e#. 
only motho^ehtaiabig 

ming: fitted to meet with tmd 
problem» of life la for the

a University training is 
la-- of ©maimtUene, ühe 
education, or boa 
wrestle with the
student himself to meet with amt wrestle with 
the problems of learning, LeOtHPOf ®hoult he 
oo-erdiaated with other study* instead of study 
being a m*r« or leas unimportant adjeaot to 
lecture»*"

soundness of these view appears to your aosaaittee 
to be beyond «section and it bolleveg that the elimination 
of ««Marrent office attendance makes their application to 
this faculty not only poen.ble but essentiel* £t therefore 
yeis«niM,mdi that:

*fhe vssponuibility fer aoquirim» information 
aad for feminf hie Own opinion mast be pUccd 
on the student: the function of Urn teacher net 
being go naoh me fwnl6hS*| of inf «.ration md 
read^'-ifjada opinions ooooen.lnr law as arousing 
inter othreading* assisting in the solution
of difficulties, and trü Using the? mind in leaped 
thinking, and in denoeawsee the time ta le should 
be arranged in mois a way m beet to secure

ties for dieeusai#» in «lose and 
adéquat# diseur sion in olaes of 

l'-e ' ins rul.i - : , lv ■ • : ij .**
edeo'-ate prepare 
at the mm time
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Jarleomeulta,oin^pimod la the work# of 1

ruoâem -‘r^noh writer» *nd In the deoleioneof *»ttt*rv of the 

of our own 
apport

AM to I ule « a tor thtiitiag, ttao 

unit) for lleour-eten with the other etaHonte «1

tk« staff* a

MOÔU1 b# Abift to lay the
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fv-l- with

etulont will In hit throe year* atewry

found*t tone of » Roei legal e laoetlw.
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to aooo «ting en» aaâeretos «* ‘town goner*! prlnetnloa
««UtM Maltfoe that the teacher «et her.1

1 •^rrtvVi";
of eOaosti*»» your

wido fcUwrotleas in thoif *pplio*tiO» to hie p&rtioolnra
eabj- ot.
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Before Wvlng thie point we 

agree with yom*

11

hie hew to work. Mr the fern- wm *o tax jot _
enough ambition « dnyotr. hlaoelf to raking the
meet of each ^tiidoaoo* to working tpw Mo own
initiative In order to ain an einoation, tiivro
ie no real pl»oe at u 'Mlrwreity* Jho ihaiverni ty »
on tie other hand, is -ioilte loo® than lie *»ty
if it tails to inspira uuoh ataftiUoa in the Made
of lie etadente, and it a be oar aim oo to
OOSvtaot our loaohltv^ that at leaat some Of the
___nho oo$a*> to -oOill fdthOKt siiy very ^finite
ldoaf ahottld, even daring their first year, gain 
a eonoeption of oâaoatienal mthcds ahloh will 
enable them to obtain the gfoateat benefit Stow 
their oollego a«mrse**
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The «lopUtfB #î thee# reeemwsnâatiens at? to teaohing 

method will result in » mhst&ntial re ^notion of aises heure 

per eabjr^ot» with a eorresponiiag reiuetd*» in the anils made 

by esoh else® an the tine of th- staff and en *la»*-room 

eeeemeââtieiu Advantage should b# t&jEsit of the tiae and 

maeommsdatiesi tone saved te offset » empara tien et eseettà and 

third year aînesse* ihie if* toiiraÜU £ or s umber of rossons, 

it will result for on# thins In mU groups of students who 

h$ir# rooehed the m.m stats of ierolerwr.t*, thus greatly 

facilitating profitable lUunktoos discussion, end* tor 
another, it will permit the aâO| iplo, logically

arranged curricula?».
Vv-L-V|'

In ihia year ocsnitv;» ir-»1»-. *
Vve^A

tentative

the fs&ôwd&f features of *hlob
It tirfifth fttmtlonw

1* Creator attention to :mmon lew as the bade ef legal

education*
8* Zht. recognition that Civil law and to a lesser extent 

Comer cl ai law should eaoh he treated m w subject#

Hw handling of Civil Law In first and second years 

before. coBtoeroial Law is dealt with in third year*

4* The study of Civil .rooedure la eeoond and third yetar.

8# The iwtroduotion of a third year course on Comparative 

law.

4. The discontinuance of the following stars***

(a) Jurisprudence, as bain* already covered by Law, Civil and Comparative ,6*»*
(b) mate Utilities, m bain* unnetessary,

(#) 2ctardai Law, as boing of minor educational
.

She question of adding course# In mi oh subjects as 
Trademarks, Patents and Whw1* Component ion has beer, con* 

elder^d, but it ir felt that until the now curriculum hae been

in fore » and there has been staple opportunity of seeing it in

3.
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•x&mia&tieas «111 be Meed* 1:iYOlye
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on whisfi the 
HUM study Un order to
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proper proportion between them*el®*» oo-op ration to ensure

uo suggest thst in. addition to the 
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integral port of the v «woo.

tour oowttUe feels thst * re-eonritarât ua of our
#*■ system Is desirable# At present s étaient *ttends

e na—«r et looter»». reel» e tew o»e*e er extreete

V •

I»1*4 b3r hlE 1”°tUror*
-

"cr -'T:

thoorotiosl
daturally fis is able to foroeoe the

the epee me examination paper fie anUelpsWe*
difficult if sot entirely olimiimted 

field at Um freguent lutervaitt; 

oendttoted hy an essmlsstisn M Wrd;

prepares for 

2hiB o&n he
if maimXUm aro

h. if the- are 
$e if every student is sthjested to a tnsrow^h Oral
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st&atlsUi the wnols of the three years 

It ir therefore rewarded that:

1 aorh.
y:V'Vv'v.:,:'iL

1* —

(a) at the end of the first session ao* 
year*» sorfi*

(h) at
seooad year* » work, end the final exacteU<?n 

‘Law on tfie work of hath y<mrs to he 
at this titae*

1» amn :
also hold■
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hie will not only render earayalng aaor» 4lffiualt but 

will tWBble ooareei to be allotted on & b&sl* of weeks; inete&A 

of tome and will greatly eimpllQr the ta#u ot allctUnc tine 

to omireee* It «ill site b&to two to three weesai in jfrunity 

wbiah er® new loi't owing to orsming, to wri ting ex&eJUotttioqg 

end the Inert table re«-&oti®n* die teaah** refine,of 

tulte free U test hie stadeat* from t|s»> to tine by test 

***•*•» «uissea, ^ornral Ueeueeien, or Bay way he eeee fit*

ooaree.

8* nil oanild&tes wh© «aeaeaaftilly j»*« the written

WW» be eubjeeted to a thorough oral examination*

3. That eltiHBtely all paper® bo æt and marked by an

examination owalttee and until sash Um a» thic

profs fcaslKU- the oral easuiaatioa be asanuataâ by 
an ®*«sinfi Uon beard*
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Xm jjwwtr eemsittee wiehee to potiv. ont tfest

lu «Il « 6v*£%fii% tn.il y : " s»e thftt tf< ir> f-

fft ^4 ftHBtfcM terre te b» isseâifie* from time to tu» 

ta W Üf&t af vx^rlyrrn*

yti*r* etill rît UK las & Rireet les! of wrk to be âoa» 

lu «erkis" ont tte# 4etoile of the amggosted readings* o»A 

It will b-v ïy ■-,<•> : v ' . , s up wit 

of tbs Bsr the Question of a?,^m<$ijss tiisir rogutotlen# no 
as to remorsiiste our amure», svsn tifcea&te «• »ot e®a$&y 
with tfestr p*e«snt re dilation» »n to Iso taro rsfatrcwstits* 

ea.^eet tc this eiataoetien that- *te# A-'.-r ee«Ptbet»4 

ta abolish ell fonxil n^uimao^ti: 0» tf t'-o eouree e»5,
urôÀsese ne offer t$i« f*r the tvieileie s- sapor*

from
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McGill University

MONTREAL
1924.

FACULTY OF Law
Office of the Dean

M1ETIMG C? CCMPOIMTICM ir-.poiy: 0?
■ JxxlJ •

At a meeting of the Faculty of law held on the 27th of

et;ted hy the Principal, and unanimously 

the Faculty present, that a special com-

Septemher last, it was s 

approved "by the members o 

mittee he appointed hy the Principal to enquire into and report upon

rr O'

-P

some current questions of interest affecting the policy and work of

mhe Principal accordingly named the following

Mr. Eugene lafleur,

1*. C,, 11. D., convener, Mr. ,G.H. Montgomery, K.C., Mr. Arnold .M inwright,

This committee

the McGill law School.

persons to he members of this corami" tee, viz:

.... Smith, and Dr. Ira A. Mac May.Z.G. , Vice-Dean 

held two meetings in the office of the Dean of the law acuity and as',1

the result of its deliberations submitted two written reports for the 

information of the Principal and the -'acuity, a majority report dated 

December 20th, 1923, signed by Dr. lafleur and by Messrs. Montgomery

. -

Professors Smith and MaeMay.by
At a subsequent meeting of the Faculty held on the 21st of 

February, 1924, the two committee reports mentioned above were brought 

down by the Principal and submitted to the 'acuity, and after careful 

considérai ion and discussion of the recommendations and suggestions

contained in both of them, the Faculty now bens leave to adopt the 

following final report for its own future guidance and the approval 

of Corporation.

. 1. DEGFEE.

The chief aim and duty of the McGill Faculty of law is the 

efficient and scholarly training of lav: students in the existin'- law

_

\ :



o ' the Province of Quebec. "hi8 ha8 always been the recognized aim 
aii i duuy of he 1av. • l »-y ■ d no uepart'ire n-rom the principle was intended

/

when a few years .go - to be more definite in 1919-1920 - the "acuity 
began to offer separaJ e courses of study in subjects peculiar J o
Pn~lish law to students attending the IIcGill Law School and intending
to practice law in the purely "hvlish speakin~ provinces of Canada and
elsewhere. ■i-h./ impression iat t ue paramount claims of students en rated 
in the study of Quebec law were in any way prejudiced or ne-'lectel by

.

On
study

of the existing law of the Province of Quebec has in the meantime been
substantially increased. Library facilities have been distinctly im- 
pro.ed an ue number of students using 'he library has been multiplied, 
ho students registered on the civil side have attended any lectures or
instruction in uiglish law, while all students on the English side have

■

systems given under the regular instructors traîne 1 in the law of 
this Province.

common to both

In other words, the existing civil law of the Province
c ” .uebec has always been recognized by the ? c It;
foundation of its work.

as the base and
Law schools founded upon the study of civil 

lav and lead-in- later to the more special study of Tn-lish law have 
long existe at Oxford and Cambridge,

that McGill
and no doubt the originators

o "fered
promising around for a similar school devoted to the study of all-av

ifca

Canadian law.

ll.l. c:rm?z.

The number of students registered for this course has all 
alon'" been distinctly disappoin" Ing. This re ult is doubtless due

WÊÊÊ^m

mm

. ■
.11. ■
 ;
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'o a complication of c es. 

the fact Jhat the common lev/ Is not practice! in the courts of the
A,

Province of fuel - s, _.nd th? J +hs re. 1 : ~ - c : a com .on law

atmosphere in the courts an! law offices of Montreal presents a very 

great initial obstacle in the way of foanting a school of Co/mon Law 

at i.IcGIll with any possibility of serious ulJ imate success, 

of the minority report on their part think that the difference in teach

ing content between the two systems of 1 w in Canada is very much over

emphasised and the ' point to the admittedly great success of the law

1

where the law student is in no way a"filiated with the local courts or 

offices durinr the three sessions devoted exclusively to the study of 

law at the University,

fully recognized by all parties interested, viz:

2) 1

practice which obtains in all the Provinces of Canada by which stade: te

at-law before being admitted to practice are cpmpelled by the authorities 

of the local bar to serve a period of at least nominai" apprenticeship 

in a local law office and a'tend lectures in a local law school.

The signers

There are, however, two cogent difficulties

(1) insufficient is
111

S!
In

!

11the Province of Ontario, for example, all students before bein allowed 

to practice in the province are compelled to serve under articles of 

apprenticeship in a Toronto office and attend lectures at Osgoode Hall 

for a period of three years.

momr1 able at present by any action open to IIcGill.

University *Ïbw schools in xho UnsdXyh speati

to make Very Pit tie progress in the pX^t in the\£ace of the\e rules 

and regulations \f the loo

g

1
'"his last di fficulty is clearly insur

ing ed most of the 

provinces Xave beenVble

i

■gi
:/!8 ■■:

bar authoriti in thXir own prov ces.

mg |m......... • , g :.... ........ - .... . ........ ; . 1
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Al
After or refully considerin'- all these difficulties,

. .

the members of the

■ course he disconti rued
and that no new students he registered for this degree after the 

o'* the present session, 

approved this recommendation.

close
"he members of the faculty, have unanimously 

The members of -"he oulty wish to add
mm

"hat while reoognizing that this reco validation will render it unnecessary 

common law teaching, they, 
ne. en neless, deem it desirable ’or tv present at least that one mem-

to have a professor devoting his whole-time to

her of the full-time staff should be 

Znxlish law competent to rive instruction in
a reco-sized specialist trained in

some of the subjects 
common to both systems and especially in comparative law.

c." — turntt -jim:.
it has been suggested that the present 

J e degree of d.C'.ü. is unduly rigid and technical and that 

no adequate opportunities for intending practitioners 

fuller advantage of their

curriculum leading to 

it c 'fers 

who wish to take
eai s spen - a c .he fniversity to enlarsee 

'i-:' educational outlook, or for those students who do not intend to

j/rac ice law " all, bu1 who desire r nevert' eless
Of study in law for the

to follow.a course
purpose of equipping themselves for public

S' service or for purely educational 
that additional and

X It ia, therefore, suggested 
more advanced teaching should be offered in

reasons.■i
such»:

quasi legal subjects as constitutional lav/, comparative constitutional 

law and international law, and that optional facilit Les should be given 

to s i-uden v in the law school to elect these advanced 

they so desire.

■
S
i subjects should 

It is also suggested that those subjects be offered.

as elective studies in the faculty of Arts and that intending law 

students in that faculty be encouraged to
i

complete these studies before
beginning the more strictly professional work of the law school.

I .
■
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Indeed the faculty wishes to put itself on record as oein:_ in - a. oar 

without qualification of Jh- closest possible affiliation between the 

faculty of Arts and the faculty of Law at I.lcGill designed to encourage 

intending members of the legal profession to enlarge i-aeir uni-eisi , 

education before being admitted to practice.

AGnlUIIC STUDY ID CTTICIf 'AhAff.
This question has been seriously considered in all the

provinces for years past without arriving at any very satisfactory man

factors in the education

do better than the o ?fices and
It is admitted that there are somesolu’ion.

of a lawyer which the university can
other factors which the offices can do better than thethat there are

* An adequate training, for exanple, in the more fundamental, 

scholarly subjects in the law, as in all the professions,
university.

! comprehem
can be best acqui ' iversity, and , technical tr«

in local statutes, practice and business rou ine in the o -ice, 

real question, however, is how the student shall be required or allowed

Shall he be

nhe

to divide en the university a
required to attend both the university and the office 'concurrently, 

devoting à part of the working day to each, or shall he be allowed to 

devote the whole of the time spent in the University go his university 

studies and in addition be required to devote at least one year to con

tinuous, intensive office practice before being permitted to practice

This problem is male 11 the more difficult byon his own account?

the great variety of ways in which the student-clerk is treated in the

In some offices he is welcomed and receives valuable 

training and assistance in hie stu lies, while in others he is either 

not welcomed at all or is allowed to attend in a merely nominal

different offices.
y.

■■

ASM
V.mmm

m

'
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desultory fashion. "he chief difficulty on this poiry , however, springs 

from the fact that under the present state of the law in this province

t’e student is compelled to serve three years in a lav/ o if ice before

being admitted to practice, and,is therefore, virtually comnelled to 

attend the university and the Office concurrently.

actually exists and is, 

the law is amer led.

Under these cir-

as it
‘here "ore, powerless to maire any change until 

- e members r . he acuity, there ‘ore, recommen d 

on this point that negotiations he undertaken with the other 1 w schools
i'1 P10 v^mce or re purpose of find in y a formula which may be satis

factory to all parties interested and whicl

on une general Council of 1 •1 _ e 3ar o C the Province and the

?ïïlh-Ti:.IU APT PART-Till" PPCPPr £OS.

nay meet with the approval 

ley:slature.

ifile oner tne processor oe a full-time professor devot ing the 

ma^or part of his time and effort +o teaching and the minor part to

research, wri nrr and special counsel work as aJ Harvard and Columbus, 
for example, or 8 part--* ime professor devoting the minor part of his 
time and effort to teaching.and the ma - or part to business practice,

"he be^T*

exponents o lege, a e vication now admit everywhere that there i; 
xor both these classes of

properly designed to give.the soudent 

in .ouch for a. time w 1th the advantages of 

hand, and with the realities of 

after life on the other.

Sgy room
1 processors on the staff of ever;* law school 

a : he double benefit of keeping 

university life on the one

yelp-

‘he profession he is to practice in 

The Faculty feels that this problem at

-

:

polley .

t the very bestThe only policy that *hcan is ‘o appo■e recosE:

.
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IF

It-. ' .. f s' t ‘ g y ofavt. " labl- ■ J ea y-iinr e : ; •" J" o

'

L. ’ a

'

‘ o thi eub :*eot.Ii :
i

r

i •:.t a meetin'- o'’ the "* culty 1 :ld on the / <4 vX day of : —' H
x X}r\/]9-'i111 ,

and seconded byIfVjuxÂÀAkj1924, " ' x;as moved by Prof-'.- sor 

and carried that the -culty accept the above reporl for i's ovm.

future guidance and the approval of corporation.
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The Law Faculty of McGill University; 

its past, present and future.

object of this memorandum is to consider the possibi
lities of development of the Faculty of Law, and to formulate a

policy; incidentally I shall speak of its past history and present 

standing .

To reduce to writing a dream or aspiration with regard to the 

future of an institution is no easy matter; but I shall attempt it. 

The value of such speculations defends upon the solid foundation of 

fact upon which they rest.

2. The facts -which furnish such foundation for my argument
are these:-

a) Montreal is and will continue to be the principal
city of Canada.

b) Canada is and will more and more become the pivotal 
point of the Empire, particularly in its relations with the United
States of America.

c) Montreal, the meeting point of the 

systems of law, the Common Law of England and the Civil Law of
Rome ana Continental Europe, offers unique opportunities for the 

comparative study of those two systems.

two world-wide

3. The conclusion I draw from these facts is that Montreal, 
more than any place in the world, is fitted to be the scene of a

great school of law in which the science of law will be 

its comparative and international aspects.

would be a place of world—resort and world—wide influence and re

nown.

studied in
Such a school of law

4. The path of advance for a university school of law is not 

obscure or uncertain. The lines of development have been ascer
tained by the experience of the law schools of the United States 

of America, extending, in some cases, over more than a century.
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The Harvard Law School is the boat known of these. In the recent

ly published "Centennial History of the Harvard Law School” the 

essential conditions of progress are olaarly indicated. They are 

not matter of controversy but of incontrovertible fact.

5. The essential conditions of efficiency in a law school 

are principally the following:-

a) The professors must give their whole time to the

law school.
b) The students must give their whole time to the law

school.
c) Professors must be chosen not on account of their 

success in professional life, at the Sar, or on the Bench, but 

because they are qualified to teach and study law.

6. The Law Faculty of McGill University was organised in the 

year 1853. From that date until the year 1918 the scope of its 

aspirations was limited to preparing students for the practice of 

their profession as advocates or notaries in the Province of Quebec, 

For many years its staff was drawn exclusively from the Bench and 
practising members of the Bar. Dr. F.P. Faiton, appointed Dean in 

1897, was the first "professeur de carrière* associated it,h the 

Faculty. Under hie administration educational standards were rais

ed and the general efficiency pf the Faculty advanced, but the 

scope of its activities continued to be limited to preparing stud

ents for practising in this province.

7. Tails limiting its outlook and endeavour, the Faculty could 

never expect to attract a large number of students, and since the

year 1878 it has had a formidable rival in the Law Faculty of Laval 
(Montreal).

always been small.

In fact, the number of students in the Faculty has 

From the statistics of the decennial period 
1904-1914 which are before me, (Appendix A) I find the average at

tendance in the three years together (omitting partial students)

During that period the first year entry /.asto have been 44.4.
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most often below 2C. The top limit was reached in 1913-14 with a
first year registration of 30. In time to come a gradual Increase 

may be expected commensurate with growth of population of the city. 

A few more French students may find their way to us rather than to

Laval, but that is all. It is plain that as a provincial institu

tion the Faculty has nothing before It but a future of respectable

mediocrity.

S. During the last few years, the Faculty, while at the same 

time increasing the efficiency of Its existing courses of study, 

has conceived larger ambitions and laid a solid foundation for 

their realization. Thus it has:-

a) duplicated the course for the B.C.L. degree 

adapt it to the needs of students who Intend to practise in a Com

mon Law jurisdiction.

ao as to

The old three year course is now known ns 

’’Course V, the new three year course as ”Course 3n.

b) lengthened the course for students who intend to 

practise in this province from three years to four except for re

turned soldiers and graduates.

c) procurée tne institution of a net degree of Lacheror 
of Ltes (LL.B.) designed for persons who wish to study law, but

not with a view to practise.

d) procured the institution of a post-graduate degree of 

Master of Laws (LL.M.) analogous to the degree of Master of Arts.

e) remodelled the conditions &f admission 

of Doctor of Civil Law.

f) established a combined course for the LL.B. 

degrees extending over four years.

This is known as *Course Cn.

to the degree '

and B.C.L.

9. In anticipation of these developments the Board of Govern

ors so long ago as 1915 authorised the appointment of a second full

time professor who would take charge of tne new subjects introduced 

into our curriculum. During the past summer I was fortunate enough 

to bo able to recommend for the new chair Mr. Herbert Arthur Smith,

Fellow of Magdalen College, Oxford, whose appointment, one may
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antioipate, will bring n great accession of strength to the Faculty. 

His duties will bo two-fold:-
a) to provide new courses for students who Intend to 

practise law In the îrovinco of Quebec;
b) to direct the studies and undertake the tuition of

those who do not.

10. The institution of the above courses has involved a very

In future allextensive enlargement of the scope of our teaching, 

students will take a course of lectures on jurisprudence in their

This will supply the knowledge of fundamen

tal legal principles and of comparative law in which our students 

have hitherto beer, very deficient, 

ents who are taking the B Course and the C Course for trie E.C.L.,

first or second year.

In addition to this all stud-

cr the Course for the LL.B., will attend lectures on the elements 

of the Common Law and its history, 

be delivered by Irofessor Smith, 
third years for the Common Law students (Course B) nas not yet been

la consultation with Professor Smith I shall

These courses of lectures will

The curriculum of the second and

worked out In detail.

frame a program which, if it is to be effective, must not fall short 
of what Is provided at Osgoods Hall or Dalhousts University.

must bo prepared to compete iuh these law schools and beat them on 

tieir own ground.

We

11. The courses of study for the new degrees took effect last 

By making use of existing material and postponing the new 

subjects to the second year, it was possible to get the LL.B. and 

Course C students started without any addition to the staff, 

man registered for the LL.B. - both M.A.s of McGill, engaged in

This was wholly unexpected, and suggest

ed a new source from which the number of students in our Faculty 

may be augmented, namely, graduates In Arts or Science wno, from 

one motive or another, may wish to supplement their previous stu

dies ith a knowledge of legal principles.

registered for the combined LL.B. and B.C.L. (Course C), which was

session.

Two

teaching work in the city.

T-o men and one woman

$
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optional last year and has since been made obligatory except in for 
graduates and returned soldiers, 
ed themselves for the B.C.L. (Course B).

In addition to this two men presente 
This was embarassing, as 

the program called for lectures in jurisprudence and common law which
were not then available. However, I explained the situation to them, 
and they expressed themselves satisfied with my offer of tuition in
these subjects. The result was that we started last session with 
considerable accession of students attracted by the new courses.

a

12. The first year registration this year is phenomenal. 
It exceeds 8C and Is not yet complete. The great majority is made
up of men who mean to qualify for practice in this province, 
regard to these the increase of numbers is abnormal and affords no 
indication of future advance.

With

What is much more significant and
encouraging is that eleven men have already registered for the B 
Course in the first year, and three in the second. 
all over Canada and beyond. 

to be a merely provincial institution.
Law course seems assured.

They come from 
(Appendix B) Our Faculty has ceased

The success of the Common 
The LL.B. course, on the other hand, has

The Idea that law can be pro
fitably studied by men who do not Intend to practise is novel and
not yet established itself in favour.

has not yet taken hold of the public imagination, but it will do so. 
So far there has been this year only one entry for this course, the 
candidate being, like the two who entered last session, ana who 
&ave passed into their second year, a schoolmaster engaged in educa
tional work in the city.

13. I mentioned above as one of the essential conditions of
efficiency in a law school that the students should give the whole 
of their time to their law school studies. This condition is pre
sent In the case of the Course B students and some of the students
for the LL.B. Another condition was that the professors should

This is so entirely 
the case that the experience of the American law schools affords 
in the number of their whole time teachers an easy measure of the

give their whole time to the work as such.

success and standing of a law school. I would almost venture to

,

.
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say that the calculation may be reduced to a proportion in arith- 

A law school with two full-time professors will be twice 

as efficient as a law school with one; a law school with four will

Efficiency of

metio.

be twice as efficient as a lav.’ school with two. 

course means, amongst other things, success in attracting students. 

Here again, provided conditions are favourable, one may expect an 

Increase In students commensurate with the increase in the numbers

of the professoriate.

This14. I have said "provided conditions are favourable".

One is dealing with factors whichis an important qualification, 

are largely unknown, but not wholly so. 

fcreal is the principal city of Canada.

In the first place Mer

it has already something 

It is a pleasant place to live in. 

Next; do the regulations of the Provincial 

Bar Association put obstacles in cur way? Not seriously, 

provinces no objection would be made to students attending our law 

school during the course of their apprenticeship.

There every student must be articled in the province and

But

of the glamour of a capital. 

This is in our favour.
In some

It is not so in

Ontario.

must attend courses at Osgoode Hall during his apprenticeship, 

in all the provinces the term of apprenticeship is reduced in tavour

Thus an Ontario wh®xkaaixR®fc studentof a graduate in any Faculty, 

who had not previously graduated in Arts would have to attend the

office for five years, during three of which he drould attend classes

By taking a degree at McGill he would reduce theat Osgoode Hall.

term under articles from five years to three, so that in regard to 

the time spent in qualifying himself for practice the choice would 

be between six years with the McGill degree and five years without

Onoe our law school is firmly established in public esteem, men 

will be willing to prolong their course of training by one year in 

order to take advantage of cur courses and obtain our degree, 

ther, the declared policy of the Canadian Bar Association in favour 

of a free interchange of students between the several provinces will

1 see, therefore, nothing to prevent us

How far we shall

it.

Fur-

eperate in our favom.

drawing upon the whole of Canada for our students, 

do so will depend, not upon circumstances outside our control, but

m .
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upon the quality of our own teaching. Finally, our reputation as 

a law school once made, we may expect an increasing accession of

students from the United States of America, as well as from Su rope 

and other parts of the world, particularly perhaps in connection 

with our post-graduate courses.

15. The conclusion to which my remarks is directed is to 

urge upon the Board of Governors an enterprising and progressive 

policy in all matters affecting the Faculty of Law, in order that

we may at an early date out-distance competitors and establish 

ourselves as the premier lae school of Canada. By undertaking to 

teach Common Law we have issued a challenge to the world which

must be made good. SB By creating a j oat-graduate degree In Law 

involving resident study, we have invited persons to come to us 

whose interest in law does not consist in getting through examin

ations. All this implies n very nigh standard and a rapid addition 

to our staff of full-time jrofsssors. Happily this Faculty has 

already a moderate endowment, and its income will be Increased by 

fees. Further, I assume that it will benefit, by any fund which in

the course of the next few years will be raised for the benefit of 
the University generally. Other matters are present to my mind

affecting the Faculty, such as the part which it ought to play in 

university extension, but this memorandum is already long enough.

It will serve to indicate some of the designs which I have for the 

advancement of the Faculty, and which, if I continue to be Dean of 

the Faculty, 1 shall hope to sea effected.
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Rag later of students in the Faculty of Law.

1858-59 1359-50 1850-81 1334-651369-531851-62 1863-64

45 47 55 5642 4831

1866-67 1857-56 1968-691865-66 1971-721369-70 137C-71

3d61 47So 46 51 50

1574-75 1875-76 1976-771872-73 1877-78 1578-791973-74

78 73 102 354940 42,

1379-80 1992-93 1893-94 1994-951991-«2 13R5-Q61980-91

69 Oft 3067 •1°
XX64

1889-90 1890-91.1838-89 1997-S31886-87 1991-971887-89

13 16 25 31'A16 16

1300-991896-971995-96 1897-991893-94 1894-95 1999-19CC

30 30 47A 3 45 63«4

1904-05 1905-06 1906-0719C3-G41900-01 19C1-07 1207-03

27 5260 47 2840 40

19C7-C9 1 01 3-1 A1617-151908-09 1511-1219C9-1C 1910-11

5355 38 60 5347 66

1914-15 1917-13 1618-191915-16 1916-17 1919-7C

61 474159 49
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List of Coursa B Students 

and plaoea from which they come. 

Session 1919-PC

First Year

Amirkhanian, A 
Armstrong, T.A»

Boright, W.N.

Crosby, R.R.G.

Gibson, S.H.

HankIn, F.

Hartley, R./:.

Mackenzie, C.

McLeod, R.

Parsons, R.A.

Weisramn, F.

Armenia
Barbadoes, E.W.I. 

Magog, i 

Hove Scotia

• •

Trinidad, B.W.I. 

Montreal

British Columbia

Now Brunswick

Nova Scotia

Newfoundland

Ontario

Second Year

2ioKaan, H. 

Mocoovioh, M,E. 

Walker, 5.

Nova Scotia

Alberta

Bermuda, B.W.I.
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Th8 Law Faculty of McGill University; 

its p as t, present and future.

1. The object of this memorandum is to consider the possibi

lities of development of the Faculty of Law, ana to formulate a 

policy; incidentally I shall s;eak of its past history and present

standing.
To reduce to writing a dream or aspiration with regard to the 

institution is no easy matter; but I shall attempt it. 

The value of such speculations depends upfi>n the solid foundation of
future of an

fact upon which they rest.

furnish such foundation for my argument2. The facts which

are these:-
a) Montreal is and will continue to be the principal

city of Canada.
b) Canada is and will more and more become the pivotal 

point of the Empire, particularly in its relations with tn United 

States of America.
c) Montreal, the meeting point of the two world-wide 

Common Law of England and the Civil Law olayaterns of law, the 
Rome and Continental Europe, offers unique opportunities lor the

comparative study of those two systems.

from these facts is that Montreal,5. The conclusion I draw
than any place in the world, is fitted to be the scene ot a

science of law will be studied 

Such a school of

more
great school of law in which the

in its comparative and international aspects.
of world-resort and world-wide influence andlaw would be a place

renown.

4. Tne path of advance for a university school of law is not

The lines of development have been ascer

tained by the experience of the law schools of the United States 

of America, extending, in some cases, over more than a century.

obscure or uncertain.
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The Harvard Law School is the best known of these, 

ly published nCentennial History of the Harvard Law School" 

essential conditions of progress are clearly Indicated, 

not matter of controversy but of incontrovertible fact.

In the recent-

the

They are

5. The essential conditions of efficiency in a law school 

are principally the following:-
a) Tne professors must give their whole time to the

law school.

b) The students must give their whole time to the law
school.

c) irofeasors must be chosen not on account of their
success In professional life, at the Bar, or on the Bench, 

because they are qualified to teach and study law.
but

o. I he Law faculty cf McGill University was organized in the

year 185$. From that date until the year 1918 the scope of its 

aspirations was limited to preparing students for the 
their profession as advocates

practice of
or notaries in * ha Ircvince of Quebec. 

For many years its staff was drawn exclusively from the Bench and

practising members cf the Bar. Dr. F.P. Walton, appointed Dean in 
1887, *as tild first "professeur de carrière" associated , ith the

Faculty. Under his administration educational standards 

ed and the general efficiency pf the Faculty advanced, 

scope of Its activities continued to be limited 

ents for practising in this province.

were rais-

but the

to preparing stud-

7,. Thtis limiting Its outlook and endeavour, the Faculty could 

never expect to attract a large number of students, and since the
year 1878 it has had a formidable rival In the Law Faculty of Laval 
(Montreal). In fact, the number of students In the Faculty has 

From the statistics of the decennial period 
1904-1914 which are before me, (Appendix A) I find the average at

tendance In the three years together (omitting partial students)

always been small.

to have been 44.4. During that period the first year entry was

..

SmS3
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most often below 20. The top limit was reached in 1913-14 with a 

In time to come a gradual increase 

may be expected commensurate with growth of population of the city. 

A few more French students may find their way to us rather than to

first year registration of 30.

Laval, but that is all» It is plain that as a provincial institu

tion the Faculty has nothing before it but a future of respectable

mediocrity.

8. During the last few years, the Faculty, while at the same 

time increasing the efficiency of its existing courses of study, 

has conceived larger ambitions and laid a solid foundation for 

their realization. Thus it has:-

a) duplicated the course for the B.C.L. degree so as to 

adapt it to the needs of students who intend to practise in a Com

mon Law jurisdiction. The old three year course is now known as 

"Course A", the new three year course as "Course B".

b) lengthened the course for students who intend to 

practise in this province from three years to four except for re

turned soldiers and graduates. This is known as "Course C".

c) procured the institution of a new degree of Bachelor 

of Làws (LL.B.) designed for persons who wish to study law, but 

not with a view to practise.

d) procured the institution of a post-graduate degree of 

Master of Laws (LL.M.) analogous to the degree of Master of Arts.

e) remodelled the conditions <bf admission to the degree 

of Doctor of Civil Law.

f) established a combined course for the LL.3. and B.C.L. 

degrees extending over four years.

9. In anticipation of these developments the Board of Govern

ors so long ago as 1916 authorised the appointment of a second full

time professor who would take charge of the new subjects introduced

During the past summer I was fortunate enough 

to be able to recommend for the new chair Mr. Herbert Arthur Smith, 

Fellow of Magdalen College, Oxford, whose appointment,

into our curriculum.

one may
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anticipate, will bring a great accession of strength to the Faculty. 

His duties will be two-fold

a) to provide new courses for students who intend to 

practise law in the Province of Quebec;
b) to direct the studies and undertake the tuition of

'

those who do not.

10. The institution of the above courses has involved a very 

In future allextensive enlargement of the scope of our teaching.

students will take a course of lectures on jurisprudence in their 

first or second year. This will supply the knowledge of fundamen
tal legal principles and of comparative law in which our students
have hitherto been very deficient. In addition to this all stud
ents who are taking the B Course and the C Course for the B.C.L., 

or the Course for the LL»B •, will attend lectures on the elements 

of the Common Law and its history, 

be delivered by Professor Smith.
These courses of lectures will 

The curriculum of the second and
third years for the Common Law students (Course B) has not yet been 

worked out in detail. In consultation with Professor Smith I shall 
frame a program which, if it is to be effective, must not fall short 

of what is provided at Osgoode Hall or Dalhousie University, 

must be prepared to compete with these law schools and beat them 

their own ground.

We

on

11. The courses of study for the new degrees took effect last 

session. By making use of existing material and postponing the 

subjects to the second year, it was possible to get the LL.B.

Course C students started without any addition to the staff.

new

and

Two
man registered for the LL.B. - both M.A.s of McGill, engaged in 
teaching work in the city. This was wholly unexpected, and suggest
ed a new source from which the number of students in our Faculty

may be augmented, namely, graduates in Arts or Science who, from 

one motive or another, may wish to supplement their previous stu

dies with a knowledge of legal principles.

registered for the combined LL.B. and B.C.L. (Course C), which
Two men and one woman

was
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optional last year and has since been made obligatory except t* for

In addition to this two men presente 

This was embarassing, as

:vq

graduates and returned soldiers, 
ed themselves for the 3.C.L. (Course 3).

the program oallsti for lectures in Jurisprudence and common iaw which

dowever, I explained the situation to them, 

and they expressed themselves satisfied with my offer of tuition in

The result was that we started last session with a

not then available.were

these subjects.
considerable accession of students attracted by the new courses.

12. The first year registration this year is phenomenal.

The great majority is made

With
It exceeds 3C and is not yet complete, 
up of men who moan to qualify for practice in this province.

the increase of numbers is abnormal and affords noregard to these 

indication of future advance. What is much more significant and

encouraging is that eleven men have already registered for tne B

They come fromCourse in the first year, and three in the second.
(Appendix B) Our Faculty has ceasedall over Canada and beyond. 

to be a merely provincial institution. 

Law course sacras assured,

The success of the Common 

course, on the other hand, has 

The idea that law can be pro-
The LL.B.

not yet established Itself in favour.
fitafcly studied by men who do not Intend to practise is novel 

has not yet taken hold of the public imagination, but x.u will co so.

and

So far there has been this year only one entry for this course, the 

candidate being, like the two who entered last session, and who 

&ave passed Into their second year, a schoolmaster engaged in educa

tional work in the city.

13. I mentioned above as one of the essential conditions of 

efficiency in a law school Lnat the stud nLa should give the whole

This condition is pre-of their time to their law school studies.
cent in the case of the Course B students and some of the students

Another condition was that the professors should

This la so entirely
for the LL.B.

give their whole time to the work ns auch. 
the case that the experience of the American law schools affords

in the number of their whole time teachers an easy measure of the

I would almost venture to
I

success and standing of a law school.
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a ay that the calculation may be reduced to a ro; ortion in arith- 

A law school with two full-time professors will be twice 

as efficient as a law school with one; a law school with four will 

be twice is efficient as a law school with two.

rnetio.

Efficiency of

cour03 means, amongst other things, success in attracting students. 

Here again, provided conditions are favourable, one army expect an 

increase In students commensurate with the increase in the numbers 

of the professoriate.

14. I have said "provided conditions are favourable". This 

is an important qualification. Cne is dealing v. Lth factors which 

are largely unknown, but not wholly so. In the first place Mon

treal Is the principal city of Canada, 

of the glamour of a capital.

This is in our favour. Next; do the regulations of the Provincial 

Bar Association put obstacles in our way? Net seriously. In some

It has already something 

It is a pleasant place to live In.

provinces no objection would be made to students attending our law 

school during the cour je of their apprenticeship.

Ontario.
It is*not so in

There every student must be articled in the province and 

must attend courses at Osgoods Hall during his aprranticeship. 

in all the provinces the term of apprenticesnip is reduced in favour 

of a graduate in any Faculty.

But

Thus an Ontario wttexfcftixRsfc student
wno had not previously graduated in Arts would have to attend the 

office for five years, during three of which he éould attend classes

By taking a degree at McGill he would reduce Lhe 

term under articles from five years to three, so that in regard to 

the time spent in qualifying himself for practice the choice would 

be between six years with the McGill degree and five years without 

Once our law school la firmly established in public esteem, men 

will be willing to prolong tnelr course of training by one year in 

order to take advantage of our courses and obtain our degree, 

trier, the declared policy of the Canadian Bar Association in favour 

of a free interchange of students between the several provinces will 

operate in our favour.

at Gsgoode Hall.

it.

Fur-

I see, therefore, nothing to prevent us 

drawing upon the whole of Canada fo^ our students. How far we shall

do so will depend, not upon circumstances outside our control, but
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Finally, our reputation asupon the quality of our own teaching, 
a law school once made, we may expect an increasing accession of

students from the United States of America, as well as from Europe 

and other parts of the world, particularly perhaps in connection 

with our post-graduate courses.

15. The conclusion to whicn my remarks is directed is to 

the Board of Governors an enterprising and progressiveurge upon
policy in all matters affecting the Faculty of Law, in order that 

we may at an early date out-distance competitors and establish

By undertaking toourselves as the premier lae school of Canada, 
teach Common Law we have Issued a challenge to the world which

88 By creating a post-graduate degree in Lawmust be made good, 
involving resident study, we have invited persons to come to us 

whose interest In law does not consist in getting through examiu-

All tnis implies a very high standard ano a rapid addition 

to our staff of full-time professors. Happily unis Faculty has
atlons.

already a moderate endowment, ana its income will be increased by 

Further, I assume that it will benefit» by any funa which in 

the course of the next few years will be raised for the benefit of

Guher matters are present, to my rnind

fees.

the University generally.
affecting the Faculty, such as the part which it ought to play in

but this memorandum Is already long enough.university extension,
It will serve to indicate some of the designs which 1 have a.or vhe

advancement of tne Faculty, and which, if I continue bo oe fean of

the Faculty, I shall hope bo see effected.
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Appendix A

Register of students in tne Faculty of Law.

1858-59 1859-50 1860-81 1861-62 1862-63 1863-64 1864-65
31 45 47 42 55 48 56

1865-66 1866-67 1867-68 1868-69 1869-70 1870-71 1871-72
61 54 5° 46 29 a?

1872-73 1873-74 1974-75 1875-76 1876-77 1877-78 1878-79
40 42 48 78 78 102 83

1879-80 1980-81 1031-82 1892-93 1883-04 1884-95 1895-06
69 67 64 4° 26 30 33

1886-87 1887-88 1839-89 1889-90 1890-91 1991-92 1392-93
16 16 14 13 18 25 31

1893-94 1994-95 1995-96 1896-9? 1897-98 1898-99 1p99-19CC
30 30 47 45 P.A 63

1900-01 19C1-C2 1902-03 1903-04 19C4-05 1905-06 1906-07
60 47 4C 40 23 27 32

1907-08 1908-09 1909-10 1910-11 1.911-1? 1912-13 1913-14
35 38 47 60 58 53 66

1914-15 1915-16 1916-17 1917-18 1918-19 1919-20
61 59 49 41 47
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Appendix b

List of Course B Students

and places from which they come.

Session 1919-20

First Year

Amirkhanian, A 
Armstrong, T.A.

Boright, W.N.

Crosby, R.R.G.

Gibson, S.H.

Hankin, F.

Hartley, R.W.

Mackenzie, C.

McLeod, R.

Parsons, R.A.

Weisman, E.

Armenia
Barbadoes, B.W.I.

Magog, P.Q.

Nova Scotia

Trinidad, B.W.I.

Montreal

British Columbia

New Brunswick

Nova Scotia

Newfoundland

Ontario

Second Year

Nova ScotiaMcKeen, H. 

Mosoovioh, M.E. 

Walker, B.

Alberta

Bermuda, B.W.I.

■Mg



March 31st, 1925.

J
Hon. Mr. Justice Greenshields, 
Court House,
Montreal.

My dear l)ean:~
i

I have your letter of yesterday 
with reference to a oomittee to make careful study 
of recent legislation affecting our Law course.

I cuite approve of the member
ship of the committee named by you but I most 
respectfully suggest that you add to it another 
memver of the active Bar. I believe in our keeping 
in the closest possible touch with the profession.
I also believe that,wo must always have teachers 
on our staff who are also engaged in the active 
practice of the profession. 'lay 1 .also suggest 
that you name one of the younger and rising 
members of the profession. You know much better 
than I who are such.

■

Yours faithfully.

Principal.

/

\*
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March 30th, 1925.

My dear Mr. Principal y

Referring to our conversation 

on Saturday morning, with reference to the new legislation 

affecting future law students of ours and other Faculties, 

I would suggest the appointment of a Committee to make 

a careful study of the legislation, having regard to its 

possible effect, and also having regard to the necessity

If I may he permitted, 

I would suggest a Committee of five, composed of, 

Professors, Surveyer, Wainwright, Corbett, LeMessurier 

If you approve of the personnel of the

M

of any changes in our Curriculum.

g?
and myself.

Committee, and will communicate the fact to me, I will 

notify the members of the appointment, and will arrange 

for early meetings to consider the matter.^

|

1

II
Yours:

General, Sir Arthur Currie,

Principal McGill University,

C i t y.

& . it
mX ..
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■BBIgS
Comparât! we Law (Jurisprudence) 

Criminal Law
2 (tearly)ü
2

ascom) A.ra ?hi?.s ■

ta)

Admiralty, Merchant Shipping * ©arriéra 

Principles of Insurance 

Constitutional Law 

Public International Law %

3)
)

2 ) Alternate
)

2) years. |Î
2)

lb)

A selection the f oil owing $

2rad0 ::ar3ce* pat6nts Copyright (Exchequer Court Practice) 

Comparative Legislation

Advanced Admiralty Law

Advanced Constitutional Law.

4 (The suggested allotment of Public International 
bM t0 tîïla ohair is dependent on no other and 
more satisfactory arrangements being made.)

It is proposed.in addition to the regular courses 
now required for the 3.0.U degree, to institute the extra 
ana advanced courses in Constitutional Law, Admiralty Law, 
the Law of ?r&de "larks. Patents and Copyright,( including 

bloquer Court Practice) and In «Comparative Legislation, 
ubove mentioned. a number of these special courses will 
probably be assigned to the chair of Constitutional and 
.roderai Law. For the session 1924-25 a beginning will bo 
ïïî&d» with two units in Advanced Constitutional' Law.

- d
' - ■' Æ



March 21st, 1924.

Professor H. A. Smith, 
Faculty of Law,
McGill University.

Dear Professor Smith:-

After consideration, of questions involved by the abolition 
course, I am prepared to recommend

the
of the LL.B,

U)and s„»n, the Of JarlapradenceIt at i,T ‘uep0=4«d• with a view to replacing
oth» sûbjeoï. a m »on.

(2)t v That the professorship of Constitution*»!
and FederalSLaw!° ^0fes80rahlP •* Constitutional

Fed'7hl?hTth6 ?rofessor of Constitutionaln&ndUCti0n 
sooaklL 7hW°?ld b° rosponsible would be, generally 

® LaW of the Constitution, and of the
or do sirabi«S 0f,0th9r countries, so far as necessaryof Ped^A?1?* fnî EUCh branoh88 of law, subjects 

legislation, as may appear appropriate.

lllil—WilW—ÎÎ.#V

____________________________

mm



Ivi , - Por the time be ins-subject to minor changesf it is
there be allotted the subjects 
attached schedule,

and
proposed that 
shewn on the

I am prepared to recommend to this chairtnat you be appointed 
at a salary of *> as professor

Yours faithfully.

f i

SzSLtassor IT.A. Sal tv. 2

'

Principal,

t

\

Simm

m

—
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__
__
__
__
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(Yearly)Comparative Law (Jurisprudence) 2
Criminal Law 2

35Q0KP ÂÏÏI3 THI3P Y :A^r,.
la)

Admiralty, Merchant Shipping & Carriers 
Principles of Insurance 
Constitutional Law 
Public International Law *

3) ii
)

2) Alternate 1
)

2} years, l)
2) 1

(b)
A selection of the following;
Trade Harks, Patents and Copyright (Exchequer Court Practice) 
Comparative Legislation 
Advanced Admiralty Law 
Advanced Constitutional Law.

* <**• suggested allotment of Public International 
Law to this chair is dependent on no other and 
more satisfactory arrangements being made.)

It is proposed,in addition to the regular courses 
now required for the 3.C.L. degree, to institute the extra 
and advanced courses in Constitutional Law, Admiralty Law, 
the Law of Trade Harks, Patents and Copyright,(including 
~xchequer vourt Practice) and in Comparative Legislation, 
^K8>,?en^l0aed; A «umber of these special courses will 
?fu!!Sbiy*b0 a8®ienod to the ohair of Constitutional and Vf'f!' ?°f *«ssion 1924-25 a beginning will bemade with two units in Advanced Constitutional Law.
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PI EST Y-AT?
LAW.

UNITS H RS per
Comparative Law (Jurisprudence) 
Criminal Law

2 (Yearly)
2 1

SECOND AND THIPN r:^g
(a)

Admiralty, Merchant Shipping & Carriers 
Principles of Insurance 
Constitutional Law 
Public International Law*

3) i£)
2) Alternate iJ
2) years. i

)
2) 1

(b)
A selection of the following: 
Trade Marks,
Comparative Legislation 
Advanced Admiralty Law 
Advanced Constitutional Law.

Patents and Copyright (Exchequer Court Practice)

(The suggested allotment of Public International 
w to this chair is dependent on no other and 

more satisfactory arrangements being made.)

no. nrr; i.vnrr;:!L-
pld«^b^yrbe asslgned t0 the ohair of Constitutional and 
Jjeaeral Law. For the session 1924-25 a beginning will bo 
made with two units in Advanced Constitutional Law.

a*
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McGill University
MONTREAL

%

FACULTY OF LAW 
fUrni W 1 M A

746 UNIVERSITY STREET
TELEPHONE: UPTOWN 5920

21st September, 1921
agi

The Principal
McGill University

Dear Principal:

In case the Governors should consider the advisability of 

appropriating any part of the Eddy bequest to the needs of the 

Law Faculty I am venturing to take this opportunity of laying 

before you--on my own responsibility only--a draft scheme for 

the organisation of our teaching on a fully whole-time basis. 

ïou will of course understand that in offering these suggestion? 

I do not wish to disparage in the least dhgree the work done by 

our part-time colleagues. No one is more conscious than myself 

of the debt which the University owes them. At the same time-- 

putting personal questions apart--experience has now pretty 

conclusively proved that the reputation and efficiency of a law 

school suffer in more tokys than one, if the staff are unable to 

give an undivided attention to the work of the school.

The stipends paid to the

If we can

add to this 07350 from other sources, we should have a sum of 

^16,000, which would provide for three chairs or lectureships 

at an average of ^5000 each, leaving a margin of ÜEQ2KK ^1000 

for occasional teaching on minor subjects by outside lecturers.

I would suggest that the chairs should be entitled and the 

work distributed as follows : -

ft)-Gale Professor of Roman Law (now represented by Mr

Rose): Roman Law, Quebec Real Property . and Quebec Legal Hist
ory.

Finance naturally comes first, 

part-time staff will amount this session to 08650.

)
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(2)-Professor of Civil Law: - The Gode subjects of Persons, 
Marriage Covenants, andObligations, Wills, Successions, 

minor Code topics.
( j) -Trof es s or_of __Criminal Law and Procedure:- Criminal Law 

and Procedure, Evidence, and Quebec Civil Procedure.

some

(4)-Professor of Commercial Law : - Corporations, Bankrupt
cy, Sales, Insurance, Shipping, and Negotiable Instruments. 

(5)-Professor of Constitutional Law;- Constitutional Law, 
common law subjects.

Jurispru- 
and the remaining common law

Public International Law, and a number of
{ c ) --i- roj es -or of Jurisprudence and Common Law : -

dence, Private International Law, 
subjects.

The first four would not handle 
except in so far as the Dominion law 
appointed from the Quebec Bar.

any common ls,w subjects, 
is uniform, and should be 

The last two should be members
of the Bar in some common law jurisdiction.

The first four would have about six 
ing a week, and the last two

ov% seven hours lectur-
seven or eight. Eight hours a 

good authority to be about the maximumweek is considered 
that is compatible with efficient

on

teaching.
Certain subjects required by the Quebec Bar are assigned, 

as at preseht, to the two common lav/ chairs. Approximately
of teaching given in the Faculty would 

Je Ejects required by the Quebec Bar. Perhaps I ought to

75/^ of the total amount

make it quite clear that my proposals do not involve any in
crease in or further endowment of the common law teaching, but 
reflate only to the course of study a.lready prescribed for Que 
bec students.

I have confined my suggestions to what is immediately •i-saac-

m
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is
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practicable, and the scheme outlined in this letter covers the

whole of the teach-in- as at present organised.
that in my opinion a University

But before con

cluding I should like to add
rank of McGill should contemplate in the early fu-holding the

ture the establishment of a chair of Internàtional Law, to be
i

For the present, how-filled by a jurist of real distinction.
this may be regarded as a luxury, and I do not include itever,

in my scheme.

If only one or two additional chairs can be endowed, I

Civil Law should be given precedence, and 

second place should be assigned to Commercial Law. 

you wish, I can calculate the figures involved in each case.

I have only ventured to trouble you with this long letter 

because it has occurred to me that, in determining questions of 

policy, it may be of assistance to yourself and the Governors *

in black and white a scheme covering the

would suggest that
Ifthat the

to have before you 

whole organisation of our teaching.

Sincerely yours

tdfy" of the FacultySecre

ÉS



DEVELOPMENT OF THE LAW FACULTYX
Without repeating the arguments used in previous letters and 

memoranda I would draw attention to the enclosed statistics and 
the analysis of inquiries recently received, 
facts of the situation may he summarised as follows : -

(1)-So long as the Faculty is content to be a mere auxiliary 
to the Quebec Bar it must be content to remain a very minor part

Although this v/ork has been efficiently and 
faithfully performed, the limited aim has prevented the Faculty 
from arousing any interest or attaining any reputation outside 
the Province .

action of the University in founding a common lav/ 
#jprse "designed to meet the needs of students who intend to 
practise law in a common law jurisdiction" (Calendar, p.260) 
implies an undertaking that the teaching given shall be adequate 
for that purpose and shall meet the usual requirements of the 
Bar in those jurisdictions.

(3) -The provision of a single professor is utterly insuffici
ent for this, and we are compelled to omit the teaching of many 
subjects which are everywhere recuired by the Bar authorities.

(4) -The initial registratiorihas been most encouraging, and the 
correspondence analysed elsewhere shev/s that there is a wide
spread demand for a common law education at McGill University.

(5) -Unless this demand is promptly met by sufficient and 
efficient teaching we will get the reputation of promising more 
than we can perform, and the new school will rapidly die out.
The present opportunity is not likely to recur, and the Faculty 
v/ill relapse into a position of obscurity with a purely provin-

The injury done will not be confined to 
the Faculty, but v/ill gravely affect the whole reputation of the 
University.

The essential
'

m
!§

of the University.

(b.

I cial future before it.i

i
1

a

=1
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m(6)-It should he very clearly understood that the new devel
opment does not imply the least hostility to the teacning ox t.ie 
civil lav/ and the preparation of men for the Quebec Bar. 
work is and must remain the first charge upon the energies of

mm%
:

■

This

■ the Faculty, and its efficiency should be stimulated by the pre-
The converse is also truesence of a strong co mon law school.

--that the opportunity of studying the civil law at close quar
ters is one of the strongest attractions which we can offer to

Sac& side of our work standsstudents from other jurisdictions.
m to gain by the efficiency of the other.

(7)-The position of Montreal gives us the opportunity of
law school in which both the civil law and the emuq

V.

W*: buiding up a
common law systems can be taught with the maximum oi. efficiency, 
as it will be possible to study them in actual operatioh side oy 

If such a school is created, it will be absolutely unique

m
■si

side.
in the world, and the possibilities arising from its development 

are almost incalculable.
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McGILL UNIVERSITY

15-12-1920 MONTREAL

FACULTY OF LAW
R. W. Lee, D.C.L., M.A. 

DEAN

746 UNIVERSITY STREET
TELEPHONE: UPTOWN 5920■

E

Dear Principal*

I enclose an extract from the minutes of our Faculty meeting

I understand that Professor Howard, when 

he expressed his wish for the strengthening of the Civil Law 

teaching, was referring only to an increase in the remuneration 

of the present staff.

:

1
of the 14th September.

At the next meeting, held on the 8th Oct

ober, he expressed himself as being strongly opposed to Dr Mac- 

kay1s proposal for the establishment of : whole-time chair in

m

Civil Lav.'. The proposal, in which some of us would have con

curred, was therefore not pressed.

Sincerely yours
iH

If
MH
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I.
STATISTICS

It should be clearly understood that, so long as the Faculty 

confined itself to training men for the Quebec Bar, it was a

Down to the beginning of the war the total 

number of students at any one time varied from 16 in 1886 to 

The average for the period 1904-1914 was 44.4.

Last session was abnormal, owing to there being a number of

very small affair.

102 in 1377.
a

■.a The total was 134, of whom 87 were first
_jUl ik-r, freest?,A

returned soldiers.

tt> G-e .
The number of students taking the common law course (B) was

year, 34 second, and 13 third.

Two came from this14, of whom 11 were first year and 3 second.

Province, the remainder from British Columbia, Alberta, Ontario, 

New Brunswick, Nova Scotia (3), Newfoundland, Bermuda, Barbados, 

Trinidad, and Armenia.

7 students were taking the LL.B. course, which is intended as 

part of a geneeral education fop those who wish to study legal 

principles, but do not intend to practise.

of distinctly more than average ability, and belong to a type 

which it is most desirable to attract to the University. 

side of our work cannot be properly developed with our present 

staff.

A'C. :

Five of these were

This

The common law course (Course B for the B.C.L.) and the LL.B. 

were first organised in 1918, and my own chair was not Mtiki
l\Ccivt-3£/)

Botlryire therefore in their infancy, anct 

at present it cannot be honestly said that we give adequate 

instruction in either.

established until 1919-

I

mi ■k- 118i™*iEi6!a
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ANALYSIS OF INQUIRIES
The following analysis of letters found among the Dean's 

papers xhâ or recently received by me will serve to shew the xx& 
widespread interest taken in the development of our common law

This office has hitherto lacked a secretariat, and thç 
are therefore incomplete in many respects, so it

teaching.
Dean1s papers
is probable that no record remains of many inquiries.

Wishes to practiseB.A., Queen's.1,-W.H.Wynne, Hafford, Sask.
in U.S.A.

2. -A.P.Shakery, Kamloops, B.C. Educated in England For B.C.Bar
3. -A.0.Potter, B.Sc. Asst. Prof, of Economics at Pennsylvania 

College, Gettysburg, Pa. For Ontario Bar.
4. -J.E.Porter, Andover, N.B. Has done two years law at Dal- 

housie, and wishes to complete at McGill
5. -D.K.MacTavish, Queen's Univ., Kingston, Ont. Wishes to prac

tise in Ontario.
Wishes to practise in West Indies. 

General inquiry.
Student at Queen's. Wishes to practise in West

6. -N.Edwards, New York City.
7. -M.MacDonald, WoIfville, N.S.
8.-J.E.Carberry.

Indies. Returned soldier (Imp.forces).
9. -A.A.Cohoon, Ottawa. Wishes to practise in Ontario.
10. -L.F.Callahan, Seattle ,Wash., U.S.A. Law student of 

of Washington.
McGill.

thejuniv.

Wishes to complete course and take degree at

11. -H.R.Codrington, New York City. General inquiry.
12. -W.M.Brandon, Hamilton, Ont. B.C.L., Trinity Univ., Toronto. 
Wishes to proceed to McGill D.C.-L.

13. -R.D.Newsome, Charlottetown, P.E.I. General inquiry.



2.

14. -E.D.Smith, St Thomas, Ont.

15. -R.R.Parrot, Washington, D.G.

Wishes to practise in Ontario.

In practice at Washington.

Desires McGill D.C.L.

16.-G.W.MacDonald, Campbelltown, N.B. General inquiry.

In practice at Toronto.B.A.Toronto.17. -H.G.Fox, Toronto.

Wishes to obtain McGill degree.

18. -R.Lett, Oxford, England.

to practise in B.C.
M.

19. -Miss jSSim, Montreal, 

part of a general education.

WishesRhodes scholar from B.C.

Wishes to take com on lav/ course as

Wishes to practise in Nova Scotia.20.-A.Ram, Montreal.

Halifax. B.C.L., McGill. Says that the N.S.21.-H.P.Mackeen,

Bar will admit him, provided that he passes our examination in

cer&àin subjects on which v/e do not lecture. 

22.-E.M.Kojima, Tokio and Los Angeles.

Japan and U.S.A.

Member of legal firms in

Wishes to write on copyright for McGill de

gree of D.C.L.

3 j
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McGILL UNIVERSITY 

MONTREAL
ii 31-8-1920;.

746 UNIVERSITY STREET
TELEPHONE: UPTOWN 5920JACULTY OF LAW 

^ R. W. LEE, D.C.L., M.A. 
DEANVm

m
Dear Principal:

At Judge

of which I am now sending you a copy, 

papers bearing on the same subject. 

enough to return me these a,t your leisure 

They are probably already on 

Very truly yours

G-reenshields* request I hhve written him the letter

together with some earlier 

would be good 

as I have no other 

the files of your office.

Perhaps you

copies.

dir



31st August, 1920 0

The Hon. Mr Justice Gz^enshields 
53 Simpson Street, Montreal

Facûlty of Law 
McGil^University 

Montreal

My dear Judge:
I am writing to you to suggest that you

earliest opportunity in order to discuss the 
become urgent, of making adequate pro-

should call a Fac

ulty meeting at the 
question, which lias now 
vision for the Common Law side of our teaching during the coming

session.
In 1918 thewhat critical.The situation at present is some 

Governors decided to extend the usefulness of the McGill Law 
of study for students from theFaculty by providing a course 

various eomnon law Jurisdictions, and in 1913 further effect was
decision by the appointment of myself to my

sanctioned the estab-
pre-given to this 

sent chair.
llshnent of : second "full-tine" professorship^, and nefsotla-

I.S.Mackay of Saskatchewan, but
which prevented any appointment being undo

Last session the Governors

tions were opened with Professor 
circumstances arose 
before Dean Lee left for England.

I have ca. led the situation 
amounts to thio--that we h ve 
readiness to give an 
properly equipped for doing so. 

fess to cover so 
which a great university 
the world will not believe in our claims

dequate provision is made to meet them.

In the mean time inquiries are 
prospective students in all parts of this continent and in the

critical, because it really 
proclaimed to ala the world out»

education In English Law before we are
Obviously no one man can pro- 

maintaining the standardsY/lde a field while
should require, and I am afraid that

until they see that

more a
continually coming in from

T

St

mmM m.Sis .
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< West Indies, who are anxious to know whether McGill can give 

them an education in English Law pxaxtàmt equivalent to that pro -
At present it is very difficult tovided by other universities, 

give them a satisfactory rpply, and some of them are being lost
to us in consequence. I fear that the opportunity presented by 
the present year may be veiy difficult to recapture at a later 
/ time.

There need be no fear that this new development will in any 
way compete with or diminish the importance of the civil law 
teaching which it is the primary function of our Faculty to sup

ply to those students v?ho see training professionally for the 
k Quebec Bar* On the contrary, I believe that the presence of a 
strong common law school will be the greatest stimulus to these 
students and will give the keener men among them the opportun
ity of acquiring a much wider and deeper knowledge of legal 
principles than they could otherwise obtain. Similarly I am 
convinced that the opportunity here presented of studying the 
civil law system at close quarters should prove one of the 
chief attractions which we can offer to men from other juris-

;>•

dictions.
I may sum up this letter in a word by saying that there is

Unless we are prepared tono use in doing things by halves, 
offer to all comers a really first class education in English 
Law, it would be much better, in my opinion, not to have em

barked upon this venture at all.
Very sincerely yours

fia.S.
PS.-I am sending a copy of this letter to the Principal.T—

P/v-aa
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August
nineteenth

1920.

Professor Herbert a. Smith, !. . 
427 In _ve.,
;,estmount, ,ue.

• f

#I

Dear Professor Smith:-

I beg to aoknowleIge
receipt of your letter of the 17th instant, 
with memorandum attached as stated.

In connection with this, I 
would be glad if you would call upon me at 
my office as soon as convenient to yourself.
I -hell not be leaving the city for some time 
now. :'ome time during the forenoon would, 
probably, be most convenient.

B
■

Yours faithfully, /

f

Principal.

i

v /
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17-8-1920 Law Faculty 
McGill University

Dear Principal:

I should be much obliged if you would be kind enough

The idea was suggested to 

me last session by some inquiries made h# West Indian stu

dents, who were anxious jso be able to obtain admission to tir 

their local bar without having to eat dinners at the Inns of 

Court in London.

to look over the enclosed draft.

The Law Faculty approved the draft at a meetil

ing last April, but Lee decided not to circulate the letter to

the various West Indian authorities until I returned from Eng

land and could deal with any correspondence that might arise.

Until a couple of years ago our Faculty hardly aimed at any

thing more than training men for the Quebec Bar. 

idea to make McGill a Dominion lav/ school which should take the 

same place in Canada that Harvard does in the United States, and 

at his suggestion the Governors decided to found the chair which 

Last session the Governors sanctioned his proposal 

for a second chair of English Law, but this has not yet been 

filled.

It was Lee1s

I now hold.

Whether the West Indies will respond to our advances remains 

to be seen, but if they are willing to work with us it should 

mean a considerable development for our Faculty, 

trade agreement just concluded at Ottawa I believe that the pre

sent moment is opportune for an effort on our part.

I am here for part of each day, and my house is at 427 Elm 

Avenue (Westmount 1248.W).

In view of the

Ï v<---- ,

-.or
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Faculty of Lav/
McGill University 

".Montreal, Canada
, 1920

m;
^ ^ to. cU- |Chief Justice Ike Co-).!7on our ableThe •VJv. Attorney -General

v-rinLear Sir: psi
IIFrom inquiries v/hich have recently reached the " Faculty

numerous students
7c: 11 the s- Iv-es of toe k:n

Ay McGill if they could he assured
of lav:

i;lh0“-V,of., tM; University it appears that there are 

1; the Vest /tho v/puld be am ious to
rovide*

A
mAir

course of ley .1 ' ; tu v
would facilitate their admission to t .e practice

/ r-V-'WV***''
therefore co&a- -r-y

Ithat it
in their respective Colonies.

to invite your attention

tion provided by t.iis 
o portunity of considering ho\. - ar

Jr t-I M
/
to the scheme of legal educa-

University in order that you may rave an 
it meets the requirements o~

the Bar in your Colony. 
As you, are no

of the province, of Quebecdoubt aware, the lav/ 
the civil lav: .of France, and the Code of theis in part based on 

.
criminal lav:, the law of evidence, the lav relating 
instruments

1©‘ neydti; olé evxcvekee,

On theCode- hap'-le or...

other hand the
mud the bull of the lav governing ore. in-

the lav: of•; -• substantially the same ascollate re ial matters areary
in the opportunities. Montreal is therefore almost unique 

to the student of acquiring a
of law now governing

Engl ni l
which it offers

working knowledge
the civiMded 

(J,ru,Vb~AU; 
which moved the

of the two principal systems
this considerationworld, and it was 

in the summer of
u for the bene-1919 to institute a special course

students who desired to practise, not in this Pro-
In the

fit of those
jurisdictions governed by English lav:.

of this session has
those attending the

vince, but in 
opinion of the Govern^ a the experience

Amongamply justified the new departure.
course have been 

\4 ü>Governors

and **»eaevô«*l students from the ’Jest Indies
the interest both of the

of study were %
believe<fvtha,t it would be in

ofColonies and/the University if the c^XlI course 

to be formally recognised as part
to practice at t e various Colonial Bars.

of the qualificatioh for ad

mission

at present arranged, may beThe courses^ of study, as 
briefly described as follows:-

k
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The degrees granted in the Faculty are the LL.B., B.C.L.,

The two latter are for graduate students 
only, and are awarded upon the production of original work of

*
LL.M., and D.C.L.

81
■ sufficient merit.

The LL.B. is designed to supply a wide and sound education 
in lav/, both for those who do not injcend to follow the profes
sion, and for those who do. To the former class it offers as 
part of a general education a training in the methods of legal 
thought and affords the opportunity of studying legal science in 
relation to social and commercial life. garxthsxixXtsrxEixsx 
It is intended chiefly for students who are looking forward to a 
career in business, journalism, or public life. For the latter 
class--those who intend to practise lav.--the LL.B. saarsExxrsxià
curriculum provif s ; lusble course of preliminary study.

The course of study for the LL.B. degree extends over four 
The first two years ai taken in the Faculty of Arts, ix

I enclose a

fe

years.
law being taken in the third and fourth years, 
programme of the lectures which will enable you to appreciate

Under the heading "English Law" in

struction i; given . idle principles of tha lav: of CxiV •- ,
the scope of the course.

Torts, and Real Property, together with so much of legal history 
as is necessary to a proper understanding of those subjects.
The lectures on Jurisprudence are delivered from the point of 

view of the English law.
For the degree of 3.C.L. the Faculty provides three courses 

Two of these (Courses A and B) expend over threeof study.
years, and one (Course C) occupies four years.

Course A is primarily designed for those students who wish
to practise law in the Province of Quebec, and might with advan
tage be taken by those who wish to be admitted to the Bar -in St

to students who have previously graduated in

. Arrangements could
Lucia. It is open 
other faculties
probably be made for extending it to students from St Lucia who 
satisfy the requirements of the Matriculation Board of the uni

versity .
designed to meet the needs of those students who

It i
Course B is

'^practise law in a jurisdiction where English law prevails.

students who satisfy the requirements of the 
I ànvite your attention to the. enclosed

A i (
is open to tha&e 
Matriculation Board.

.

E5§
7

m:,

USr
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time-table of the lectures for this course 

The four year c urse
' * (C) is intended for those candidates &

l
degree (other than Course B/ students) who 

uys <nl~
graduateg-ftor rotu-rnod

Indian students will wish to take this course.

exist for the combined study of the LL.3. 

but with the details of these I ne d not trouble you. 
The great majority of West Indian students 1^1 probably wish to

1 for the B.C.L. 
faff It is unlikely that

Arrange-est
and B.C.L.ments also

courses

(Course B) or the LL.B.
,he Faculty of Law is ^5-

take either the B.C.L.
7 and

~C0, which six-tri 

Cion of raising the 

The graduation

The registration fee 1 
xfees for the'session at present amount totota:

The qu..d the Union, 

at present under consideration.
bhleticsincludes

sessional fee

fee is
In conclusion I would say that it is the earnest desire of-

Law Faculty of McGill University develop*? 

which shall fully meet the needs a

in the New World, 

suggestions or criticisms 

the Faculty to render a greater 

education in the Empire, and any

0W-

to see t îe 

into a central school of law

from all the British possessionsof students
I should therefore greatly value any 

from you which would assist 

service to the cause of legal
disposed to offer will receive the-

and.£ram..-t.hfi-JFga
counsel which you may feel 

careful consideration TTvmost

v
I am, Sir,

UjT
H -a S -
of the Faculty of Law

as
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'A To "The Honourable the Chief Justice" and £ "The Honourable 

the Attorney-General" at; - 

Nassau, Bahamas 

Bridgetown, Barbados 

Hamilton, Bermuda 

Georgetovm, British Guiana 

Belize, British Honduras 

Kingston, Jamaica

St John's, Antigua, Leeward I s 1 and s2hk£ xæîxSxalnpcïxintBbii.

Port of Spain, Trinidad 

St George's, Grenada, Windward Islands 

Castries, St Lucia, Windward Islands 

Kingstown St Vincent, Windward Islands

;

. ■ mi. ........ > -V '•*'-•*
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November
Twentieth

1919.

Prof. Herbert Smith, 
Faculty of Law,
746 University Street, 
Montreal.

Dear Professor Smith:-
Confirming my message by 

telephone yesterday, I have muoh pleasure in 
approvinf of the appointment of Mr. Bernstein 
to the Macdonald Travelling Scholarship awarded 
to the student who attained the highest standing in 
the examinations held in the year 1918.

Yours very sincerely,

1

Acting Principal.

/

ÎM
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ïhe following message was g4 ven by telephone by Mrs. Lee 

on ITovr. 19th. 1919,

The student who cane out top 1918 examinations applies to be 

granted the Ilaodonald Travelling Scholarship and the funds are available 

for that, and the Law Faculty at its meeting on Thursday last, at which 

Lean Lee was not present, agreed to the application subject to. the 

approval of the Acting Trincipal and Lean Lee.

They would be glad if Lean Adams would kindly give his 

I-'r. Berstein wants to make his arrangements.

m

m

authorisation, as

Lean Lee has approved..:.V,4-

Wing'.1!1 —V.
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November
Twenty-second

1919.

-m

Prof. Herbert Smith, 
Faculty of Law,
746 University Street.<•*

IV

Dear Sir:-
Please accept my heat thanks for 

the copy of the Minutes of the meeting of the 
Faculty of Law held on November 13th, when I 
was in Ottawa.

A

I have noted the contents of 
these Minutes, and am returning the copy in case 
you may require it.

I have already written to yoS. 
my formal approval of the appointment of Mr. 
Bernstein B.C.L. to the Macdonald Travelling 
Scholarship in respect to the year 1917-18.

Yours very truly.

fda/mc.
End. Acting Principal.

X

ills-iy.. Egl I.
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JAMES PARKER HALL, PRESIDENT
UNIVERSITY OF CHICAGO LAW SCHOOL. CHICAGO

HENRY CRAIG JONES. SECRETARY-TREASURER
University of Illinois, urbana

Association of American Law Schools(

Executive Committee

PRESIDENT, EX-OFFICIO 
SECRETARY-TREASURER, EX-OFFICIO 
ARTHUR L. CORBIN.

Yale Law school. New Haven. Conn. 
GEORGE G. BOGERT.

CORNELL UNIVERSITY. ITHACA. NEW YORK

THOMAS A. LARREMORE,
TULANE UNIVERSITY. NEW ORLEANS. LA. Chicago, Dec. 15, 1922

Principal A. W. Currie,

McGill University,

Montreal, Canada.

My dear Sir:

Your letter of December 14 is received, and I shall be 

Glad to present it to the members of the Association at its meet

ing the end of this month. Whatever their pleasure may be,we 

are much indebted to you for your courteous invitation.

Very sincerely yours,

?.. /V

1
1

JPH:EHCy
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.
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December
Fourteenth

1922.
I*

Dear Professor Hall:-
On hehalf of the Governors of 

McGill University I am writing to express the hope 
that the Association of .American Law Schools may 
find it possible to hold its annual meeting at 
Montreal in December, 1923.

t <5

If this invitation should prove 
acceptable I need, hardly say that we should be 
very pleased to put the University buildings at the 
disposal of the Association for the purpose of the 
meetings and to extend to all the members such 
courtesies as are in our power.

The Faculty of Law desires to 
associate itself cordially with this invitation, 
and we shall lock forward with sincere pleasure 
to the opportunity of welcoming you if the 
Association finds it possible to accept our 
suggestion.

Yours faithfully,

Principal and Vice-Chancellor.

Professor James Parker Hall, 
The Law School,
University of Chicago, 
Chicago, ill._____________
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S?November
Twenty-eighth

1921.

'
!
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■
I Hon. Mr. Justice Grreenshielda, 

Acting Lean, Faculty of Law,
Mo0111 University.

i

\My dear Beati:- \
/

s forA’aràing you herewith a copy 

of a letter received to-day from Mr. 

together with a copy of my reply thereto.

. i

',V.D. highthall,

a

-Yours faithfully,<’£M

)

\

\1
\

m i

rm:.
Princ ipal.

1

i
\
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February 1st. 1922.

Ey dear Sir Arthur ;-
I am greatly indebted to you for

I am sure that ityour kind letter to Capt. Bradshaw, 
will be of use to me, and I greatly appreciate it.

I had an interview with Judge Lafontaine, Dean

He isof the Law Faculty of the University of Montreal.

entirely sympathetic and will gladly cooperate with McGill 

in any steps that may be taken to ameliorate or cure the

Judge Martin will seepresent existing conditions, 

the Dean of Laval at Quebec and obtain support from there,

if possible.
I have discussed the matter fully with

Judge Martin and Judge Surveyer, and they know my views

I will be away, of course, when theon the matter.

meeting takes place, but Judge Martin will fully
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represent me.

Again thanking you,

I remain,

Your ery sincerely^,

Sir Arthur Currie,

Principal McGill University,

City.
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lîove.ihor 12, 1924.

>Qïle tT e.1.^»
374 lîdod Are.» 
estuoant.

boar 3ir:-

At a recent raeeting of tho toc ait;, 

decided t» appelât a Committee to consider the 

juostloa of optional subjects*

following liavo naiad as members of toils ocrait toe:-

9
\

of Law it ms
I beg to advise that the

Doan C-reonsaioMs ( e* officio )

Professor J.5. Martin

Professor "I. A.' Smith

Professor .2. Horord.

She Demi vjill act as jonvoior»

/

Tours faithfully
1

/

Principal.■
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October 18th, 1924.

My dear Bovey
At a recent meeting of the Faculty it was 

decided to appoint a Committee to consider the question of 
optional subjects, 
and he asked me t o suggest names.

i
;2The Principal was to name that Committee, 

After consultation with 
some of the members of the Faculty I beg to submit the 
following:

EI

Professor J. E. Martin 
H. A. Smith 
E. E. Howard

II
It

I will act with the Committee, as ex-officio, if 
it meets with the Principal’s approval.;

Yours sincere!

■fColonel Bovey,
Principal’s Office,

McGill University,
City.

I
■ ■E&mmm
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January 3rd, 1924.

Prof essor H. A. Smith, 
Vice-Dean, Faculty of Law, 
McGill University.

Dear Mr. Vice-Dean

I have given careful consideration 
to your letter of December,12th and to the proposal for 

Summer School which you have there outlined.

I feel quité sure that the course 
would, be an extremely interesting one, but I am not yet 
quite convinced as to its drawing power and would like 
to talk it over with people more in touch with the

from which you might expect to obtain students.

There is, however, another point, 
and that is we must, I think, be prepared to find 
accommodation for students attending o,our ses here, and 
we shall be hard put to it to get enough room for those 
coming for the French School.
be full by reason of their own sum r courses so that 
we cannot look for any help from them. Taking all 
this into consideration, while I do not wish you to 
think that the project is definitely set aside, I 
feel that it will be impossible to make arrangements 
this year.

a

sources

Macdonald is going to

Yours faithfully.

Principal.

v



McGill University

MONTREAL
Faculty of law

Office of the Dean 12th December, 1923.

yVV X \ The Principal,
McGill University, 

Montreal.F
Dear Mr. Principal,

f
In accordance with your suggestion I have 

drafted a rough scheme for a summer school, the general 
title of which would be ’’Canadian Government and Economics”.

The scheme covers five weeks, of which four 
would be devoted to lecturing and one to examinations.
In each of the first four weeks there would be three 
hours lecturing on five mornings, with one lecture on 
Saturdays - a total of sixty-four (64) lectures, 
remainder of the time would be devoted to private read
ing, informal discussion, and recreation, 
iu would be wise to overload the course with lectures.

Apart from administrative expenses, the cost 
of instruction at ^25 per lecture would amount to .$1600, 
which would be met by forty students paying '40 each.
!'ris rate about sixty students should make the venture 
self-supporting, and the cost would, I think, be low 
enough to attract a fair number, 
in addition to the cost of living.

The draft scheme of lectures is only a suggestion, 
and doubtless admits of considerable improvement.

b

The

I do not think

At

It amounts to $8 a week

Paithfully yours,
t(0V-A:
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McGill University
MONTREAL

*

Faculty of law
Office of the dean

12$h December, 1923.

Scheme of Lectures.

Ho. of Lectures.Subjects.
History of French Canada to 1763
General History of Canada
Constitution and Government

Foreign Relations
Social & Industrial Problems

Immigration
Education
Labour Disputes & Arbitration 
Transportation

4
12
16
4

8

Economic Resources:-
Agriculture 
Fisheries 
Forests 
Minerals 
Water Power 12

4Banking and Public Finance 
Geography 4

64
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Sept. 11th, 1924.I

ÜâMy dear Mr. Principal
■

The enclosed is a copy of a letter 
which I propose to send to Professor Smith, if it meets with

I will not, however, send it to him until 

I will telephone you in the morning.

Yours sine

your approval.

I hear from you.

iy.
General Sir Arthur Currie,

Principal McGill University,

City.

Enclos.

:
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Hovember 14 th, 1924.

My dear Mr. Brincipal :-
I have yours of the 12th instant 

choice of the Committee to considerinforming me of your 

the question of optional subjects, 

up at once, and call

I shall take the matter 

the Committee together to consider

the matter carefully.

With kind regards,

Yours sincend/y

General,Sir Arthur Currie,

Principal McGill University,

City.

;.Xh :mm£f
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Nov. 12th, 1925.

My dear Mr. Principal

With further reference to my
letter to you of yesterday’s date, I wish to state that I 
omitted to refer to the concluding paragraph of your letter

I quite agree with you, that a petition 
would carry much more weight "if endorsed by the Law 
Faculties of the Universities, rather than as a petition 
from a Student body".
this whole matter on more occasions than one with the 
Dean of the Law Faculty of the University of Montreal, 
with a view to a united action, 
see his way to move at the present time.

1%.

of the 10th instant.

I may say that I have discussed

He did not, however,
Had he

consented, I would have at once brought the matter u p 
before our Faculty,

i;
I may tell you that I consider the 

petition as but a very thin end of the wedge, 
sometime, to have our degree of B.C.L. accepted as an

My hope is,

Admission to Practice, without further examination, 
will understand that where students do not go forward to 
the degree of B.C.L. at our University, but follow an 
office for five years, an examination must take place, 
my opinion, the final examination in our Faculty for the

You

I

In
i ■

'if
VV; g | gg- : fwm
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degree of B.C.L. is much more thorough and exhaustice, and a 

very much better test of a student*s knowledge of the law 

than the semi-annual, ofttimes ill-prepared and ill-digested, 

examination submitted by the "learned men of the East", 

composing the Examining Board of the Council of the Bar, 

and I shall not cease to endeavor to get the Bar Act amended

I admit that I am not altogether hopeful 

With all respect, I am not free from

in that sense*

of any success.

the idea that these semi-annual Bar examinations, accompanied 

by the student-payment of substantial fees which enable the 

Examining body to indulge in semi-annual <* junketings* 

to various parts of the Province of Quebec, may seriously 

obstruct the bringing about of what I desire, and which 

desire is abundantly shared by some, if not many, of the

members of the teaching Staff of our Faculty.

The petition in question was prepared by 

Mr. Justice Rinfret of the Supreme Court, who is, as you

It was signed by Mr. Justice 

Surveyer, another Professor, who added his qualiiications 

as a Judge of the Superior Court and a Professor of the

Neither Mr. Justice Rinfret

know, one of our Professors.

Law Faculty of McGill.
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Surveyer nor myself undertook to speak for any one but

So far as I am concerned, I propose to attach to the 

petition a statement, that my signature is an evidence of my 

individual opinion and desire, and, as I said in my former 

letter, is in no way an expression of desire or opinion 

emanating from the Faculty.

ourselves.
/ .

I will, as I said in my former letter, take an 

early opportunity on my return from Quebec to see you 

personally.:
,

With kind regards,

Yours since;

Sir Arthur Currie,

Principal McGill University,

City.
I

8 • E B

1
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Mov. 18th, 1925.

My dear Sir Arthur

I am enclosing you herewith a translation

of the Petition about which we have corresponded.

<7Yours sin
/>' ' ( m

/

Sir Arthur Currie,

Principal McGill University,

C ity,

Enclos.

m
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To the Bâtonnier General, and the Members of the 
General Council of the Bar of the 

Province of Quebec.

The humble petition of the undersigned
respectfully represents:

1. That they are law students, and are desirous 
of completing their studies in the science of lav/ to 
the end that they may qualify to become members of the Bar,

That since a certain number of years the custom2.

followed has been, that a student in order to be admitted 
to the practice of law, should pass an examination before
a Committee of the Bar upon all the different matters
and subjects which form the different branches of the
law of the Province.

That since a certain number of years the courses 
of study in the different Universities have been considerably

3.

raised. The Law courses have been improved and have been
followed more studiously than heretofore, due largely to
strict regulations, both as to courses of study and
examinations.

That the Faculties of Law exact from the student4. '

a certain maximum of points on all subjects before he 
can obtain his degree of Bachelor of Law.

theThat except in the case of certain students,5.
regulations of the Bar require a degree before the student 
can proceed to his final examination for Admission to
practice.

That the undersigned are of opinion that in the 
interest of the Bar, as well as that of the student, it 
would be advisable to so modify the regulation with 
respect to the final examination, that the student who had

6.
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2.
submitted to and successfully passed the University 
examinations on all secondary subjects, to wit, Roman law, 
Constitutional law, International law, Legal history and 
Municipal law, and who had obtained his degree, should not 
be further submitted to an examination by the Bar, except 
upon the principal subjects, to wit, the v/hole body of 
Civil law, Civil procedure, Criminal law, Commercial law
and Maritime law.

And your Petitioners are of opinion that both 
the Bar and the student would gain thereby.

The student, because thereby he ?/ould be relieved 
from a number of subjects which, although having a certain 
importance in the study of law, a profound knowledge of 
the same is not of the same value as a knowledge of 
the principal subjects above mentioned.

Moreover, the student would have more time to 
devote to the study of our law, properly speaking, and 
would thereby be in a better position to prepare himself 
for his final examination.

The Bar, on its part, would find its interest 
in changing the system, and would be enabled to make a more 
thorough examination of the student on the more important 
subjects.

The Bar examination being had only upon the 
principal matters, could, and would be more exhaustive 
and thorough, and thereby more effectively testing the 
qualiiication of the candidate to the extent of his knowledge 
of the law.

"For these reasons the undersigned humbly pray, 
that the present petition be given serious consideration;
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3.
that a report be made to the Attorney General of the 
decision arrived at with respect to the said petition, 
and the hope is expressed, that the Bar Act will be 
amended at the next Session of the Legislature to the 
effect, that from and after the first of July, 1926, the 
examination for Admission to practice law for such 
candidates as hold a University diploma will take place 
only upon the following subjects:

Civil law 
Civil procedure 
Criminal law 
Commercial law 
Maritime law

And your Petitioners as in duty bound will
ever pray.

■to M
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Ont. ,
9th December 1919.

Ottawa,

Dear Sir,-
letter of theI beg to acknowledge your

together with memorandum concerning^t^e 

of McGill University, and to say that^same
8th instant,

Lav; Faculty
before the Prime Minister on his returnwill be placed

to the city.

■fy. truly yours,

Secretary.Associate Privo^

Professor Frank D. Adams,

McGill University,

Montreal.

.

■
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December
ighth
1919.

Ht. Hon. Sir Robert L. 
Ottawa, Ont.

Borden,

Dear Sir:-
I have the pleasure of enclosing 

herewith a memorandum concerning the Law Faculty 
or McGill university; its past, present and future, 
which has been submitte I to me by the De .n of the 
Faculty, Dr. -obert Lee.• •

Yours very sincerely,

Acting Principal.
Also sent to:
Sir Auckland Geddes,
Richard B. Angus Esq 
Sir Thos. Roddick,
F. Howard Wilson Esq.,
Sir Vincent Meredith,Bart., 
Sir Herbert S. Holt,
J. K. L. Ross Esq.,
F.. W. Mo Is on Esq.

• f



Public International Law is covered, and probably always will 
be, by full-time Professor.

This
over last year, 

show an increase of

will increase the annual expenditure 
On the other hand the fees 

over last year.
S0,IJyear

Mandate, partnership 
Legal History

WÏÏIK LSw and
Jurisprudence ______

750.1,200.50

\ delivered and probably willfp g g
be by full-time Professor.

e now

Municipal Law 
Parochial Law 375.25 600.

Commercial Law Cover
ing Insurance, Sales 
of Moveables 375.25 600.

wills, Substitutions, 
Successions, Gifts 
inter vlbos 375.600 w25

Ho. of 
Lectures xes

Subject

Homan Law

Civil Law, Real 
Property, etc.

Private International 
Law 25

Persons and Civil 
Procedure 125

Obligations

Criminal Law

25Company Law

25Law of Evidence

Remuneration if
given by Professor given by Lecturer 

ÿ 2,40Ô. -. 1,u06.

Remuneration if

750.1,200.

37b.600.

1,375.3,000.

1,200.

1,200.

750.

750.

375.600.

375.600#

Marriage Covenants, 
Lease, Hire, Pre
scriptions, Minor 
Contracts 750.1,200.50

Commercial Law, Bills 
of Exchange, Banking, 
Merchant Shipping and 
Carriers 375.600.25

1 desire to recommend for your approval 
the following scale of remuneration to those members of the 
Bar of the Province of Quebec who teach in the Faculty of Law:

TO ;E : PIP, HOE COMMIT TSH :

I

9
:,v~
II
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RECEIPTS AUD DI SPUR ELITE T S.

FACULTY OF LAW.

For the year ending June 30th, 1920.

RECEIPTS.
Balance on -July 1st, 1919.

Income from the following funds :-
$ 18.05

| TOM

Macdonald Auxilary Fund 987.50

✓232,500. 13 ,"252.50Endowment

Travelling Scholarship

in Law (part year)

Agnes L. Gale Fund 

Elizabeth Torrance Medal Fund

20,000.

25,000.

1,125.

1,660.

91,400.

1,-244.00

1,-555.00

69.98

Alex Morris Exhibition 62.20

5^685.08 322.856.26Faculty of Law Endowment

Fees: -

Sessional $11,751.25

124.70 Jll.875.95Law Undergrad. Soc.

Gift:-

Junior Bar Assoc.for Prize. 

Montreal Bar for Prize 

Text Book Lending Library 

Deductions from Caution Money 

Advances to.Special Funds

15.00

65.0050.00

118.50

5.50

6.00

$34.945.26

___________________________ :_______________________ :____



RECEIPTS AED DISBURSEMEIISB.
PACULTY OP LAW.

Pot the 7/ear ending June oOth , 1920»
DIS3UR: Pli:YTw.

f16,858.26 
121.00 
239.53 
226.64 
76.40 

139.29 
45.72 

448.10 
39.08 
90.00 

973.62 
287.22 

1,055.50 
91.48 

■ 105.13 
756.03 
50.00 

1,250.00 
50.00 
15.00 
752.00215.84. I>23.881.84

Salaries for Instruction and Deanship. 
Invigilation of Examinations 
Janitors and Gleaning 
Repairs and' Improvements 
PurnitureLibrary Shelving 1920-21Improvements: - Alterations to building
Light and Heat
Insurance
Wst "tzBooks, Periodicals and Binding 
Text Book Lending Library 
Care of Books in Library 
Printing
StaVy and Postage 
Scholarships and Prizes 
Morris ExhibitionMacdonald Travelling Scholarship in Law
Montreal Bar Sxâfcx Prize
Junior Bar Prize
Travelling Expenses
Miscellaneous
Law Undergrad. Soc.Mrs P« P.~Carvell (annuity)
Revenue CapitalizedUnexpended balances of special funds
Bal. carried forward to 1st. July, 1920.

115.00
1800.00
8600.00

91.88
456,54$34,945.26

_____________________________________________________________________________ m -'EsSlfe14s
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McGill University
MONTREAL1st December, 1920

Faculty of Law

Robert W. Lee, m.AD.C.L., K.C.
DEAN

746 UNIVERSITY STREET
TELEPHONE: UPTOWN 6920

LECTURES IN NOTARIAL LAW

At its meeting on the &jsk 30th November the Faculty consid
ered the petition of the notarial students asking that special 
provision should be made for their needs.

The Faculty were of opinion that these students should be 
exempted from attendance at the lectures on Civil Procedure, and 
that the Governors should be asked to sanction the provision of 
lectures on School and Parish Law, Redaction des Actes, a d the 
Liabilities of Notaries.

Subject to the ap roval of the Governors the Faculty o inti A. 

Committee consisting of Professors Surveyor, Howard, and Smith 
to advise upon the appoint lent of a lecturer and to arrange all

It was anticipated that the provision of 
about twenty-five or thirty lectures in alternate years would 
meet the special needs of the notarial students.

a

necessary details.

Secretary of the Faculty

w



FACULTY OF LAW

Course "B"Le c tu res for Vie B.C . L • 9

The arrangements for the present session are provisional, as 

Dr Mackay did not join the Faculty until the middle of October. 

The remarks which follow are therefore based upon the permanent 

curriculum intended to come into operation next session, 

will be understood that some details as to the hour, of work 

and the distribution of lectures among the professors cannot be

It

fihal-Ly settled at present.

The lectures to be delivered by rnyself every year will be

Of these about 40 (those on Jurisprù-ahout 125-140 in number.
dence and Comparative Lav/) will be for all students, both civ-

The remainder (those on Contractsilians and common lawyers. 

and Torts) will be for common lawyers only.

In addition I will Jive about 4p lectures in alternate years 

ing and Procedure, which will be for common lawyers only.

The lectures to be delivered by Dr Mackay annually will be 
about 50 in number, sonering Légal History (British and Cai 3

These wil. all be for the common.Real Property, and Land Titles, 

lav/yers.

The rest of his lectures will be given in alternate years. In

deliver about 25 lectures on Public Internation-one year he wil

In the other year he will give about 

125 lectures on Constitutional Law, Mortgages and Suretyship,

Of these the 50 lectures

al Lav/ for all students.

Wills and Administrations, and Equity, 

on Constitutional Law will be for all students.

The result may be thus summarised:-The total number of lec-

tures to be delivered?in tv/o years will be about 550, of which
160

about 4ÉÊ will be for all students and the remainder for the

com on lav/yers only.

mkm

__________________________________________
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It would also be possible for 

turns, to take on some of the lectures 

lectureBs 

Dominion

us and for Dean Lee, if he re-

now entrusted to other
on subjects in which the law is 

or practically so.
com ion to the whole 

These subjects would be wShipping

and Banking, and 

These subjects are all lectured

- -, and Carriers, Insurance, Negotiable Instruments 

Private International Law.
$

on
in alternate years, and the present cost of 

amounts to #1125-00 in the two
themto the Faculty

were formerly

gave private instruction last

years.

Dr ..lackay 1 s lectures on Cons uitutional Law

given by Dean Lee, who also
year

Apart from that no 

for the subjects on which
l

on Pleading and Procedure 

In future it will always be

, C ^"2" io*v Si
oo a couple of s tudentsorT Real Property.

piovision has hitherto been made

will lecture, nor for the lectures 

which I will deliver.
essential

tnat our lecturer 

-iackay is, with the lav/ of Western

.if® Real Property should be familiar, 

Canada.

on as Dr
1

;
■From what I have said it 

been able to offer
is obvious that we have not hitherto

an efficient

lav/, and our registration for
course of instruction in English

this course has naturally been 

In une future I believe thatit extremely small.
our course will k

I be the best in Canada, 

ficiently high.
provided our standard of teaching is suf- 

Professor Falconbridge of Toronto admitted

our course was much teUw than that -iven

to
me the other day that

1bJ Osgoode# Hall, 

interest.
-rue new development has already excited much H

hi
The outline of 

auue Oj the 1st November
our curriculum published in the "Gaz-

was widely reproduced in Western Canadaf 

and the current issue of the "Canadian Law Times"

111
m

contains a
paragraph of cordial congratulation to McGill 

It is therefore reasonable
upon its decision.

/

ÉÉfto expect that there will be 
enable registration for the "B" course next session,

a consid-

1 and in the i
BShte, >-r .-11 ; ■" v WÈÈÊËÊËÈÈÈÊHBË’■hi:' Éfhhrluu;uurluvsh;
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. future the growth of the Faculty will depend upon the reputation 

which we may acquire.

At present there are 20 students taking this course, each of

The fee paid by the "A"whom pays ^100-00 per session in fees, 

students is yj?150-00.

If it were decided to have another full-5ime professor in

civil law it would be possible to assign to him work which costs 

about 2>2CQQ or 2250 at present rates or ^2750-3000 if the rates 

are raised by 05 a lecture.
:

15th December, 1920

• •'•"I
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McGill University
MONTREAL

Faculty of Law

Robert w. Lee, M.A., D.C.L., K.C
DEAN

746 UNIVERSITY STREET
TELEPHONE: UPTOWN 5920

;

Extract from the minutes of the Faculty 14th September, 1,Zo -J

ine Faculty again discussed the question of an appointment to

After prolonged considera
tion the following was adopted on the motion of Profes-

:

the new Chair of Constitutional Law.
resolution

sor Marier, seconded by Professor Surveyor : -

In view of the recommendation of Dean Lee the appoint

ment of Dr nackay as Professor of Constitutional Law is 

proved by this Faculty.

h-

ap-

At the sawte time the Faculty desires 
to l-r'av'/ tne a1oention of the Governors to the différence be-

tween t, ie remuneration offered to Dr Mackky and that received 

. y t ie Civil Lav/ Professors, since this différence will tend 

to make more difficult the replacement of Civil Law Professors 

as future vacancies occur."

■

Professor Howard desired that his dissent from the resolu

tion should be recorded teon the
■:1

ground : -
ihao Lie teaching of the Civil Law has not yet been suf

ficiently strengthened to warrant the a pointment of another 

Common Law Professor."

■■is■
i■

I

There were present at the meeting:-The Acting Dean, Pro

fessors Marier, Howard, Surveyor, Smith, and Martin.

S
mm Certified true copy

Secretary of the Faculty
■

15th December, 1320

■ I
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The following is an extract from "The 

Canadian Law Times" : -

" It is with great pleasure that we an

nounce that the Law Faculty of McGill Univer
sity has completed a three-year Curriculum in

It is intended to he a counter-English Law.

part of the Curriculum on Civil Law, which has 
so long contributed to the advantage of the Stu-■38

dents of Quebec and made McGill University quite 
famous. It is only right that in a British 
try such a University as McGill should have its

coun-

IP
, leading feature the exposition and teaching of 

the great principles of English Law as we have 
them embodied in the Common Law of England and 

in the Equity Jurisprudence which has, within 
the last couple of centuries, grown up as an 
adjunct of the Common Law and as an ameliorative
of some of its harshnesses and injustices.

" We congratulate McGill University 
on this new develop/ment and wish it every 
a success which is almost certain to be achieved so

success—

long as the chair of Constitutional Law is held by 
men of the character for learning and ability of
Doctor Maokay. "

A
m
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December 22nd,1920.

Sir Arthur Currie,
Principal,

licCrill University, 
Montreal.

My dear Sir Arthur Currie:-

In the course of our conversation of a week 
ago with regard to the curricula, in the Faculty of Law, I 
stated that the General Council of the Bar of tais Province 
had included in the course of study for those seeking admis
sion to the practice of Law a course on the English donmon 
Law, concerning which you desired more exact information. I 
nave looxeu the matter up and find the case to be as follows:-

_ . ny-Laws I.os.51 to 54 inclusive of the Bar
oi the province of Quebec determine the curriculum to be fol- 
lowea by universities and Law Schools undertaking the teach- 

can(11dates lor the practice of Law. By-Law 52 deals 
with the course of study. During the session 1915-17, the 
following paragrapn was added to By-Law 52:

’’Comparative Law: 30 lectures.
-, . . inis course comprises a concise enquiry into the
English common law? and a general knowledge of the main 
principles underlying 1 * - -
other irovinces of Ca

the civil and commercial laws of the 
Canada.”

, , . .. _ subject of Comparative Law was also in
serted m By-Law 46, dealing with the examination for the 
practice of law and the amount of marks to be ^iven to each 
suoject, out oy a footnote it was provided as follows:-

„ /’Subsection 9 of section 46 and the last sub
section of section 52 of the Ky-Laws of the Bar (1917) respect- 
ing Comparative Law will be in force only when the universities 
shall nave established and given such course in Comparative Law.”

This, to my mind, shows that our French-Canadian 
are fully alive to the importance toconfreres

a Quebec lawyer

wmh



of having a general knowledge of the Common Law, particular- 

from the an Iof the Barcultl to gi 
with si our rgrea 

them a 
cess.

,/e, of course, net the situation promptly by 
on the Common Law.,g on a course

Por 7our more complete information g enclose 
herewith a copy of the Bar Act and the By-Laws of tue Bar 
as they stood on the 25th October,1917, m ich . nave mark
ed those hereinbefore referred to.

2.

ÆL
V

vours faithfully,

_
it
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i® yon no doubt aware the L#r2viGa‘; 3* iy in pert base on the
. X!L,t rsr.£r

-^-w e°^ey- 4nr ordinary sommerai a- tiers, tire 
:“u,^tl.L? ■ :üe he the aw o ;z2^1;„nd. iontroul
Ïï. L'*<f* ,^'30el nai :ue i the? opportunities 
w %’ - 0 î"r' l;ho te‘Mat of v.o ..Hiring a working 

?Z tî3t tvo pr nclp 1 systems of law net? 
cjorcri.^a^ tn© civilised world, and it as this oonaid* 
?Kn?n ”nlch novcî the Lhlvoraity in ho um»r of 
lzrz 10 Institute a ope i 1 oomrae fo the benefit 
, • students who 1 clrod to pr a ise, not in this

_rovinse, but lx. Jurisdictions governed by English l&w, 
*n opinion of the Faculty, the exvertonoe of this 
oe selon h.»u aply jus if led the new dtp* rture. 
vise so (attending the d tiree have bven student 
;c4t, Indies, and U i bo Hove i th t it soul be 
in the interest, both of the dolomies and of the

law

mo
teefrom

It apjgf ro Mut * Vth* ln® Fusulty cf this University, 1eatP?aïi««tî?î t5?r® are numerous students In the 
be nxi9tr> rltl 'h P®secusions who would 

IV aT;dl themselves of the courre cf
i» they could be

I h Vôt>a -nJL1 lr- ihclr reypvotlvc olorjleo.
L t2 therefore, to irvlto your
nMv^înfjS Î® of,le5' 1 eduoatloD provided by 
0f con11 Mr5nr*°?rt-°r** ***? you have a opportunity

-ttoatlon
this

Faculty of Jfow,
Mill Jnivoraity, 

Montreal,Cunadr:,, 
-«Gust hi, 19.0.
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Oalveraity If the le UH courue of !tudy were to 
oo formally recognised as part of tho ualific tien 
fox dbai eaten to practice at tho v flous Jolonltl 
2k-X8.

fho emuraoe of study, 
present arranged, may bo briefly described as follows:

The d« roes gr ntod in the 
faculty arc the 11. ..,C. t., TL.K* end L;*Gfl,
The two latter are for •■•rachi-to students only, 
and are awarded upon the production of origin?. 1 
work of «efficient merit.

as at

The LT.B, is designed to supply 
a wide . nd sound oducrtion In law, both for those 
who do not intend to follow the profession, and for 
those -ho do. fo the former olass it offer» as part 
of a general education a training In the methods of 
legal thought and a 'finds the opportunity of studying 
log’ 1 science In relation to social and commercial 
lifts. It 1b intended chiefly for students who 

arcs lookinr forward to u career in business, journalism 
or public life, -'or the latter alésa» thOBt who 
intend to practise law» the hi,3* curriculum provides 
a valuable course of preliminary ctudy.

fhs course of study for the 
:-k.D, degree extends over four y cure. The first 
two years &r<- taken in tho faculty of ,.rta, law being taken in the- third and fourth years* I 
enclose & programme of the lectures which will enable you. to appreciate the scope of the course, un.-cr the 
heading ’’English lawr instruction is given in the 
principles of the law of lostrrote, Torta and foal 
.property, together with o much of leg--1 history 
ttS da necessary to « proper understanding of those ■ 
subj cto. The lectures on Jurisprudence are de» 
live-red from the point of view of the nflieh Itw,

tcu . i.o.u the .cu.lv/ rovlucS three courses of study * jwo of these (oourses .;= 3) extend over three yours, and
one (Conroe a) occupies four years.

** tuoao student.
•rovinoe of uebao, and sight with advantage bo



“four obedient servant1 ■ . ' . . . . ' ' ■■ >

I m, si*.
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it.

‘faken ^ the :c who wished to be itoitud to the
">uI pI 2 * -te -uolf;e It is open to students who'V-v« previously &>.■ dm .tel in other -r.onltioà St,™ 
•4ents could probably be sate for SwLv ntf~ 

lente frost ft,
”ûy.

.. , Oonrae B* is deeiimed tothe needs of thouo stn.lento who wiS tL ««2*!!!* 
law^ in ■. Jurisdiction where a^lieh Law -rev-lis 
”v °Pyn LGe -11 gtudonts who ijtatisfv the réunir» monte 01 toe Llatrleul tloi 30 rd. î 1 • vï?e^<j t
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Ontario Bar ,u goc lation 
He port of Committee on Legal nduoation

Your Cons itttee hag been bo recently appointed that it does not 
intend to do dare than submit, for the consideration of the ssooia-

Legal education falls within thetion, certain *ener&l propositions, 
statutory jurisdiction of the Law Society, and therefore it would he
assumption for this Association to do more than give its views and 
pass them on for the consideration of the Benchers,

For some time it has been apparent; to •>embers of the profession 
that we should endeavour to bring our Law tohocl to such a state oft ■

perfection as will make it the equal of any other great schools in 
other jurisdictions. During the anxious years of the war^ we were 
forced to mark t now that tho attendance h
grown, and with it have cone sur , e should no longer

m

delay in making a careful survey and in seeking,reforms and in bring-
Our desire should always be to improve our profession,ing them about.

and wo must not ojeot to give the students who follow us, advantages
and inspiration which it we not our good fortune to enjoy.

It is a matter of more than passing interest, that McGill Uni
versity is on the eve of establishing a complote course in the prin-

yv

ciplos of 3nglish*lswf and proposes to attract students from the eight
McGill* f aim Xb to set up a national schoolother provinces of Canada.

nanner the legal needs of the
Dominion. The following objects are eat down by the ecretary of the

,

(1) To provide a sound professional training for the practising law
yer, whether he Is going to practise in Quebec or elsewhere ;
(2) To meet the needs of that growing body of an and women, who do 
not intend to practise law, but wish to acquire a sound mewl dgo of
legal principles as &art of their erhi at on for b; sin se, journalism
or public life: (3) To encourage
leading to the development of r great legal literature in Can '-a:
(4) To take McGill the focus Of the best legal thought, in. Canada, to

the most ac
curate and scholarly opinion procurable on any problem; and (5) To 
stimulate other law schools and universities in e rivalry weal in the

a
servi --e of Canada,-;m*G til ha: recently added to its staff*,,Professor

:

I
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i
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Ph.D. formerly an instructor in Alberta,Ira Allan Aaokay M.A., L^L.B 

to ,q professor of Constitutional Law.
• t

jAOCill is giving us an example and a challenge, which we in 

Ontario cannot afford to ±inr:Tw*«■ » disregard, 

an Alma .,ater to many law students from the

X
0sgoode Hall has been

four Western provinces,
and there is no reason why, with a better equipped staff and a well
considered curriculum, she sh uld not continue to be 

of legal education in Canada.
the chief centre 

The following matters are therefore
commend© to the Association for careful consideration:- 

(1) stake the basis of entrance to the Law School an$f Arts degree from
a standard university.

(2; The Law Society should seek statutory tb
power to enable it, to grad- 

aate students of the law school, ordinary degress such as LL.B. (3aoh- 

eior of Laws} 3.C.L. (Bachelor of Civil Law) 1L.1I. (Master of Laws) 
and tne honour ary degrees of LL.B. (Doctor of Laws) and D.C.L. (Doctor 
cf Civil Law).

( f> ) The time seems to have come when the teaching in the Law School 
should be done by professors who will give their main attention to
their law lectures and the examinations cf students. They should not
engage in general practise, but should ue allowed and 

&ive legally opinion? when specially consulted, 

salaries sufficient to attract 

standing in the profession.

subjects might still be given by qualified 
tice.

encouraged to

and they should receive 

men of first rate ability and good

1 ccasional lectures on certain practical

men who are in active prac- 

examiners.

trie curriculum, and in this connection

of the Canadian Bar 
Association, in seeding the adoption of a uniform zk curriculum to be 

use oy all the common-law provinces, 

should be made for certain

The professors should also be the 
(4) The question of improving 

of Joining with the Legal Education Committee

should be taken up. 

courses of post-graduate work in the Law
Provision

with tne oVect of securing a degree in addition to the

ifioation •or practice, or for those who do not intend to
all.

mere qu&l-

practise at

' ,T e. method of study ought to receive furthur examination and 

sidération, as to whether it hould be based 
book system

con-
on nur present kxx text-

, or on the case-law mode which is leing employed 
an^ ' v! !jJ- Bohocls, or whether a judicious combination of

at Harvard

these two

i," - ,
»...

mi ' | S ' ' A

,,s
M
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would not give the be: t seul a.
(6) The scholarship and other rewards in the Law School might he based 

requisite standing in the general classes couplea with a certain
named branches of the 

It might be a con-

on a
amount of x± original work in one of a series o 
law, taking the form of a thesis or levai review, 
dition of the reward that the student winninr it should rwith the val
ue of the scholarship, undertake an extra year or two of post-grad
uate wùrk, either in our own Law Sohocor in some oiii'-i well—tcnown
L w School,
(7) Should the period of office attendance be separated from and sub sa

lt is claimed by some, and ith a good
\S

quent to the Law School course? 
deal of reason, that the attempt to combine the two forms of study is
disastrous to both, and that a man who has aid proper attention to 
his academic course will get as much s?ood out of one year in the of

fice as he would otherwise get in three.
Ill of which is submitted,

R.j. Maelennan (C onvenor)

M.H. Ludwig.
W.F. Kerr.

9th February, 1920.

COPY
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Université de Montréal

r ~

CABINET DU RECTEUR Montreal, March 14th 1922.

Sir Arthur Currie,

Principal, McGill University, 

Montreal.
Ü

■0 Dear Sir Arthur,

Replying to your letter of the 14th 

i am pleased to let y;>u know that 
tion most willingly and that Montreal 

nominated as its representatives :

President of our Matriculation Board;

Demers and Mr. Antonio Perrault of 

Believe me,

inst., 

we accept your invita- 

University has 

Canon Smile Chartier,

..

. "on. Mr. Justice

our lav/ Paculty. M'DM

■-hin
Yours truly,i

- J,
z/ ; m

1■Hector.

n
I

4
■
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Yours sincerely,

f/ y

cy tZLztZV 
/UL  ̂CA^isli /'

"/Zfxi L

<o

r
fftW *

/VtAy\y^L/
iS*l,^vV

' - •:.',

Sr"if : ■
' ' i': l3

i

-.. v_> -4;'.; ••.;•:______
!'j. 5

Eà33 MINISTER'S OFFICE, 
DEPARTMENT OF COLONIZATION. MINES & FISHERIES, 

PROVINCE OF QUEBEC .

OH
W

QUEBEC, March 10th 1Ô22.

Sir A.-W. Currie,
Principal, 

McGill University, 
Montreal.

Sir,
I

± beg to acknowledge

receipt of your letter of the 4th instant 

to s°y that I expect to be in a position during 

the early part of April to name a date at which 

it will be possible for the Members 

oî the Bar to méet with trie 

Law faculties of the University.

W:"
and

IB
V

of the Council

representatives of the

------------'

^ X
J
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April
Thirteenth
1922.

■

Hon. Mr. Justice Martin, 
J udge a 1 Chambers,
Court zouse,
Montreal.

as

Dear Judge Martin:-
T thank you 'for your letter of 

April 11th, outlining what occurred when* the' 
representatives of the Lo,w Faculties ox lontreal, 
Laval and McGill Universities met the General 
Council of the Ear of the Province of tuebeo.

■ .

v • vhlle we were not successful in
having all our.views prevail I am quite cure much 
good has resulted.

I shall be glad to lay your communi
cation before the members of the Faculty at our 
next meeting.

Yours faithfully,

*

Principal.

.

ME - :v E M
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In each case I think he xh might take the biennial 

short course on Criminal Procedure at present taken pro-

Scheraes A and B would give* him 

about six* lectures per week and C about eight.

visionally by Mr Rose.

(C)-Assign to him Mr Johnson's lectures, perhaps 

increasing the number. Also transfer to him Judge Mar

tin's courses on Corporations and Bankruptcy, in each 

case doubling the amount of instruction given in these 

important subjects, and Judge Howard's first year course 

on Obligations. Prof. Macdougall's course might with 

advantage be added. The principle of this scheme is the 

assignment of the whole field of commercial law to one 

teacher.

WORK FOR MR TISDALE

Alternative Schemes

(A) -Without altering the existing curriculum, or 

disturbing the permanent professors assign to him the 

lectures of Messrs Johnson, Chipman, and Rinfret.

-Assign to him the lectures of Messrs Johnson 

and Chipman, also Judge Surveyer*s lectures on Persons 

and Profm Macdougall's biennial lectures on Private 

International Law.
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s/ddv&à “pleural
^^^otyaÆy^^r/ane

fr/<

EUGENE LAFLEUR.K.C.
GORDON W. MAC DOUGALL, K.C . 

LAWRENCE MACFARLANE. K.C. 

GREGOR BARCLAY 

W.B.SCOTT 
HON. ADRIAN K-HUGESSEN

18th October, 1923.

Sir Arthur Currie, G.C.M.G., K.C. B., 
Principal, McGill University, 

Montreal.

Dear Sir Arthur,
return from Ottawa I find your letterOn my

instant enclosing communication forwarded by

I also received a letter from Mr. Smith 
which he has made for the use of the

of the 16th

Professor Machay. 

enclosing some notes

committee.
I will communicate with Messrs. ..ainwright 

to fix an early date for a
:

and Montgomery and endeavour 

meeting of the committee.

Yours very truly,

/
EL-LGR r

■HiHHi
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Eugene Lafleur, Esq., 
107 St. Janes Street, Montreal.

Dear Mr. Lafleur
1 aja sending you herewith a syxlabus for a municipal department which was submitted to the University.
-?he question has been considered by the Extension Department and it has been decided 

tha* such a course in Government is not suitable 
1 or extension activities. Some of the subjects 
covered seen as if they might be considered in con
nection with the reports regarding the Law Faculty r"" whloh have already been sent you; although, of 
course, municipal government would only cover a small 
par„ of any ôourse in Government which we might give

■■■ I

* #
1 would be much obliged if you would return this file after your Committee has made such 

use of it as seems desirable.
m

Yours faithfully,

Wilfrid Bovey.



At a meeting of the Faculty of Law 
held the twenty-seventh of September last a 
committee was appointed to enquire into and report 
upon oortaln questions affecting the policy and 
work of the Faculty of Law, having special reference 
to the subjects of instruction and degrees granted. 
The follows g ire the raeriberc of this committeet

Hr. .Lagene Lafleur,
Mr. Arnold V ainwright, 
Mr. G.H.Montgomery, 
Profo II.A.Smith,
Prof. Ira Maokay.
Mr. Lugene Lafleur has been asked to 

act as convener and will call a nee tine when suitable 
to himself#

Yours faithfully.

Lent to members of committee.

i

I|

Dear Sirs.-

%

*

\

Ootober 9th, 1923

CH
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October 3rd, 1983.

• ■ y

ISs
Ifi&rjSIR ARTHUR W. CURRIE,

PRINCIPAL AND VICE-CHANCELLOR, 
Mo GILL UNIVERSITY. 

CITY. y J

My dear Sir Arthur Currie,-

I am in receipt of your letter of the 2nd inst. 
Mr. Brown evidently misunderstood me when I spoke to 
him over the telephone about our LL.B. course.

Mr. Justice Surveyor and I were discussing the 
matter in my Chambers and it occurred to me that I had 
never seen any acknowledgement from the Governors of 
the resolution the Law Faculty adopted concerning this 
course, pointing out that the expenditure far exceeded 
the revenue, and Mr. Brown stated to me that he had no 
recollection of that resolution ever having come before 
the Governors.Ü

H I had not written you concerning this matter 
and I did not state to Mr. Brown that I had done so, 
and could hardly expect to receive from you any acknow
ledgement of a letter that was never sent.

É

My only purpose in moving the resolution which 
was to be sent to the Governors, was to put them au courant 
with the financial situation of this LL.B. course and in 
order that the Governors could not complain later on that 
they had not been advised of the true situation.

|

■:v

I regret that I was unable to attend the Faculty

HI

■yH■
H
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63.

Acting (Eljicf Justice’s (Chambers
%r£^ft

-2-

I was absent from the city,meeting on Thursday last, 
but I understood that a strong Committee was named to 
deal with this matter, and I am sure we will all be 
pleased to receive and consider the Committee's report 
and decide what is best in the interests of the Faculty.

■

|
Believe me, my dear Sir Arthur, 

Yours faithfully,
I

A.C . J . 3 .C •
fy-ips

mM
■
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• October 9th, 1923.

6. H. Montgomery, Esq.,K.C., 
Dominion Express Building, 
Montreal.

$

Dear Mr. Montgomery:-

I am glad to learn from your 
letter of the 5th of October that you are willing 
to serve on the Committee appointed to enquire into 
various questions affecting the policy and work of 
the McGill Law School.

The other members of the Committee 
are Mr. Eugene Lafleur, Mr. Arnold Wainwright, 
Professor H. A. Smith and Professor Ira A. Mackay. 
I have asked Mr. Lafleur to act as convener of the 
committee and to call it together when suitable to 
himself.

!

Again thanking you for undertaking
this work, i am,

Yours faithfully,

r
:

*

■
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^S/W/;/s. %C //tr/as/

GEORGE H.MONTGOMERY, K.C 
WARWICK F.CHIPMAN.K.C. 
FRANK B COMMON 
LINTON H. BALLANTYNE 
F. CURZON DOBELL

. ds>///jrrf7^ALBERT J BROWN,K.C. 
ROBERT CM?MICHAEL,K.C. 
WALTER R.L.SHANKS, K.C. 
ORVILLE S TYNDALE 
ELD RIDGE CATE

5th October, 1923.
C. RUSSELL MfKENZIE

G.C.M.C K.C.M.GSir Arthur W. Currie, • * • »

McGill University,

Montreal.

Dear Sir Arthur: -

I am very sorry indeed not to have seen you when 

you called, and regret that I was not informed that you were

here.

While I feel that I have no special qualifications
• '4

for the task which you ask me to undertake, I am, of course, 

deeply interested in the success of the law faculty, and if 

no more suitable name suggests itself to you, I will be

ti

. j

pleased to serve as a member of the committee.

I assume that I will hear from Mr Lafleur as to

when he wishes to take the matter up.

Yours truly

t-<5~

o

Blass
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October 9th, 1923,

Eugene Lafleur, Esq 
107 St. James Street, 
Montreal.

K.C. ,• 9

Dear Mr. L^fleuri-

I enclose you herewith formal 
notice regarding the special committee on legal 
education, of which you kindly agreed to act as 
convener.

Tours faithfully.
\
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The Principal,
McGill University, 

Montreal.

Dear Principal,

Would you mind reading over the annexed

memorandum to see if it contains your idea of the objects

If it does,for which this important committee was created.'

to Dr. Lafleur, the convenor ofperhaps we might pass it on 

the committee, as a general indication to him of what the

I thought possibly we might 

other members of the committee that they also 

put down some of their ideas in writing in order that the com

mittee, when it meets, may have somethin^ definiUe upon which

I feel personally that this 

committee will have to decide on some matters of very funda

mental interest for the future of McGill, and that is the reason

why I have put my ideas in the form in which I have and not at
'juL-

all because I wish the committee to accept my suggestive report

committee is to undertake.

suggest to the

to proceed in an orderly way.

as in any sense final.

Very truly yours,

McGill University
MONTREAL

12th October, 1923.FACULTY. OF law
OFFICE OF THE DEAN

■
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October 16th, 1923.

»

B Eugene Lafleur, Esq., K.C., 
107 St. James Street, 
Montreal.

;

Dear Mr. Lafleur:-

communication which iSs TeTfo^rUoTir 
by Professor Ira A. Haokay, bearing on the work 
0- the committee appointed to consider the 
courses in the Faculty of Law.

\

, sending this, of course, I
ÎïdnwishXyouStoafLlPinl0a r6e:ardlne lts contents, 

the line to be taken by the Committee." /

Yours faithfully i

Principal.

/

7

-• q-

-

J
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February 21st 1924.

Hon. Philippe Boy,
High Commissioner for Qanaaa, 
1719 Boulevard dee Capucines, 
paris,France.

!

My dear Mr. Roy,
courteous reply to my letter 

the st^ndinp- of degree of 
advised ise that ttie matter

and

In your
of December 7th« regard! 
Bachelor of Civil Law, you had been re erred to 'the Comité 
that you 0 cted an early and

While I do not like to bother youor wo of ourabout this, it affects the future °£°n® d na
students who are at the present moment 
I should be very much obliged ii you oould • -
how the proposal no stands»

With kindest regards to Mrs.Roy anct
to yourself,

Believe mo.
Yours sincerely.

principal.

^__i
v ••. •» ■# ssk mmm
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December 7thf 1923#

Hone Phi Hippo Hoy,
High Commissioner for Canada, 
1719 Boulevard des Capucines, 
Paris, Prance.

Sir:-
It has been brought to my notice 

that students holding the degree of Bachelor of 
Civil Law with honours in this University are 
not considered to be eligible for admission to 
study as candidates for the degree of “docteur 
en droit” in the French universities.

The matter is of some importance 
to us, since a graduate of our Law Faculty is 
annually sent to France to study law in the Uni
versity of Dijon under the terms of the Macdonald 
benefaction, and other students sometimes go to 
study law in France as holders of Provincial 
Government scholarships.

I am informed that by a decree of 
the 7th February, 1923, the Minister of Public 
Instruction ordered that candidates should be 
admitted to study for the doctorate who held the 
degrees of:- "Licence en droit de l'ünlversite de 
Montreal", "Licence en droit de l*Universlte Laval", 

."Licence es lois de l'Universite McGill".
There is no degree given In this 

University bearing the title of "Licence es lois". 
There are two undergraduate courses in law leading 
respectively to the degrees of Bachelor of Civil Law"(B.C.L.) and Bachelor of Laws (LL.B.) Each

ss

: ÜmÜfÉ
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2Hon. Philippe Hoy

i

course consists of three years legal study, and 
no student is admitted to study for either degree 
unless he has successfully completed one year in 
the Faculty of Arts or obtained an equivalent 
standard elsewhere, 
quiremont will be raised to two years in the Faculty 
of Arts, or its equivalent.

In 1925 this entrance re-

The majority of students entering 
the Faculty of Law have previously taken four 
years in the Faculty of Arts and obtained a degree 
therein.

Those students who succeed in 
qualifying for the degrees of B.C.L. and LL.B. are 
graded in three classes, of which the two higher 
are designated as first and second class honours, 
respectively. These classes correspond to the 
"licence on droit" of the French-speaking univer
sities, and the students who graduate without 
obtaining honours at McGill are equivalent to the 
"bacheliers en droit".

I have, therefore, the honour to 
request that you will be good enough to lay before 
His Excellency, 'the Minister of Public Instruction, 
the facts to which I have ventured to draw your 
attention.
obtain first or second class honours in the final 
examination for the degrees of B.C.L. and LL.B. 
should be regarded as having obtained the "licence 
en lois" within the meaning of the decree of the 
7th February, 1923.
interpretation will be to place these students 
upon the same footing as those who follow the 
corresponding courses in Laval University and the

Our desire is that those students who

The practical result of this

t

\
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/ Hon. Phili-poe Boy - 3 -
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Université de Montreal.

lr ith this letter 1 am enclosing a 
copy of the Annual Announcement of the Faculty of 
Law* which will enable His Excellency to appreciate 
more in detail the.nature of the courses of 
ins t ruction provided. ,1 shall be happy to furnish 
His Excellency with any further information which 
may assist him in arriving at a decision.

T/ith assurances of my highest esteem,
I have the honour to remain, my dear High Commissioner,

Ever yours faithfully.

Principal & Vice-Chancellor.

X

........ Il à

______________________________________________________________________________
»
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17 19
BOULEVARD DES CAPUCINES 

PARIS

ADRESSE TELEGRAPHIQUE

"STADACONA - PARIS '
TEL- CENTRAL 18-03

LV

3rd January 1924.

Sir,

I have the honour to acknowledge 

receipt of your letter of the 7th of December 

last, the contents of which have been commu

nicated to Mr. Léon Bérard, the French Minister

of Public Instruction.

The question will be presently raised 

before the "Commission des Equivalences" on the 

occasion of the next meeting and I have already 

the assurance that a favourable decision will be

the outcome.

I shall not fail to let you know the

reply as soon as in my possession.

I have the honour to remain,

Yours very truly,■
Z?CJ

a COMMISSIONER GENERAL FOR CANADA IN'FRANCE.■

Sir Arthur w. Currie, G.C.M.G
Principal and Yice-Chancellor, 

McGill University, 
MONTREAL.

K.C.B• 9 • 9

HfeAH



Dear Mr. Our rie,

I beg to aoknowledge receipt 

of your letter of the 21st of February 

and. I have cot lost sight of the matter, 

but up to the time of writicg I have 

received co confirmation from the Ministère 

de l’Instruction Publique.

I was informed that the question 

had cot been examined yet by the Committee 

of Sep ivalences, owing to more important 

matters having been put on the table, but I 

have the assurance from the Minister himself 

that any bachelor of civil law coming from Me 

Gill University will be entitled to the equi

valence in order to prepare the doctorat en 

There is co doubt that before long 

the official confirmation of that right will 

be published and forwarded to you immediately.

Any matters pertaining to administra-

h i •-

droit.

x

tive decision always require some time before

Sir Arthur W. Currie, G.C.M.G., K.C.B.,
Principal and Vice-Chaccellor,

McGill University,
K0UTHÜAL.

17 19
BOULEVARD des CAPUCINES 

PARIS

ADRESSE TELEGRAPHIQUE

"STADACONA - PARIS"
TEL: CENTRAL 18-03

IV 11th March 1924.

1
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arriving to a final conclusion, but from this 

moment I may assure you that there is no doubt 

about a successful issue.

1

Believe me,

Yours faithfully,

commissioner General for Canada i ranee.

: ■

■
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McGill University

MONTREAL
Faculty of Law

Office of the Dean 27th July, 1923.

The Principal,
McGill University, 

Montreal.

My dear Principal,

I am enclosing you an imaginary draft of 

courses of study which I think suitable for 

in McGill.

some

a Department of Government

All these courses are fundamental, and more special courses
given ir the form of seminars and tutorials would naturally grow out 

ol them to meet the needs of advanced students as they appeared.

If these courses were added to our present curriculum

in History, Economics and Political Science,

McGill would, to my mind, be easily superior to that offe ed in 

Canadian university, and would enable

this section of work at

any other 

us to carry students some consider

able distance, if not indeed in 

their Ph.D. degree, 

intending to study and practice law, 

offered in any university.

some cases the whole distance, towards 

As a course of study in Arts suitable fcr students

it would, I think, be quite the best

I am putting the case strongly, not because 1 wish 

-irge my own ideas, least of all from any selfish motive, but solely 

because I believe the ideas

to

are worth while in themselves.and of' very 

crucial significance to the future of the university.

1 am sending you this imaginary draft in order

solely that you may be able to understand soçe of the details of one or 

two conversations which we have had recently. The only compulsory course 

are Part II. of Course I. and Part I. of Course III. and these are com-



___________________________

PU P :

The principal--- 2-

All the others are purely voluntary coursespulsory for law students only, 
open to all qualifying students in the University especially in Arts, or

even outsiders, should they wash to attend them on terms.
It seems to me, therefore, that there cannot be any valid

course on administrative grounds,» objection to the proposal, except of 

which lie wholly within your 

knowledge of" my own.

jurisdiction and upon which I have noown

Yours very truly,

■



IM.ern.ationa 1_ Relations! Part I. The elements of International uaw 
ai Iecting private interests, citizenship by birth and by statute, naturaliz
ation, immigratio , international boundaries, rivers, canals,
Lawrence Waterway System, Marginal Seas, Territorial Waters, 

e high seas and in foreign ports, ambassadors, consuls, etc.
2 hours per week during the first term.

St.
on

3.

This half year is the present course in International Law and is compulsory 
for all students of Law. (See bulletin of the Law School.)

Part II. _Mpdern__jnternatipna_x_l^w ..and Relations: History, a careful study 
^'e ainong others of the following treaties and conventionsi The

Treaty cf Paris 1856, the Geneva Conventions, the Hague Conventions, Post 
war treaties, the league of Nations and after, Courts of international Law, 
Peace and War.
2 hours per week during the second half -year.

4. MrA.gprudenc^e: The administration of justice as a function of government, 
its relation to the legislature, the constitution of courts, functions of 
judge, jury, counsel and other court officers, the rights of the public, 
the aims of court procedure, arbitration, investigation, the fundamental^ 
0-1 ^aw* crime and civil rights, property, possession, contracts, commerce, 
corporations, banks, money, the rights of employer and employee, forms of 
law, a comparative study of the Roman-French and English systems, codes 
and cases.
2 hours per week during' the year.

5. Roman Law; ft careful,scholarly study of Roman forms of government and law 
and their influence upon modern systems.
3 hours per week during the year.

m

McGill University
MONTREAL

Faculty of Law
Office of the dean July 27th, lgps.

DEPARTMENT OF GOVERNMENT.

1. IMtisMand, American Government: A comparative study of constitutional 
forms of government in Great Britain and the United States. The Govern- 
SSMoOPaiandby President Lowell of Harvard, The Amerlcaaiommonwellth, 
by uoro Bryce, The .Law and_Cus_tom of the Consti t.nt.fnn "by '
c hours per week throughout the

IM-Gpvenment, of_Cang.dai British and American sources. Part 1. External 
reiations: The Crown, the Governor General, the Judicial Committee of 
the Privy Council, Powers of the Imperial Parliament 
institutions of British origin, the growth 
2 hours per week in the first term.

Part^II. Internal relations: A careful study of the B.fl.â. Act, American 
origins, federalism, the Dominion and the provinces, Constitutional -aw. 
c hours per week in the second term.

This^is the present course in Constitutional Law and is compulsory for 
all students of Law. (See Bulletin of the Law School).

Professor Dicey.
year.

2.

overseas, Canadian 
of overseas autonomy.

fc.
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October 2nd, 1923»

Hon. Mr. Justice Martin, 
Judge s *. Chanrbe rs, 
Montreal. *

My dear Chief*Justice Martin

During a conver
sation I had with Mr. A. J. Brown last- Friday 
he told1me that you had outlined to him 
views you held with reference to our LL.B. 
course.

some

He also intimated that you had written 
to me along the same lines and that you were 
surprised at not having received any acknowledg
ment of your letter.

I told Mr. Brown that I had not , received your letter and I would like to give 
you the same assurance. We have searched our 
official records faithfully and there is no trace 
of such a letter from you. I would appreciate 
very much if you would accept this explanation 
of our seeming indifference and will you please 
be good enough to send me a copy of the letter.

1

You may have heard that at the 
meeting the Faculty held last Thursday afternoon 
some steps were taken to consider the LL.B. 
course with a view to making it more effective 
and possibly giving it a new purpose.

With all good wishes, I am, 

Yours faithfully.
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ALBERT J.BROWN,K.C. 
ROBERT C.NTMICMAEL.K.C 
WALTER R.L SHANKS K.C 
LINTON H BALLANTYNE 
F.CURZON DOBELL

GEORGE H.MONTGOMERY. K.C. 
WARW'CK F. CMiPMAN.K.C. 
FRANK B COMMON 

ELDRIDGE CATE 
C.RUSSELL M5KENZIE

9th July, 1923
:

m
Sir Arthur Currie, C.G.M.C.

McGill University, 
MOU T PEAL.

K.C.B. LLB.
bw.
ES1.'

Bear Sir Ar thur : -

re Q.uecec Bar Uxaninations

As you are doubtless interested in the

outcome of the Bar Examinations, held in Quebec last 

week, I beg to advise you that there were in all fifteen 

Candidates holding B.C.L. diplomas from McGill of whom

six were this year’s graduates. Out of these six, five

were admitted, the one who failed to pass having obtained

a very low s tandard at McGill,■
gg

With regard to the nine former graduates,

five got through. On the whole I consider this quite

sati sfactory.I® ■IP■
Yours very truly,

<P. s . v _
1

■■ -.A
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DE CUCHY . PARIS (iXi)2, RUEPIERRE LEPAULLE
LOUVRE 56-4-8

DOCTEUR EN" DROIT 

S.J. D. HARVARD (ETATS-UNIS)

AVOCAT À LA COUR
Aug. 4, /25 .

x •r- aMr C.J.MARTIN ,
Acting Principal,

McGill, UNIVERSITY, 
Mc GUI .

-■>

' j

!

My dear Sir :
i

I thank you very much for your letter 
of July I6th. I cannot say how deeply touched I have 
"been when I learned from you what the professors of 
the law School were willing to do for me. Buu I must 
say that I cannot accept their very kind proposition, 
as I would not wish to he a financial harden to my 
colleagues of Montreal. I cannot express my feelings 
for their generous proposition, and I beg you to tell 
them that I will never forget the proposal they have
made to me.

However, I hope to he some time next
fall at Montreal, and I would he quite willing to

short stay there two or threedeliver during my very 
free lectures.

Yours faithfully,

6-

l

MUiy



McGill
better•way

gettingin everyEvery day
University students"'

* COULDN’T LOCATE
COURT-BOOM; BAIL

ALLOWED TO STAND *

*A **
*■ ** Loo Crestohl, 489 St. Law- 

Boulevard, charged with
* assault on A. Tarte, who failed
* to appear in court this morn-
* ing and whose bail was $100,
* was announced confiscated ap-
* reared this afternoon
* pleaded not guilty. *
* Crestohl explained to the A
* judge that he jpuid not locate
* the court and his explanation
* was accepted, and the bail, *
* therefore, allowed to stand.
* ¥ ¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥

** rence *
*
*
*
*

and *

*•
*

*

and jj
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McGill University
MONTREAL

February Blst, 1923.FACULTY OF LAW
Office of the Dean

The Principal,
McGill University, 

Montreal.:
sDear Mr. Principal, '■MjÈ

Re l.D. Crestohl.

Referring to the enclosed clipping 

which you sent to me some days ago, I have interviewed Mr. 

Crestohl and find that the charge referred to arose out of 

the disorder which occurred in a polling booth in the St. 

Lawrence Ward during the recent provincial elections. Mr. 

Crestohl was one of the scrutineers of this booth, and the 

person who really the started the trouble pointed him out 

subsequently to a policeman as one of those who had been 

concerned in the assault. According to Mr. Crestohl the 

charge was quite unfounded, and this is borne out by the 

fact that when the case came to trial the complainant with

drew the charge.

I
I

■ I

Mr. Crestohl published an explanation 

of the whole matter in the"Jewish Chronicle", which he has 

shown me, but I think we may consider the question closed 

so far as the University is concerned.

Yours faithfully,

6 a. i -v<

■

I
A, I

■1. . ■
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The American Law Institute

COUNCIL 
George E. Alter 
Henry M. Bates 
Benjamin N. Cardozo 
John W. Davis 
Herbert S. Hadley 
William Browne Hale 
James P. Hall 
Learned Hand 
Alexander C. King 
Edward J. McCutchen 
John G. Milburn 
Andrew J. Montague 
Victor Morawetz 
George Welwood Murray 
Emmett N. Parker 
Elihu Root 
Arthur P. Rugg 
Cordenio A. Severance 
Harlan F. Stone 
George W. Wickersham 
Samuel Williston

OFFICERS
Elihu Root, honorary president 

George W. Wickersham, president 

Benjamin N. Cardozo. vice-president 

George Welwood Murray, treasurer

Wm. Draper Lewis, secretary 
3400 Chestnut Street

Philadelphia. Pa.

January 12, 1924.

■M

Sir Arthur William Currie, Dean, 
McGill University Faculty of Law, 
Montreal, Canada.

My dear Sir:

|S'

1

The by-laws of the American Law Institute provide 
that during the continuance of office the Bean of McGill 
University Faculty of Law shall be an ex—officio member of 
the Institute, and we understand that you are the Dean.

In order to insure the accuracy of our list of 
ex-officio members, we shall appreciate it if you will indicate 
on the enclosed post card whether you still hold the office 
of Dean of McGill University Faculty of Law.

«4

a
Sill

.

The Annual Meeting of the Institute will be held
Full informationin Washington, D. C., on Saturday, February 25. 

in regard to the Meeting will be sent to you later in the month.

Yours very truly,

r
Miss Anna M. Judge,

Executive Secretary to the Director.
v

V J:G

1
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GEORGE H MONTGOM ERY, K.C. 
WARWICK F.CHIPMAN.K C. 

FRANKB COMMON 
LINTON H B ALLAN TYNE 
F.CURZON DOBELL

■ ALBERT J BROWN,K.C. 
ROBERT C M'MICHAEL.K.C. 
WALTER R L SHANKS. KC 
ORVILLE S TYNDALE 
ELD RIDGE CATE

y
m llth January, 1S24

C. RUSSELL M'KENZIE

K
LL.i).K.C.B.

Principal of McGill University, 
MONTREAL.

Sir Arthur Currie, G.C.M.G.

Dear Sir Arthur,-

Knowing the interest you take in the Bar

herewith copy of an official 

addressed to the Dean of the Law Faculty. 

Yours faithfully,

Examinations I am enclosing you

letter which I have

dP. s-. x_n
1 enc •

Vi
b '•V
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July 13th, 1923.

.

0, S. Tyndale, Esq 
Dominion Express Building, 
Montreal.

« t

m
.'1

-'At*»/

My dear Tyndale

.Thank you very much for the 
interesting information re the Quebec Bar 
examination»

: 1-s

Cj

I think the results wore highly 
satisfactory and you will permit me to say that 
,/cur work was not the least contributing factor.

V'ith all good wishes, I am.

Yours faithfully, I

:

X

■

■
■

m nun
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CABLES "SREEP- P. O. BOX 578

DAVIDSON. WAIN WRIGHT. ELDER & HACKETT
ADVOCATES, BARRISTERS &C.

TRANSPORTATION BUILDING

ST. J AM ES STREETARNOLD WAINWRIGHT, K.C. 
AUBREY H. ELDER 
F. WINFIELD HACKETT December 5. 1921MONTREAL
W. H. BIGGAR

'

Sir Arthur W. Currie, G.C.M.G.

Principal and Vice-Chancellor, McGill University,

Montreal.

Dear Mr. Principal:-
rS'i

I have your letter of the 28th ulto., 

and as a member of the Faculty of Law appreciate the state

ment of your attitude therein contained.

I quite agree with the views expressed

by you relative to the Deanship of the Faculty.

Yours faithfully

a

.

Y/H

■:



Thank yon very much for your 
regarding Professor Solus.

1 a a referring the question
you further.

letter of August 7th

to the Faculty of Law and will

"Yours faithfully.

Dear 2lr. Le Paul le i-

»

Pierre LePaulle, Esq., 
2 rue de Clichy,
Paris (9e), France.

*

Principal.

September 3rd,1924.

[a /

♦

X
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September 3rd,1924.

//

Hon. Mr. Justice Greenshields, 
Judges’ Chambers,
Court House,
Montreal.

'

Dear Judge Greenshields:~

The Principal would like 
your opinion on the enclosed letter from Pierre 
Lepaulle, whom yotr will remember as having been 
here last year.

Yours faithfully.

t

V/ilfrid Bovey.

■
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FACULTY OF LAW

REPORT ON THE LAW FACULTY OF COLUMBIA
UNIVERSITY

By permission of the Principal and the Acting Dean I spent 
five days (10th to 14th January) in investigating the organisation 
and methods of the Law Faculty at Columbia University. 
Dean Stone and his colleagues spared neither time nor trouble 
in their anxiety to place all information unreservedly at my 
disposal and to make my visit as profitable as possible. I have 
noted below the features which appear to me to be most im
portant, and I will conclude with certain suggestions as to the 
development of our own policy. In making these suggestions I am 
of course aware that our present poverty renders it impossible 
for us to attain immediately the standard of efficiency which 
has been achieved by the great American law schools, but at the 
same time I think it is wise to have a clear vision of our objective 
and to keep it constantly before our minds.

Buildings:—The Law School is housed in Kent Hall, a 
handsome four-storied building, with internal measurements 
on the ground floor of 200 feet by 50. The whole of the ground 
floor, with the exception of the entrance hall, is devoted to the 
reading room of the library. On the second and third floors are 
the lecture rooms, the professors’ private rooms, and a room for 
moot courts. In the top floor are rooms belonging to the Faculty 
of Political Science and other departments whose work is 
or less connected with that of the Law School. In the basement 
are the students’ common room and other accommodation, 
the offices of the “ Columbia Law Review,” and four tiers of 
book stacks containing accommodation for over 100,000 volumes.

Library:—The library contains about 80,000 effective 
volumes, which is approximately half the number contained in 
the Law Library of Harvard University. The amount annually 
spent upon the purchase and binding of books is about $12,000. 
The staff consists of a librarian and ten subordinates of various 
grades. In Kent Hall the ground floor is mainly occupied by

more

3
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the reading room, which contains about 20,000 volumes of those 
books which are in more or less daily request. The library is 
very extensively used by the students, and the number of 
volumes consulted during the session amounts to between 30,000 
and 40,000 a month. This is largely due to the case method of 
teaching, which compels the students to do a large amount of 
library work. The development of the library is planned on 
very scientific principles, each department being added to in 
due proportion. The Librarian, Mr. Hicks, was good enough 
to spend a couple of hours in explaining everything to me, 
and I have noted several points for future use, though I can
not dwell upon them now. At present I will content myself 
with pointing out that the Columbia library is immeasurably 
superior to our own in every department, including those in 
which a Canadian University ought to be specially strong. 
Even m the field of purely Canadian law books their collection 
is very much better than ours, and in all other departments 
there is simply no comparison between the two libraries. It 
seems to me to be a matter for very real reproach that a student 
who wishes to pursue advanced research in the study of Canadian 
or British institutions should be driven to seek his material in 
American rather than in a Canadian library. A very large 
development of our library is necessary if we are to attain even 
an average standard of efficiency. Furthermore our library 
needs to be thoroughly reorganised, properly catalogued and 
placed under the control of the Faculty.

an

mWÜ Staff : The teaching staff consists of nineteen members 
fourteen of whom give the bulk of their time to the work of thé 
Faculty. This does not debar them from consulting work nor 
from an occasional appearance in court in cases involving special 
knowledge, but they are established in the University and do not 
attend law offices. The professors all have private rooms in 
Kent Had, where they are continually avai able for consultation 
both by their colleagues and by their pupils. A great deal of 
valuable literary and research work is produced by the teaching 
staff, both at Columbia and at other leading American law 
schools.

; .

The standard salary for a full professor at Columbia is 
$10,000, but I understand that one or two individuals receive 

The full salary is not usually paid upon first appoint- 
ment, the amount varying in each case according to the arrange- 
ment made with the individual. Appointments are made for 
three years in the first instance, and are then made permanent 
subject to good behaviour and continued efficiency.

more.
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Students:—The total number of students at Columbia 
last session was 543. The majority of these come from New 
York, but a large number come from all over the Union, and a 
few from every part of the world, including Canada. Women 
students are not at present admitted, but this appears to be a 
subject of continual controversy.

Curriculum and Methods of Teaching:—No student is 
admitted unless he is either a graduate or has done at least 
three years college work. The regular course for the degree of 
LL.B. covers three years. The work of the first year is pre
scribed for all students, but in the senior years the students 
allowed a large liberty of choice among different subjects. This 
seems to me to be a very sound arrangement, for it stimulates 
individuality and encourages men to develop their own special 
interests. Special courses are provided for senior students in 
such subjects as Roman Law, Modern Civil Law, Admiralty, 
etc. The total number of courses offered to students in the three 
years is 44.

The teaching is conducted on what is known as the case 
method, as introduced by Langdell at Harvard in 1870, and 
this is applied whether the law under discussion is codified or 
uncodified. New York has now a civil code of her own, and so 
have some other States, while certain parts of the law, such as 
sales and negotiable instruments, are codified in uniform statutes 
throughout nearly the whole of the Union. The case method 
means that the student is compelled to acquire his mastery of 
legal principles through studying the application of those princi
ples in particular cases. There is no formal lecturing of the kind 
in which the professor dictates from a manuscript and the students 
copy down his notes verbatim. Before each lecture the 
given a group of cases to study. The lecture begins by the 
professor calling upon some student for his report upon a parti
cular case. The student then summarises the facts, states the 
decision, explains the reasons for the decision, and adds any 
criticism that he may feel disposed to offer. Other students are 
then called upon for their opinions, and the professor controls 
the whole discussion, which he winds up by giving an analysis 
of the legal principle involved in the judgment. An hour of 
class work usually covers the discussion of three or four cases in 
this manner.

It is impossible in these notes to give a full description and 
criticism of the case method of instruction. The best analysis 
of the system is contained in the report made in 1914 by Pro
fessor Redlich of the University of Vienna, and published by the 
Carnegie Trustees. I would venture to suggest that all the

are

men are
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members of this Faculty should make a careful study of Dr. 
Redlich’s report and consider the applicability of the American 
method to our own teaching. * It is sufficient for me to say here 
that I agree with the conclusions at which he has arrived, and I 
think that the system, subject to the reservations which he 
mentions, should be adopted in our own school, each teacher, 
of course, being left a wide discretion as to the method of handling 
his particular subject.

I must say that I was extremely impressed with the 
thusiasm of the students, the quality of their work, and the high 
standard set by the examinations. There is no roll call taken 
at the lectures, so that attendance is entirely voluntary. Never
theless there is hardly any evasion of lectures, for the simple 
reason that the student who cuts lectures cannot possibly keep 
abreast of the work. Under the system of dictated lectures he 
can borrow the notes of a fellow student, and we all know that 
among our own men typewritten copies of the notes are cir
culated from hand to hand. Under the case method of teaching 
this kind of slovenliness is impossible. Nor did I notice among 
the Columbia students any of the newspaper reading and other 
forms of inattention with which we are familiar. At Columbia 
the student who is not sufficiently interested to give his mind 
to the lecture is quite at liberty to stay away.

The examinations are conducted upon the same principle. 
Nearly all the questions consist of practical problems, which the 
student is required to solve, giving at the same time full 
for the decision at which he arrives. Obviously this system 
leaves no room for the type of student who gets through an 
examination by the parrot-like reproduction of lecture notes 
committed to memory at the last moment. The only student 
who can pass the examinations is the man who both knows his 
law and is able to apply it in particular instances.

Relations to the Bar:—In the State of New York the Bar 
holds its own examinations and gives no credit for the possession 
of any University degree. The only concession is that which 
permits attendance at a law school (whether in a University 
or elsewhere) to be reckoned as equivalent to a period of ap
prenticeship in an office. The same holds true of most other 
States, and in general it may be said that admission to the Bar 
can be obtained on fairly easy terms. In one State—Indiana—

en-

reasons

I
.

*Upon this subject reference may also be made to Lord Bryce’s American 
Commonwealth (1910 edition), vol, ii, pp. 670-671, and to two articles by 
Dr. Hazeltine in the Law Quarterly Review for October, 1917, and Tanuarv 
1918.
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the constitution even forbids the Bar to exact any other quali
fication than the possession of a good moral character. From 
this it follows that the American law schools must stand or fall 
by their own merits, since they have no privileged position and 
derive no support from any special relation to the Bar. Men 
come to Columbia, not because it helps them to pass their 
Bar examinations, but because it makes them efficient lawyers. 
This is fully recognised in the profession. Dean Stone shewed 
me a large file of letters, from which I learned that all the best 
law firms in the country, as well as the Federal and State govern
ments, are continually asking for men who are recommended by 
the Law Faculty of Columbia. To that we can offer no parallel. 
Such inquiries are very nearly unknown at McGill. The average 
practitioner in Montreal appears to attach no importance to the 
work which a man does at McGill or to the opinion of the Faculty 
upon his abilities.

Other Activities of the Faculty:—Students have many 
facilities for availirig themselves of the advantages offered by 
other departments of the University and in particular by the 
Faculty of Political Science, which is one of the strongest de
partments of Columbia. In this Faculty the study of law is 
combined with that of history, economics, and other forms of 
political and social science, the general purpose being to train 
students for journalism, teaching, and the various branches of the 
fStiblic service.

A fund, known as the “Legislative Drafting Research Fund,” 
has been donated to the University for the promotion of the 
scientific study of legislative drafting and for the collection of 
materials relating thereto. Under the unavoidable complexity 
of a federal system such an office can perform an important public 
service, and its guidance is being continually sought by the 
numerous legislatures of the country. The fund also offers 
special opportunities to advanced students who wish to study 
legislative methods or to carry on research work in connection 
therewith.

The Faculty does all in its power to encourage intercourse 
with other Universities, both in the States and elsewhere, and 
its members take a prominent part in the general intellectual 
life of the nation. The free circulation of men and ideas is 
evidently much more highly developed in the States than it is in 
Canada. The Association of American Law Schools pro vidés a 
means by which the members of the principal law faculties in the 
country can meet once a year for the discussion of problems of 
common interest. The summer sessions of the Universities

I
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offer further opportunities for teachers and students to move 
about among the various schools and gain a wider outlook than 
can be obtained in any one place. Lastly the Institute of Inter
national Education, which is a Federal body created during the 
war, furnishes machinery for the interchange of teachers and 
students between the United States and foreign countries. There 
were no Canadian names on the lists kept by this body, so I ven
tured to give my own, at the same time expressing my belief that 
McGill wrould be willing to co-operate in any such work.

The “Columbia Law Review” is one of several excellent 
legal periodicals well known in the States and elsewhere. It is 
managed entirely by the students, but obtains frequent contribu
tions from the leading jurists of Europe and America. One of its 
chief features is the scientific discussion and criticism of recent 
cases, and its opinions are frequently cited in the courts. Similar 
reviews are maintained by the other leading law schools of the 
country. In Canada I am sorry to say that we have not a single 
legal periodical of anything like the same standard.

Conclusions : I will conclude these observations by 
indicating briefly the policy which I think <ve should ourselves 
pursue if we really wish to raise our Faculty to a position of 
equality with the great law schools of the United States. In 
making these suggestions I do not forget that in some respects 
the pursuit of our ideals must for the present be greatly ham
pered by lack of funds.

(1) We should endeavour to have a much larger staff of 
professors who give their main time and attention to the work of 
teaching. In saying this I do not mean to cast any reflection 
upon those of our colleagues whose time is mainly occupied with 
other activities. On the contrary the University owes them a 
very real debt of gratitude for the amount of time and trouble 
which they bestow upon the work of this Faculty. What I do 
mean is that the work of a professor, properly considered, is of a 
kind which demands the full attention of any man, no matter how 
able or distinguished he may be. Professorial teaching involves 
much more than the delivery of formal lectures. In the first 
place it requires continual study, and this study should range 
over a wide field. Secondly, the professor should be in daily 
touch with his colleagues, and should also be readily accessible 
to his students. Thirdly, it is essential, if a law school is to 
maintain its reputation in the profession and in the world of 
learning, that the teaching staff should be able to make some 
contributions of value to legal literature. Fourthly, he should 
be able to interest himself in the general policy of the University

8



and to take his part in all matters of common University 
From what I have said it follows that the salaries, although they 
cannot of course compete with the large incomes earned by busy 
practitioners, should be sufficient to attract men of good standing 
and proved practical ability. In appointing full time professors 
it is necessary to be on our guard against men of a purely aca
demic and theoretical type of mind who will not command the 
confidence of the profession in general.

(2) It is necessary to reconsider our methods of teaching 
and examination. I do not wish to force my own opinions upon 
the Faculty, and I would therefore suggest that other members 
of our staff should endeavour to visit the chief American law 
schools and make a careful study of the methods which are there 
employed. So far as the case system is concerned, I would point 
out that it has made its way in the States entirely by virtue of its 
own intrinsic merits. It has met with much prejudice and 
opposition, but in the course of fifty years it has now won its 
way to almost universal acceptance. Of course it is not a cast 
iron system, and individual teachers can handle it in different 
ways according to their own judgment. The essential principle 
of it is that men should be compelled to use their own brains 
instead of being merely spoon fed by the lecturer. At any rate 
I would suggest that we should entirely discard the old-fashioned 
method of dictating lectures, and adopt the principle that nothing 
should be taught by lecture which can be equally well given in 
print. Students should be encouraged to take an active part in 
the work of the class-room, instead of merely copying down the 
professor’s notes. Similarly our examinations should be set so 
as to test the student’s grasp of legal principles instead of merely 
finding out how far he has succeeded in memorising his lecture 
notes. From what I have said it follows that we should raise our 
standard of admission so as to exclude those students who are 
intellectüally unfitted or unprepared to profit by such a course of 
study. In all the principal American schools the students 
now required to be of graduate standing.

(3) We should endeavour to do everything in our power to 
promote both personal intercourse and the exchange of ideas 
between ourselves and the other Universities of Canada and the 
United States. I would recommend our joining the Association 
of American Law Schools, if they will accept us, and taking an 
active part in its annual meetings. We should try to arrange for 
the delivery of lectures here by distinguished teachers from 
elsewhere, and at the same time assist our own staff to visit 
other Universities.

concern.
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(4) Every effort should be made to obtain a permanent 
building suitable to our needs and in keeping with the dignity 
of the University. I do not think it is necessary to labour this 
point, but I will remark in passing that it is essential to have our 
library under our own roof. The library itself should be ex
panded to the utmost limit which our funds will allow and placed 
under the charge of our own librarian.

(5) My next suggestion rather concerns the University. 
At present McGill provides comparatively little teaching in those 
subjects which are dealt with elsewhere by the Faculties of 
Political Science. I would suggest that the scope of this depart
ment should be greatly enlarged and that it should work in the 
closest possible co-operation with our Faculty, the students of 
each Faculty being encouraged to avail themselves of the teaching 
provided by the other.

(6) In a memorandum submitted to the Principal last 
term I urged the establishment at McGill of a University Press 
on the lines of those which are successfully operated by the 
leading Universities of Europe and America. In the event of this 
proposal being carried into effect I think the Faculty should 
undertake to publish through the University Press a Law Review 
which shall give an opportunity for the expression of educated 
legal thought in Canada and thus assist in the development of a 
genuinely Canadian legal literature.

These observations and suggestions are submitted with all 
respect for the consideration of the Governors and the Faculty of 
Law.

.

K

w\
I
1

HERBERT A. SMITH,
Secretary of the Faculty.

8® Faculty of Law, McGill University, 
19th January, 1921.
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OFFICE OF THE PRIME MINISTERr* *,
tr «araà.--.:'.1-.:.-.. PROVINCE OF QUEBEC

QUEBEC, December 9th, 1920.

General Sir Arthur Currie,
Principal of McGill "University,

381, Sherbrooke Street West, 
Montreal.

My dear general,

I am sending you herewith the enclo

sure which should have accompanied my letter of the 6th of

December. It is the textual translation of the letter I was

referring to.

May I repeat that I am not ready to 

see in this any evidence of discrimination at McGill Universi

ty between Anglo-Canadian and French-Canadian students. But

it may be a good thing that you should be kept informed as 
to the present matter.

Yours very sincerely,

IAT/ JC 
Enc.

/It. ^2/3 I

c
.v-f , r i <L C. z> ^ k *

/0-C&/7 A??. TuJLÆJ-Om. f
i

iXL
///

/ x.
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uebec, 9 December, 1920.

. As it is important for 
tne maintenance of good understanding between our French 
and English Universities in Montreal that no one, in either 
or them, should be under any discrimination on account of 
.jio nationality or creed, i feel that X must bring to *rour 
attention an instance of what appears to be a case of dis
crimination.

_ „ ,,, °ne young student by the
of Versailles, although holding the first rank and 

deserving as such a scholarship for Paris, has been refused 
that scholarship and given 500.00 as a compensation. Cir
cumstances would tend to show that Versailles was discrimi
nated against on account of his nationality and creed. 1 
v/as under the impression that French-Canadians stood 
footing with inglo— Manao.ians at McOill University.

name

on equal

, » + j- _ T n_ A t would be most unfortunate
il the facus I am alluding to were given publicity in our •rara as the in-brought immediately before General Currie who 
understand, is a iair-minded and straightforward

case 
I am given to 

man.
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December 
Si hth 
1930.

Hon. L. A. îssoheroau, 
Prime Minister, 
Province of .ue’iee, 
uebec, P. .-

Dear Mr*. Prime Minister:-

I have the honour to 
acknowledge receipt of your letter of the 6th 
of December, but you neglected to make the 
enclosure referre to.

I should appreciate very much if 
will forward me the translation of the letter 

I have no knowledge, hat ever,
you
received by you. 
of any discrimination between Anglo-Canadian 
and French-Canadian students and I shall welcome 
the opportunity of refuting any evidence of such 
discri ination.

With the most cordial recipro
cation of your sentiments.

,
Z

Ever yours faithfully.

■ I

'

Principal.

\

.
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r * * I OFFICE OF THE PRIME MINISTER

.4;;W w PROVINCE OF QUEBEC

uebec, 6 December, 1920.
A

■

General Sir Arthur Currie,
Principal, LcGill University,

381, Sherbrooke Street West, 
-ontreal.

I.îy dear General,m

____ „ , . , othing is more unpleasant
cUi,. questions brought up on account of nationto me than to have 

ality or creed.

McGill University t^ -u , . :7hen 1 Paid my tribute tosnirif Of the Uroad-mmdedness and the true Canadian

dLcrSS^bet ’^^TfôvmSdX ?eprSfoh to iSll 0f 
studeitsï 6 between Anglo-Canadian and French-Canadian

I feel bound, however, to 
a letter, translation of which I am en- 

T received from an old acquaintance of mine 1
ny friend

bring to your notice 
closing, which I have 
in Montreal, 
to set 
attention.

is sitrm-jy to rvr,D „ * T'y purpose in all thisto rtpSrn Prevent any undue publicity that miglit be unfair
taken up during the coming session when Legislature will be called 

co your Centenary Fund.
our

upon to confirm our contribution

Ixours very sincerely,

d5ï/0

■:

■ .in
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OFFICE OF THE PRIME MINISTER

mm
PROVINCE OF QUEBECw

uebec, 15 December, 1950.

General Sir Arthur Currie,
Principal, McGill University, 

Montreal.

My dear General,
I am very much obliged

I may say that your 

xite satisfactory and I will be most happy !

to you for yours of the 13th instant, 

explanations are 
to communicate them to my correspondent.

7
xours sincerely,

i
. a.

■
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December
Thirteenth

1920.
v

Hon. L. A. Taschereau, 
Premier. Province of. uebeo.

■
Dear Mr. Premier:-

With further reference to the 
communication yon received intimating that dis
crimination between French and English exists 
at McGill University, and giving the case of a 
student oy the name of Versailles as evidence 

Oj. such contention, let me now recite for your 
information the facts of this case:

I quote an extract from the will 
the late Sir William Macdonald:

'I bequeath the sum of :20,000. to 
’’establish a permanent travelling 
'scholarship for the purpose of 
^enabling thé English-speaking law 
students to take a course of study 
in France, as I deem it of great 

"'importance that the English- 
speaking members of the Law pro
cession should be proficient in 
"the French language,n

In conformity with the terms of 
vnis bequest, it was held that Versailles was 
not eligible for the scholarship, but as a reward 
to ’ im for his standing in the class, a special 
scholarship to the value of ^500. was- given him. 
..ather than being blamed for any discrimination 
the Governors should be commended for giving 
Versailles assistance in a way which was not set 
forth as one of the regular prizes.

I

m
May I also quote an extract from 

a letter which I received from the Honourable 
Athanase David. The letter is dated " .uebeo, 
July, 22, 1920, and in it I read:

/
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2Hon. L.À. Taschereau,

"Prompted moreover, by the recent 
"and most generous•action of the McGill 
"authorities towards Mr. M. Versailles, 
"and being anxious to reciprocate in 
"some way, X woul insist that uh© 
'student you suggest should be of English 
"descent,"

I anxious- that you should 
receive this letter to-day, because I know you 

in Montreal and perhaps, before you leave 
you will find time to correct the erroneous 
impression which exists in the mind of the writer 
of the letter to you.

are

In conclusion I would like to give 
you the' assurance that McGill University seeks 
at all times to promote the best possible liaison 
and good feeling between- the french-speaking and 
'mulish-speaking residents of .uebec.* 1 am very 
roach obliged for you bringing the matter to my 
attention.

; ith all good v. Lshes, I am, dear
; \

Ever yours faithfully,

-

Principal.

. I am more than sorry that a previous engagement 
will prevent my hearing your address at the 
Canadian Club to-day.

■P.S

:
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March
Fourth
1922.

Hou. J.Perrault, 
Bâtonnier- gérerai, 
uebec, ue.

■

Bear Tir:-

lu respo ;e to your letter of 
February 21st, I have the honour to nominate as 
the representatives of McGill University the 
Hon. Mr. Justice Martin and Prof es 'or Tyndale.

nhese gentlemen «ill hold them
selves in* readiness to meet the members ox the 
Council of the Bar at a time and place to be 
named by you.

:-k

P'V

:

Yours faithfully,

Principal.

Î'V 1

■

1

/
■I

1
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MINISTERS OFFICE,
DEPARTMENT OF COLONIZATION, MINES 8c FISHERIES, 

PROVINCE OF QUEBEC .
\

W

QUEBEC, February 21st 1922

Sir Arthur W. Currie, G.C.M.G., 

Principal and Vice-Chancellor, 

McGill University,

MONTREAL.

Sir,
i beg to acknowledge receipt of your 

letter of the 14th instant, the contents of which

has been carefully noted.

If you will kindly name a representative 

or representatives of your University, I will ask the 

University of Montreal and the Laval University to do 

the same and I will then call a general meeting of 

the Council of the Bar, in the course of the month 

of April, at which the question referred to in your 

letter can be considered.

I

With best wishes, believe me,

Yours faithfully,

Bâtonnier general,
y/.

m

v//

1

i
I
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! March
Fourth
1932.

?he Rector, 
Université Laval, 
jiehec, F. ...

My dear Rector
In further reference to my letter 

F eh mar y. I have the honour to _ . 
report that MoSill University has nominated as its 

es, to meet the Council of the Bar, 
justice Trrtin and >rofe or Tyndale.

e shall he pleased-to have the^ 
Université Laval co-operate with us in this matter.

. Ur' the

■
Yours faithfully,

■ ;r

Principal.

:
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March
Fourth
1932.

t

The Rector,
Urlverslty of Montreal, 
Montreal.

Dear ir:-

In further reference to ray letter 
of February 14th I beg to report that McGill 
University has nominated as its representatives, 
to meet the Council of the Par, the ion. Mr. 
Justice Martin and Profen or Tyndale.

Ye shall be pleased to have the 
University of ortreal co-operate with us in this 
matter.

*

• Yours faithfully.

I

Principal.

I
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c: on ;:i durable at ten lion»
&‘W of the;-© candidates throe diversities of the

faculties may bo their application of the

o- training and examining practice of 1st» should work in apod common principles, I am 
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The prescribed curriculum "ow require» attendance 
at courses amounting to 960 lectures Instead of 

. the 786 demanded by Article 62 of the .h7-laws of 
the Tar. 'Co vol • any poraibie iaisapprehension 
I may add that this increase, In no far as uebeo 
stud onto ire concerned, is entirely in subjects 
proscribed by the ■ ' r regulations, and that no civil 
law students are required to attend any lectures upon 
common law topics*

it
therefore lie, -not in oar respective vie s of the 
policy which should govern admiseion, but in our 
Application of the tests to deter-line the fitness 
o. the candidates* X a, enclosing h»*«wtth specimens 
of examination papers recently set to students in 

tew Faculty, i*voa which you v-ill oee t -t thecertainlyiod in the
examination for --dviis ion to study* • s yon dll .soo, 
we eeek to ascertain ~ot only how far the "<indent 
has succeeded in ;:,emori2!ing the provisions o : the .
:ode and 01.her statutes, but also his intellectwu

'

"■ *e ■ "hi • tali a

our
m

m.

in r-endir.--' you the ce v.per? ; do not •
wish to suggest any criticism of the papers set in 
the Bar examinations. For the present I am content

of common concern
to the profession nd to the jnivoreities, and that 
a solution of the difficulty can beat be found by 
common action* 'l *ht I the rt.fc -■> suggest the convenir*.- of a tom-nitiee in which the Bar council and 
the three law faculties of the -’revInco should all 
be represented? Chic committee should be empowered

<ion and to make such 
recommendations . ”5 if '..dadit think fit*

I

IIPIiStl _________ _____________________ _
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sPel) ruary 
Fourteenth 

1922.

5. lauthier,
lector, University of Montreal, 
Montreal.

My dear lector:-
Î am enclosing herewith a copy 

of a letter which I have addressed to the Eon. J. ;. Perrault, Bâtonnler-Genéral of the Bar of 
the j rovince of puebee.

May I venture to hope that in the • 
matters mentioned therein MoSill University will 
receive the cordial support and co-operation of 
the University of Montreal? There is no doubt 
that an unsatisfactory condition of affairs has 
arisen and that the time has come when the 
statutory regulations governing admission to the 
Ear of this Province should he amended.

Believe me, my dear Sir,
;ver yours faithfully.

Principal.

■

m
:

ItmmH!

m
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February
Fourteenth

1922.

The Reotor,
Laval University, 
uoheo, ?,

ly dear Rector:- I

of a letter ;mverGlo^inp herewith a copy
lx j. oxter .»nich 1 have addre^ad + ~ +*,,, -J.3. Perrault, Batomler-Sc^l of B-r ^ 
the Province of uehec. h B r of

matters meatlonêTtherêïn £4?^? thftt 1,1 the reoeive the ooïdïal suroôrt ^ 2* Ur,lrarRl>7 "HI 
létal University? "fhoi-e iî ®"d,“°C;p”aila” ol 
unsatisfactory condition nf POul3t that an
re^ulationsLov C 0cne ”her *h« statutory11

H

Believe m®. my dear actor.

Sver yours faithfully,

I
Sm

______________ BnunonH —

\

Principal.

as
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QUEBEC BAR EXAMINATION

The written part of the final Bar examination consists of

All are expected to be answered, ahdsome thirty-six questions.

Two or three questions only arethe time allotted is six hours.

alrotted to each subject, and the student has to pass in every

Success is obtained by the student who happens to havesubject.

memorised the sections of the Code or other ststute dealing with

For example the subject of "Constitutionalthe subject matter, 

and Administrative Law" is supposed to be covered by the two

following questions
(1)-What are the rules governing the disavowal of Federal 

and Provincial statutes?

$2) -When does the seat of a senator become vacanjs?
ques

Each of these x&xtions can be answered correctly by the student

memorised ss. 55-57 and 31 of the B.N.A.who happens to have
There is no attempt to test th student's knowledge of the 

distribution of Federal and Provincial powers or any other of
Act.

the leading principles of our constitution.

The rest of the paper proceeds in the same manner. 

al the only crime about which a question is asked is the some-

In procedure we find 

such ; question as : - "In what cases are the courts obli ;ed to sit 

between June 30th and September l|t?"

I believe that then are very fçw judges or leading practi

tioners in Montreal who would not fail in at least one part of a

In crimin

what rare offence of a. criminal libel.

/paper composed upon these lines.

!

I
magaaiü

.

H

.

__________________________________________
■
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Nov. 11th, 1925.

Ki;:

Mÿ dear Mr. Principal : --

I duly received yours of yesterday* s
fi

date, with reference to a petition to the Bar Association 
of the Province of Quebec, asking that certain changes be 

by the finalmade with respect to the subjects covered 

examination for Admission to Practice. I regret if my
signature to that petition has in any way disturbed you. Some
years ago - and a good many - when I was a member of the

: Council of the Bar, I, with some others, 

bring about practically the
urged and sought to 

same change as is now sought.
We were not successful, but I am still of opinion that the 

changes are desirable, and I shall do what I can to bring these 

changes about; at the same time, 

the petition of the Petitioners will
I have no doubt whatever that 

not meet with success.

I want particularly, a,nd with emphasis to sssure
you, that in signing the petition I did not sign the 
the Dean of the Faculty of Law, 

the Court of King's Bench.

same as
or even as a Judge of 

I was asked to let it appear 
that I was a Judge of the King's Bench and Dean of the

1
Faculty of Law.I I did not for one moment intend to speak

|
m
m ifflHnHnm . ‘ :
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2.
either for one or for the other, hut to give my personal 

support to the prayer of the petition, 

the document, and will make it perfectly clear that I sppke 

for and represented no one hut myself, 

therefore, appear on the petition that I am in any way 

connected with the Law Faculty of McGill, either as Dean or

I have s ent for
Vm•1

It will not,m

IP
Professor,

I am leaving tomorrow for Quebec and will return only 

at the beginning of the week, when I shall take the first 

opportunity of seeing you. I understand that some other 
members of our Faculty have signed the petition, but of that

'

I am not certain

I am afraid you exceeded the prescribed limit 

as to the number of daily speeches while you were on your 

Western trip.

With kind regards,
pH 1 remain,

Sir Arthur Currie, 
Principal

McGill University,City.

Yours sine ■y

P.S, So certain am I that the petition -will be 
refused, and so little importance do I attach to my 
signature, that if you wish me I shall withdraw it, as 
I am at perfect liberty to do.
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November 29th, 1921.

a*My dear Sir Arthur

I teg to acknowledge receipt of yours 

of the 28th inst. with enclosures as therein stated. I
3£

also received a letter from Mr. Lighthall. I have not yet

answered it, tut when I do I shall take the liberty of 

sending you a copy of my reply. In the meantime, I

quite approve of what you said in your answer, and the

manner in which it was said.

Yours faithful f

Sir Arthur Currie,

Principal McGill University,
m

City.
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January 23th, 1921.

My dear Sir Arthur

It would appear from reports I have 

considérable talk about the result 

examinations, and that talk, in some 

I understand, has reached a point of adverse

received, that there is

of therecent Ear

instances, 

criticism as to our Faculty 0Lav.

that I should writeI thought it only proper

full information as possible in the matter.you and give you as

as sometimes happens, that tnose 

least about the subject master of

I am afraid,

who are talking most know 

their Denversation.

the General Secretary of the 

number of candidates at the 

, and the

I have written to

Bar for a statement showing the

examination ; from what University they oane up

not received that statementI haveproportion that failed, 

yet, and as I am going to Quebec to hold Court there, ar.u max-

m
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be away for some days, I thought it best to write you, even

in the absence of the statement, which I would prefer to have

had and sent to you.

Subject possibly to slight modifications,

my information is, that thirty six students presented themselves

for examination for admission to practice. Of these six were

graduates of McGill ; thirty were graduates of Montreal

University, in Montreal, or Lavel University, in Quebec. Of

that total number, eighteen were successful, - two McGill men

The percentageand sixteen from the other two Universities.

of successful candidates is one-third for McGill, and a trifle

over one-half for the other two.

I do no t believe that this percentage or

proportion would induce the conclusion that any partiality or

favoritism was shown by the Examiners. That is not my explana-

I am, however, satisfied of this, that 

out of thirty six men holding law degrees from these Universi-

tion of the result.

ties, more than eighteen were qualified under proper examination

tc be admitted to the practice of Law.
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I find thatThere is something wrong somewhere.

I havein the examination papers set by the Examiners, 

taken communication of these examination papers, and I make

the;/ disclose

wrong

observations with respect to them; First

part of those responsible for the questions, utter 

want of knowledge of the art (if it may be so

two

on the

ignorance or

called) of examining students with a 

knowledge upon any subject; Secondly : I am.

view of testing their

satisfied that if

submitted to the practisingthese examina.ticn papers were

cent of them would failmembers of the Montreal Bar, fifty per

to pass.

the almost completeIn order to impress upon you

helplessness of our Faculty to do anything in t;..e m<-t ver, I

not familiar with

selected or named:

proceed to explain to you ( in case you

the procedure) how these Examiners

On the first of May of each year, the members of

are

are

of the Province (and there are some tenthe various local Bars

or twelve in number) elect their officers, including what is

These officers and Councilknown as the "Council of the Bar".

"A

m1 pmmh' PS

H
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elected "by the vote of the members of the Bar, and as a
When these Bodies are

are
rule there is considerable competition.

they proceed to choose or select a nunibei c- men to
They may he selected from the members of

elected,
act as Lav/ examiners.

from members of the Bar who are not on thethe Council, or
It is in the selection of these men that great care 

I am sorry to say - with possibly one 

the selection made last May of the Examiners

Council.

should be exercised.

or two exceptions - 
from this district was most unfortunate,* and from in-or .ia ~~cn

I have been able to obtain, the selection made from other
I could mention adistricts was not more happy or fortunate, 

number of Examiners who had to do with the last examination^ tna u

The result was,are utterly and entirely unfit for the office, 

the preparation of examination papers which a

might answer as well, if not better
who knew something about the principles of law

well taught parrot

than an intelligent well

trained student
The man who started cut torather than the text of the Code, 

memorize the Articles of our Code, without understanding their 

meaning, would return a much better paper than tne boy who

used his head and nothis memory.

:m■■ ism' ISÜi

.

Is$mmo B■

.
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We had not on that Board of Examiners a member of

teaching Staff. We should have had one, and had I been 

Acting Dean at the time of their selection, and my attention 

I have no doubt I could have secured the desired 

it was not done, and I believe we

our

drawn to it
appointment. However, 
suffered in consequence,- not, I repeat, that there was 

favoritism, but his influence would have been directed to 

submitting questions which would amount uo an intelligent

I shall do my best -if I am hereof a student’s knowledge, 
at the next selection- to see that our Faculty is prope^ly

represented.

f the Governors (whose name I withhold)One o
reported to me a conversation had with one of his Colleagues on

The latter happens to be a member of thethe governing Board.
Bar. This worthy, and, more or less, learned member of the 

governing Board, speaking with utter ignorance of the facts, 

gleefully pointed to the results of the January examinations

condemnation for what he called "the innovation introducedas a
into the Law Faculty in the shape of a teaching course on the

common law."

___________________ ___________ ■ . ' 1- '■

■
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At the time this report came to me, I was greatly

impressed, and am still, with the unfairness of the criticism

made to a fellow Governor, who knows nothing whatever about the
os ■

teaching in the Lav: Faculty, or about the personnel of the

teachers. It does seem to me that it would have been "playing

cricket" if he had come to me, or to some other member of the

Faculty, and got the true facts before he proceeded with his

adverse reflections.

As a matter of fact, I believe I am absolutely 

correct when I say, that of the fou^ men graduates of McGill / 

who failed in that examination, not one of them spent three 

hours of his ime in the study of the common law of England

during his course.

However much you may have been disturbed ( and I 

regret it exceedingly) over these reports, I assure you, and I

make the statement with all the emphasis that words can give,

that the teaching of the civil Law in our Faculty has not

relaxed one iota. I am perfectly satisfied with the ability
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The members whomthe loyalty of the entire Staff.

have been replaced, aw*-1 believe

devotion and

have lost by resignations 

teaching their respective subjects as 

did their predecessors, and I say

we
thoroughly.and as ably 

this with profound respect
are

as

for those who have left us.

inclined to dispose of this aspect of theI am

criticism by the remark, that it is due entirely a mis

state of facts and an 311-

subject concerning which the best

the Faculty have given careful

apprehension or ignorance of the true 

digested consideration of the 

and most devoted members of

deliberation.

cf the future of McGill1 s Lav/I am not fearful

confident that there is not a Law school in

for future activities,
Faculty. I am

Canada better fitted to prepare young men 

in the practice of law or 3 n cognate walks of life.

I am afraid I am trespassing, to the verge of

My excuse is, theboredom, on the time of a very busy man.

A
*.
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conviction that you should, at least, receive such information 

as is available ; and the further excuse I offer in the fact 

that I feel very keenly what I consider the”unjust criticism”. 

I am jealous of the reputation and standing of McGill.

SB

Upon my return from Quebec, if you could spare me 

the time, I should like an interview, when perhaps I might 

supplement this letter hy further information that I may 

obtain.

With renewed excuses,

I beg to remain,

Yours faithfully, *

General Sir Arthur Currie,

Principal McGill University,

City.

■



feptemper 
Twenty-second 

1921 =

Professor H. A. Smith, 
Faculty of Law,
McGill University,

Dear Professor Palth:-

Thank you for the suggestion 
contained in your letter of September 21st,

I do not consider it would be 
advisable to change from part-time professors to 
full-time at one fell swoop. You kno. that the 
next thing I have in my mind to do for the 
increased efficiency of the Law course is to add

I should bea full-time professor In Oivil Law, 
glad If you will keep your eyes and ears open 
and suggest to me the names of any raen whom you 
think would be d sirable additions to our staff.

Yours, faithfully,

Principal.

■

m
m
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November 
~v?e^ty-eighth 

1921.'

_. . _$’or myself, I would rot like to
subscribe to the principle that those who are 
responsible for the examination of McGill 
graduates for admission to the Bar she Id s e 

^ -mare is ai: ays the same percent ge 
of .nglxsh-spe&king stud nte admitted as of 
reych-speaking stud nts. Our only reaponsi- 

61 a...*88 seeing that Bar examinations are 
connue tea in a fair and impartial manner, and 
that our graduates possess sufficient knowledge 
of law to enable them to pass the Bar examination*

» ,, 1 to aeknorledge receipt
?Z ?0UIi-leJter of T°vem^er 26th, and rill refer 
it vO the Jean for such action as the Faculty of 
Law considers necessary.

■

w

Bear Mr. Lighthall:-

f

»

Yours faithfully.
/

Principal.
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.. /^////w/ November 26th, 1921

Sir Arthur Currie, 
Principal,McGill University 
City

Dear Sir ; -

As the January Bar examinations are now approaching,

I respectfully call your attention to the question of specially 

watching over the interests of the students of the McGill

Faculty of Law, so that the injustice they suffered in the July 

examination whereby only 41 per cent of English were allowed 

to pass,compared with 72 per cent of the French.be not repeat

ed.

■

The friends of our students will not be satisfied wi. th out 

anf equal percentage of English being passed.

I am,dear sir,

Faithfully yours.

W - \ I
z

w-

mym.

i

I

5Ü
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mste-
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Hovendor 10th, 1925.

Hon * Mr. Justice Greenshloide. Judges * Chanters,
The Court House,
Montreal.

My dear Sean:-

TktïTÀl* -^entS
s n^îiïiïz1'*

it ' ^ ^Sûosixug that the la tter tody drop
£“l StaL^'Sr*5 :uch « EcLn Law,Law, eta. 7’ l° Int^rnzitlcKcl la*. Oomtltutioncl

ne

n_ _4 . - bave heard that your name appearsTf tnîTT/ïJ0 TthiS p0titioa- ’"i11 you please tell7 «i ftîr û°- If y°u hrve «$S»6 1 pr sn.no it is in
E ';Udgo and not as Dean of the Faculty

it thouch* y°u Vlll appreciate,
qL:® 10r you speak on natters of local
head nï ?J/irh0nt refGrenoe to the position you hold as 
neaa oj. the Law Faculty.

me

.. 1 should think such a petition
would carry much more weight if endorsed by the Law 
j-aou!ties of the Universities than as a petition from 

s ruaent-body» whoso wisdom in suoh matters might be
questioned. 1 should like to see you some time about 
tills »

With kindest wishes,

Yours faithfully.

‘ ,1 E "
I

ï;.-:yFM .
w ■ v y»"

III
.

■:

sK



Re ruebec Bar Examinations.

My dear Sir Arthur:

■;

i

A

y 5 3

Feb.6th,1922.

Sir Arthur Currie, 
Principal,

McGill University, 
Montreal.
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2.

examiners, who entirely disarm rove of his nrofessed attitude. 
There are two or three points that I do not think advisable 
to discuss in a letter but which I should like to talk 
with you sometime.

i
over

I may add, however that when discussing the 
probable causes for the trop in the averare s tar.dard of can
didates lor practice at the Bar, the Laval nrofessors stated 
that the students now are not riving the same attention to 
their studies as_ students did a. few years ami. They spoke 
of a number of distractions inside and outside the University 
that take up the time of the students and draw their attention 
away from their studies. Of these, athletics play a relative
ly small part in Laval University, but the social" side of the 
student life seems to have developed somewhat as it has in 
McGill to the distinct detriment of serious study. I was told 
that, for these reasons, it was extremely difficult to maintain 
the old standard in the University, and that there are in con- 
seouence.a much larger number of failures in the University 
examinations than there were formerly. They recognize that 
it is easier for a student to pass examinations in the Univer- 

at the Bar, because (l) he has the guidance of his 
in the fiel upon which he is to be"examine and h 

in v aoiy comes to k ow what his professor deems mos impor 
tant and is therefore likely to ask questions about; (2) in 
the Univers tv only one subject is dealt with on each examina
tion paper, whereas there are four or five subjects on each of 
the two papers at the Bar examinations, with resultant confusion 
m the minds of all but the best prepared students; (3) the Uni
versity examinations are spread over a number of days or even 
weeks, whereas the Bar examinations, covering the same field, 
are crowded.into a single day; and (4) the pass mark of the 
University is never more than 50%, whereas the pass mark at 
the Bar for the three principal fields of Law, namely, Civil, 
criminal and Civil Procedure, i 66-2/3%. So "t constantly 
happens that their graduates fa 1 at the Bar e amination,though 
their experience is the same as our own that a first-class man 
is rarely amonr the failures.

i

1 !

I

May I in conclusion briefly state my own opinion?

1. Anyone who has taken the Civil Law course in McGill 
will agree that it provides ample work for three full years for
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With all respect, I do not think the teaching in our 
Faculty is un to a groper standard._ it is not sufficient mr 
a professor or lecturer to have a wide knowledge of 1 is subject; 
he should also know how to teach it, which is a. very different 
matter. We do not recognize that teaching is an art m itself,

3.

eu.su A11UVV XIUVv ou uocxw! x v, is a very different
................. We do not recognize that teaching is an.art in itself,
with the consequence that little or no emphasis is placed upon 
the method of presenting a subject. As 1 had occasion to say 
several years ago, I do not think that the Faculty should be 

' ” • ' yet I do thin 4-
s to pass the ar

thata coaching school for the 
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4.

examinations while civinr them a much broader education in 
law than required for that examination.

To my mind, the situation reouires that we set 
ourselves earnestly and diligently to the work of better 
teaching in the Faculty of Law, keeping in mind that most 
o± our students desire to practice law in this Province and 
unat it is imperative, therelore. that we should preoare them 
to pass the Bar examinations. It might be well for us also 
to join with the other interested Universities and with the 
Bar Examiners to improve the system under which the Bar 
nations are conducted.

I am sorry th t is letter is so long, but, 
oi the importance of it su ject-matter to our Faculty, 
sure you will pardon me for so fully discussing it.

Yours faithfully,

4.

exami-

am

\
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Ur October 2nd, 1923 »

George Montgomery, Esq.,K.C., 
145 St. James Street,
Montreal.

My dear Mr. Montgomery
I called at your office

last Friday to see you, but as you were away from 
the office at the time I briefly outlined to Mr.

This morning IBrown the purpose of my visit, 
called again, but you were engaged, and so, in 
order that bhere may be no further unnecessary 
delay 1 am-writing to outline briefly what I would 
like you to do.

We have- all been aware that for 
time considerable criticism has been made

We.mustsome
of the curriculum of our Law School, 
remove all grounds for that criticism as soon as 
.possible. Much of it,I believe,has not been 
deserved, owing to a lack of understanding as to 
just what the University is doing and as to the 
objective aimed at. Regarding the B.C.L. 
it la our intention to prepare a memorandum just 
what it is, whom it is given by and the place it 
occupies in our Lav; School.

*

course

It is the intention to 
circulate this memorandum to all members of the 
Bar In this city and I think we shall be able to 
prove that the B.G.L. course is not being sacrificed 
by anything the University is doing regarding an 
LL.B. course, but it was with particular reference 
to the latter that I wished to speak to you.

yif

msI



I think the University has been a
couple of gen;!rations ahead of the popular demand 
for such a course and its usefulness is being 
restricted and practically nullified by the re
strictions by which the Bars of the different 
provinces hedge around entrance to the profession 
of law. 1 am of the opinion that the time has 
come when it would be as well for the University to 
discontinue giving the LL.B. course as at present 
outlined, but I am convinced that there is a vital 
necessity for some course which will 
for public service.

prepare men

At the meeting of the Faculty held 
last Thursday afternoon I was authorized to con
stitute a committee who would take up the con
sideration of the LL.B. course and advise me as to 
What it should embrace. I suggested a committee 

. composed Of Messrs. Sugene Lafleur, Arnold Wainwright, 
and yourself, Professor Mackay and Professor Smith, 
with power to add to their number. The constitution 
of this committee met with the approval of the 
Faculty and Mr. Lafleur has promised to head up that 
committee. I called upon you to ask if you would 
be willing to serve, as the members of the Faculty 
insisted that X should bring every pressure to bear 
upon you to help.

■

m I very much hope that you will consent 
to act and I can assure you that if you do you will 
be rendering a real service to McGill. ,

With all good wishes, I am,

Yours faithfully,
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JOHN J.CREELMAN.K.C. 
J.S - B. MACPH EPSONÇABLESî-J ON CREEL

Creelman & Macpherson

BARRISTERS X SOLICITORS

DOMINION EXPRESS BUILDING

Sept. 10, 1921,MONTREAL

Sir Arthur Currie, K.C.M.G., K.C.B., 
Principal, McGill University, 

Montreal,

Dear Sir Arthur,

Elective Fellows, representing the
of the University, I am much

As one of the
Graduates in Law, on the Corporation 
disturbed at the vers7 high percentage

Examinations last July of those who but a
of failures at the Quebec

short time previouslyBar
of B.C.L. at McGill,

McGill University is primarily intend- 
students for the practice of law in

the large percentage of fail- 
of the two last years it is

of instruction in the 
raise this question at the 

I expect to have available some

had received the Degree
The Law Faculty of 

ed to prepare English-speaking 
the Province of Quebec, and in view of

at the Bar Examinations in each 
apparent that all is not well with the course

It is my intention to 
next meeting of Corporation when

ures

Faculty of Law.

data and figures.
that the Law Faculty 

in order that those receiving
I consider it a matter of urgency

should at once re-organize its syllabus
. shall be better prepared for the Bar Examinationsthe Degree of B.C.L 

of the Province of Quebec. lawUnless something is done at once,

:
!■ ' -
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Sir Arthur Currie, K.C.M.G., g.C.B.

— 2 —

students will be diverted from McGill in favor of the University 

of Montreal, from which institution in the last two years the 

percentage of successes in the Bar Examinations has been much

m■ÿ'iî-.v

higher.

It is openly stated that only about one-third of this 

year's recipients of the Degree of B.C.i. at McGill were successful 

in the Bar Examinations in July, 

graduating class of 1907, all of whom passed the Bar Examinations 

of that year, I am satisfied that something is radically wrong with 

the present system of instruction.

When I compare this with my own

Yours respectfully,
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J. J, Qreelman,
Dominion Sxpres 
Montreal.

September
Thirteenth

1921.y

■ fî v{ . I C » 0 » g
niiaire-,

Dear Mr. Greelman
I have your letter of September 10th 

, 1th reference to certain matters in connection with our 
Law Faculty.

I confess that these are giving me a 
great deal of concern at the pre;ent time and it is my 
intention to go into the matter thoroughly and for that 
reason I am asking some members of the Law Faculty and 
others concerned to have dinner with me next Friday 
ni ht at the University lub. I do not quite know rkat 
is the matter. I kno- that 9 have some good teachers 
amongst the Law Faculty and some who are probably not 
o ood9 so that it my be that the teaching in some 
subjects is at fault.

In the next place I think the Summer 
Law 'so iven last year, or the year before, did not 
amount to very much. It is unreasonable to think that 
students can absorb as much in a couple of months as 
they are asked to absorb in the regular session of a 
year.

I might add, though, that . e at IcGill 
are very much surprised at the results of the Bar 
examination. Some of our beat students have been plucked, 
whereas, some whom ;e considered very indifféré t have 
been succe sful. One dislikes to mention it, but yet 
one cannot help noticing that all of those who wrote 
in French ere succès fui. Some of those who wrote in
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Yours faithfully,

Principal.

J. J. Oroelman, Esv. 2 -

i-renoh we did not regard 
not to he compared vîith as 8"^rong students, certainly 

some others who failed.
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